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Abstract
Traditional passwords have numerous problems, but so far no alternative system
has been able to replace them. Authentication using brain-computer interfaces
(BCIs), or passthoughts, has been proposed as an alternative because of the unique
biometric properties of neurophysiological data, but significant questions remain
regarding usability and practicality. In this thesis I explore issues related to the
usability of BCIs and passthoughts. I designed and built a prototype passthought
authenticator, which revealed significant usability issues surrounding the use of
mental commands. By interviewing expert BCI users and researchers, I identified
barriers relating to perceived safety, usability, and applicability of BCIs. A survey
of MTurk workers with no prior BCI experience revealed that personality characteristics as well as security behaviours were related to respondents’ acceptance
and perceived usability of BCIs. These studies revealed significant barriers and
areas for improvement of passthoughts and BCIs in general.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Passwords are a ubiquitous feature of modern life, but are known to have significant shortcomings which impact their usability as an authentication mechanism.
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have been suggested for their potential to enable
novel forms of authentication which may address these problems. However, the
proposed approaches are not without limitations and have received comparatively
little scrutiny relative to other password-alternatives. In this thesis I consider
these limitations and propose a new approach for BCI authentication based on
mental commands and graphical passwords.
1.1

Usability of Passwords

Virtually all online accounts and personal devices are secured behind some form of
password, passphrase, or PIN. Even in situations when other methods are available, such as fingerprint scanners emerging on many current-generation smartphones, a password or PIN is generally still required as a backup authentication
system in the event that the primary method fails. The situation with passwords
is perhaps best summarized by Bonneau et al. 1 in the opening of their 2012 paper
on alternative authentication systems:
“The continued domination of passwords over all other methods of enduser authentication is a major embarrassment to security researchers.
As web technology moves ahead by leaps and bounds in other areas,
passwords stubbornly survive and reproduce with every new web site.
1

2
Extensive discussions of alternative authentication schemes have produced no definitive answers.” — Bonneau et al. 1

When used correctly, passwords are not a terrible authentication system per se,
but a significant usability burden impairs their robustness as an authentication
scheme. The only major inherent weakness of passwords is their vulnerability
to capture, which can be accomplished through in-person observation or using a
camera (called shoulder-surfing), or a software key-logger installed on the system.
However, passwords have poor security in the real world due to poor usability
which encourages users to develop compensatory behaviours to circumvent the
system requirements. The most significant user behaviour issues with password
authentication are the use of predictable sequences, reuse of passwords across
multiple accounts, and the tendency of users to write their passwords down in a
form that they can be stolen.
In order for passwords to be secure against dictionary-based guessing attacks,
they must contain sufficient entropy to ensure a large password space. This can be
accomplished in a number of ways, such as increasing the length of the password
and combining upper and lower-case letters with numbers, punctuation, and other
symbols. Strong passwords should also avoid common patterns and dictionary
words because these are susceptible to automated guessing attacks.2 Password
expiration is a common tool intended to improve password security by forcing the
user to change their password at regular intervals, but empirical investigations
have found that the security advantage of these policies is marginal at best and
associated with a significant usability cost.3 Given these requirements for password
security and the fact that individuals are now maintaining an increasing number
of online accounts,4,5 the burden of memorizing a different long, unpronounceable,
and frequently-changing password for each account is very apparent.

3
1.2

Password Alternatives

A number of alternatives have been proposed and tested with the hope of providing a replacement for text passwords as the de facto standard for authentication.
Bonneau et al. 1 ’s 2012 review comparing different authentication schemes remains
the most comprehensive treatment of this topic, and demonstrates both the reason
for the continued dominance of passwords and the key areas on which other methods perform poorly. Bonneau et al. 1 propose a scheme to evaluate and contrast
authentication systems based on three overarching criteria: security (whether the
system is resilient to attacks of different types), usability (the ease-of-use of the
system on the part of the end-user), and deployability (the scalability and easeof-implementation of the system on the part of the system owner/administrator).
Bonneau et al. 1 conducted a comparative analysis using their evaluation framework for text passwords (or legacy passwords) and various alternative systems including graphical passwords, hardware tokens, biometrics, and others. A summary
of the breakdown of authentication systems across three dimensions (usability, deployability, and security) is reproduced here in Figure 1.1. Notably, text passwords
have relatively poor usability and security characteristics, but excel in deployability wherein they meet all criteria. Overall, some systems excel in usability (e.g.,
federated authentication, biometrics), and others in security (e.g., hardware tokens), however none meet the majority of both usability and security criteria, and
none demonstrate deployability comparable to text passwords. Thus, it seems
that no one scheme stands out as an obvious candidate to replace text passwords.
Biometric authentication has been widely examined for its potential to replace
text passwords, and is one of the methods that has seen the greatest adoption
by the public. A 2018 review by Rui and Yan 6 covers a number of biometric
authentication systems including those based on fingerprints, iris, voice, cardiac

4

Figure 1.1: A comparison of text passwords and various proposed alternative
authentication systems according to the criteria of usability, deployability, and
security. Reproduced from Bonneau et al. 1 .

5
rhythm, and keystroke dynamics. Broadly, the review identifies that all of the
methods studied were seriously flawed. For example, iris-based authentication
demonstrates high security but poor usability, whereas fingerprint authentication
is very to easy to use but has poor security due to the ease with which fingerprints
can be copied from essentially any surface that a victim has touched.
According to Rui and Yan 6 , one of the most significant threats to biometric authentication is a replay attack or spoofing attack, wherein an attacker compromises
biometric authentication by acquiring an image or copy of the biometric feature of
interest and replaying it to the authentication system in order to falsely authenticate as the victim. For example, a scan of a victim’s iris could be used to fool an
iris-based authentication system.7 A related difficulty with biometrics is related
to changeability (or cancelability), because biometric features like fingerprints or
irises are difficult—if not impossible—to change in the event of compromise.8 For
these reasons text passwords remain as a backup authentication method even in
contexts where biometrics are deployed.
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is another approach for improving the security of password authentication that has been studied extensively and has been
widely implemented in the last several years. The basic principle of MFA is to
augment a primary authentication factor (usually text passwords) with a second
factor such that there is no longer a single point of failure.9 In essence, the user is
asked to log-in using a combination of different methods; the consensus of multiple
authentication factors strengthens the conclusion that the user’s identity is genuine. Authentication factors are generally classified into one of three categories:
a knowledge factor (something you know such as a secret text password), a possession factor (something you have, a physical token like a mobile phone or USB
key), or an inherent factor (something you are, such as a unique fingerprint, cardiac rhythm, or facial geometry). A strong MFA system will use multiple factors

6
from at least two of these categories. For example, after entering a username and
password as normal, a user may be asked to enter a code sent via push notification
to their mobile phone; thus the user must demonstrate knowledge of the correct
account credentials, as well as possession of the mobile phone associated with the
account in order to successfully authenticate and gain access to the account.
While MFA undoubtedly improves security, a number of studies and reviews
have come to the general consensus that usability of MFA is poor, and the process overburdens users.10–13 For example, Krol et al. 11 studied the use of MFA in
online banking, finding that users view MFA as cumbersome, prone to mistakes,
and getting in the way of their primary task. Das et al. 13 conducted an analysis of
user comments for MFA applications on major mobile app stores (Google, Apple,
and Amazon) in order to determine general sentiments around MFA as well as
specific issues preventing acceptance and adoption. Some themes were identified,
including issues with setup, integration and compatibility with other applications
and systems, backups, and being forced to use MFA by one’s workplace or educational institution. The findings of Das et al. 13 support the notion that public
perception of MFA is not particularly positive, and users are not willing to accept
or adopt it without some form of enforcement.
1.3

Passthoughts: Brain-based Authentication

An interesting possibility for authentication was proposed by Thorpe, van
Oorschot, and Somayaji14 in 2005, termed passthoughts. Passthoughts involve
using a brain-computer interface (BCI) to record the activity of the user’s brain
while they engage in a specific mental task (the passthought); the recorded brain
activity is compared against a known genuine example in order to validate the
identity of the user. The mental task or passthought itself is a knowledge-based
authentication factor, but there is a biometric component as well because of the
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unique way in which a given thought is expressed between individuals at the level
of neuronal activity. Constructed in this way, passthoughts enable two-factor
authentication which nonetheless requires only a single step on the part of the
user, essentially sidestepping the significant usability burden normally associated
with MFA. In recent years this paradigm has been extended to include three authentication factors by treating the BCI device itself as a physical authentication
token.15
In addition to the potential for single-step MFA, passthoughts provide several other benefits:14 unlike other biometrics, they are cancelable or changeable,
meaning that they can be revoked or changed in the event of a data breach; depending on the implementation, passthoughts can be immune to observation or
shoulder-surfing attacks that are problematic for text passwords and many other
knowledge-based authentication systems; and passthoughts are accessible for individuals with severe impairments that prevent them from being able to use other
authentication methods such as locked-in syndrome or advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). This last point is especially relevant because individuals with
severe impairments of communication or motor ability are one of the most important user groups for BCIs in general.
Despite these factors, there remain unanswered questions regarding the public
acceptance and adoption of passthoughts. It is generally understood that usability
is a critical component of security systems, and that poor usability is itself a security vulnerability.16 This is often framed as a trade-off, where increasing the level
of security tends to decrease the system’s usability.17 The usability of passthoughts
has only been seriously investigated in a few studies,18–20 and without a definitive
answer to the questions of whether passthoughts could be usable for daily life,
under what circumstances, and for whom. The usability of BCIs in general has
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been more thoroughly addressed, leading to the identification of several significant
usability barriers, which is concerning for the case of passthoughts.
The aim of the present work is to explore these and other issues related to
the practicality and usability of passthought authentication. The remainder of
this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 will introduce the reader to braincomputer interfaces through a review of related work, leading into a discussion
about BCI-based authentication and its merits. Chapter 3 presents a novel approach to BCI authentication that combines BCI mental commands with graphical passwords. I describe a prototype system following this approach that I built
for usability testing, as well as outlining an evaluation study to test the prototype which was unsuccessful due to complications with using mental commands.
Chapters 4 and 5 describe my attempts to reveal and understand factors related
to acceptance and adoption of BCIs and BCI-based authentication through qualitative semi-structured interviews with BCI experts (Ch. 4) and a quantitative
survey of BCI-naïve MTurk21 workers (Ch. 5). Chapter 6 summarizes previous
chapters and provides some closing remarks before concluding the thesis.
1.4

Contributions

Chapter 3 describes my design and implementation of a novel type of prototype
passthought authentication system based on BCI mental commands and graphical
passwords. Passthought systems based on mental commands have not previously
been reported in the research literature to my knowledge. Attempts to conduct
usability testing with the prototype were initially stalled due to difficulty and unreliability of training a mental command classifier, and later suspended indefinitely
due to closure of the University due to COVID-19.
Despite failed attempts to conduct usability testing, a few valuable lessons were
learned about the implementation of passthought authentication based on mental
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commands. In general, it appears that the amount of time and effort required
to achieve reliable detection and discrimination of four mental commands, if it
is possible at all, would be far too onerous to justify their use for the purpose
of authentication only. It is possible that a system requiring fewer commands
(i.e., two or three) would be more feasible. Alternatively, the burden of mental
command training might be offset if the same set of commands could be used for
a more general set of tasks beyond just authentication.
I conducted semi-structured interviews with BCI experts, described in Chapter
4, intended to identify barriers related to the acceptance and potential adoption
of BCIs and passthought authentication. Thematic analysis of the interview data
revealed several barriers which were encapsulated by three general themes: the perceived safety of BCI devices, their usability (including difficulty as well as physical
and psychosocial comfort), and a need for further development of BCI technologies
and applications to make BCI usage more worthwhile. The role of uncertainty and
lack of knowledge about the brain was a common feature of all three themes. A
significant implication for passthoughts is that passthought systems can only be
as usable as the BCI systems they use. In spite of these significant limitations, interviewees generally indicated that they believed BCIs would become significantly
more prevalent in the future.
Finally, Chapter 5 describes an online survey of Amazon Mechanical Turk
workers aimed at identifying factors related to perceptions of and attitudes toward
BCIs among a general population sample which no prior experience with BCIs.
The survey assessed Big 5 personality dimensions, security-related behaviours,
perceived comfort of a BCI device, and beliefs and views about BCIs in general.
Despite generally reporting very little prior knowledge about BCIs, survey respondents were significantly concerned about the security of BCI devices, strongly
endorsed the need for increased consumer protection regulation concerning BCI
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devices, and thought it at least somewhat likely that BCI devices would become
common or mainstream in the future. Correlational analysis of the subscale scores
for the four instruments revealed some intuitive relationships. For example, those
who scored highly on the Emotional Stability Big 5 dimension were more likely to
report a positive evaluation of the appearance of a BCI device and less likely to report that wearing the device would cause anxiety; the same pattern was observed
for those high in Openness to Experience.

Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter is intended as a general introduction to the topic of brain-computer
interfaces (BCIs) and BCI-based authentication (also called passthoughts). The
chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 discusses the general principles and
components that are common to all BCI schemes. Sections 2.2—2.5 cover different
types of invasive and non-invasive BCIs. Section 2.6 covers various applications
and implementations of BCI systems, and Section 2.7 will explore the case of
BCI authentication in greater detail. Finally, Section 2.8 discusses obstacles and
barriers preventing more widespread adoption of BCIs and BCI authentication by
the public.

2.1

Introduction: What is a BCI?

Any technology that can image or record electrophysiological activity of the brain
has potential to be used as a BCI, though there are significant limitations to
each method which affect the device’s capability, usability, or applicable usecases. BCIs may also include devices which directly affect the brain, such as
deep-brain stimulators used to attenuate motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease,
cochlear implants, as well as transcranial electrical/magnetic/direct-current stimulators (tES/tMS/tDCS).
Brain-computer interfaces can broadly be divided into three categories based
on their level of invasiveness, i.e., invasive, partially-invasive, and non-invasive.
The distinction between invasive and partially-invasive BCIs relates to whether
11
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the device is implanted into neural tissue. Invasive BCIs are implanted into the
brain, whereas partially-invasive BCIs are implanted below the skull but outside
of the brain. There is a general trend that more invasive BCIs generate better
data for BCI use due to increased signal quality and the ability to access signals
from deeper structures of the brain.
Invasive and partially-invasive BCIs have demonstrated impressive capabilities, such as precisely controlling a robotic prosthetic arm,22,23 or piloting a flying
drone through targets in three-dimensional space.24 Current non-invasive BCI implementations do not approach this level of control. This suggests that there is
substantial room for improvement with non-invasive BCIs; as new methods of
non-invasive neuroimaging are developed and existing methods are refined and
improved, it is possible that BCI capabilities that are currently exclusive to invasive and partially-invasive methods may become achievable with non-invasive
ones.
In 2006, Pfurtscheller, Graimann, and Neuper 25 proposed a framework for BCI
systems comprises five steps that form a closed loop:
1. Signal acquisition: the physiological activity of the brain must be recorded,
for example using electroencephalography (EEG), electrocorticography
(ECoG; also called intracranial EEG), or functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS).
2. Preprocessing: The signal must be processed into a form which is useful
for further analysis. For EEG, this means filtering out 50/60 hz ambient
electrical noise as well as applying various other band-pass filters to isolate
the frequency spectra of interest.
3. Feature Extraction: The system must identify features of the signal that
correspond to the user’s intent and distinguish these from non-task-related
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activity. In the case of EEG, it is common to apply a Fourier transform to
extract band power in the frequency spectra of interest (e.g., alpha, beta,
delta).
4. Classification: The extracted features are fed into a classification algorithm
which attempts to estimate the user’s intent. Various machine learning approaches have been used for this step with varying success. There is a great
deal of room for improvement in this step as the fields of artificial intelligence
and machine learning continue to advance.
5. Application: The user’s intended action is executed in the hardware or software application.
Pfurtscheller, Graimann, and Neuper 25 ’s framework was meant to apply to
EEG-based BCIs, however, the same structure has been adopted for BCIs based
on other technologies such as functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS).26

2.2

Invasive BCIs

Invasive BCIs are those that require surgical implantation. Three methods of invasive neuroimaging are typically used for BCIs, reviewed in detail by Ajiboye and
Kirsch 27 : stereoencephalography (sEEG), electrocorticography (ECoG), and penetrating microelectrode arrays (PMAs). sEEG uses long, thin electrodes that have
multiple sensor contacts along their length, which are implanted through holes
drilled in the skull in various locations according to their intended application.
sEEG is advantageous in that it can be used to record signals from virtually any
location within the brain, including deeper subcortical structures that are difficult
to access with other methods. ECoG uses flat sheet-like grids or strips of microelectrode sensors which are implanted below the skull but outside of the brain.
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While it is not particularly suitable for accessing deeper structures, ECoG is able
to cover a broader region of the cortical surface. PMAs are made of up a series of
small wires or shafts attached to a flat surface which penetrate 1–1.5 mm into the
surface of the brain. PMAs record signals from only a small region of the cortical
surface but allow for the collection of very detailed information, including single
action potentials of individuals neurons.

Figure 2.1: Left: An intracranial electrode used for stereoencephalography
(sEEG). Reproduced from Renishaw Plc.28 Middle: A subdural electrode array
on the surface of the brain being used to conduct electrocorticography (ECoG),
from Amaral et al. 29 . Right: A penetrating microelectrode array (PMA)
developed by Blackrock Microsystems.30
Many authors have drawn a distinction between invasive BCIs which are surgically implanted into the brain and so-called partially-invasive BCIs which require
surgical implantation but do not penetrate the tissue of the brain. However, it is
worth noting that invasive can also be viewed in terms of the severity of the surgical procedure, rather than whether the implanted sensors penetrate the brain. For
example, ECoG is typically considered a partially invasive technique27 because the
sensors are placed below the skull but outside of the brain, while sEEG is considered invasive because electrodes are inserted into brain tissue. However, as noted
in Ajiboye and Kirsch 27 , the surgical procedure for ECoG involves removing large
sections of the skull and can therefore be seen as more invasive than the implantation process for sEEG, in which electrodes are inserted through small holes drilled
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through the skull. For the remainder of this review I will not make a distinction
between invasive and partially-invasive neuroimaging methods and will consider
any technique requiring surgery to be invasive.
Invasive BCIs carry significant risk. In addition to the risks normally associated
with any surgery, there is the possibility of unintended damage to the brain during
implantation as well as glial scarring which can occur in the long term.27 Further,
implanted sensors can degrade over time,27 and can only be repaired or replaced by
undergoing additional invasive surgery. For these reasons, research into invasive
BCIs in humans is relatively sparse and limited to conditions in which a patient
is undergoing an invasive neuroimaging procedure due to medical necessity and
volunteers to participate in a BCI study. This presents an additional difficulty for
research because the number, type, and locations of sensors for these patients is
heterogenous and based on the specific aims of the procedure with respect to their
condition.
However, invasive methods offer distinct advantages over non-invasive ones for
BCI use. They can achieve very high resolution in both spatial and temporal
domains; for example, using PMAs it is possible to record single action potentials
of individual neurons27 which have been shown to encode movement related information and are therefore a valuable control signal for motor-based BCIs. Invasive
methods can achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio than non-invasive27 ones and
can record a wider spectrum of electrical activity due to the lack of obstruction
by the skull.
The capabilities of invasive BCIs can be life-changing for individuals with severe impairments. One of the first major successes of invasive BCIs was the
cochlear implant first patented in 1986,31 which can restore hearing by delivering electrical stimulation directly to the cochlea. Spinal cord injury (SCI), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and traumatic brain injury (TBI) are conditions
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which often lead to significant loss of mobility or communication, and restoring
function for individuals with these conditions is one of the most significant and
well-studied use-cases for invasive BCIs.
A number of studies have demonstrated the ability for invasive BCI methods
to allow a user to control the position of a cursor in one,32 two,33–36 or threedimensional space,24,37 suggesting the possibility of computer use for individuals
with limited mobility. Possibilities for communication include high-performance
speller applications (as in Figure2.4)38,39 or, more elaborately, directly decoding
imagined syllables and translating them into text or synthesized speech.40,41
In terms of physical mobility, invasive BCIs have been used to control robotic
external prosthetic devices (neuroprosthetics),22,23,42 or a full exoskeleton.43 In a
landmark achievement, Hochberg et al. 22 developed a BCI system based on implanted microelectrode arrays that enabled a patient with tetraplegia to drink
coffee from a bottle using a robotic arm. Many individuals with motor impairments due to disease or injury nonetheless have functional musculature remaining
in their impaired limbs which can be controlled to create movement by the application of electrical currents, a practice called functional electrical stimulation
(FES).44 An extension to the neuroprosthetic approach is to use to stimulate a
patient’s impaired limbs based on signals recorded from a BCI.45,46 Although it is
not applicable in all cases, BCI-based FES blurs the distinction between prosthesis
and rehabilitation and offers a more naturalistic restoration of function without
the social and technological complexities of a robotic prosthetic.
Overall, there are compelling capabilities of invasive BCIs which may outweigh
their significant risks by restoring lost function to people with severe impairments.
However, the capabilities of invasive BCIs are important for the study of noninvasive BCIs as well, as the process of reading brain signals and interpreting them
to control a system is fundamentally the same in both cases. The performance
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improvement of invasive BCIs over non-invasive ones is primarily due to their
better spatial resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, and access to deeper structures of
the brain, all of which could conceivably be achieved through further refinement
of existing non-invasive methods such as EEG or MEG (discussed in Section 2.5).
Therefore it is not unreasonable to expect that future non-invasive BCIs will at
some point achieve performance that is currently only possible with invasive ones.

2.3

EEG-based BCIs

By far the most prevalent technology used for non-invasive BCIs is electroencephalography (EEG). First demonstrated on humans in 1924,47 EEG has been
widely as a medical diagnostic tool. The use of EEG signals to interact with a
computer system was first proposed by Vidal 48 in 1973, credited as the origin of
the term brain-computer interface. A series of experiments over the subsequent
decades gradually advanced the state of the art of EEG-based BCIs and demonstrated impressive capabilities using medical-grade EEG systems.49–53 A review by
Wolpaw 54 summarized the work on BCIs and the state of the field in 2007. One
of the most significant developments in EEG-based BCIs over the last decade has
been the emergence of of low-cost consumer-oriented EEG-BCI devices aimed at a
variety of BCI applications.55–58 EEG has several advantages over other methods
that make it a suitable input for BCI use:

1. Safety: EEG has been extensively studied by neurophysiology researchers
and used as a basic diagnostic tool in medical practice for many decades and
has not been associated with any negative side-effects.
2. Portability: recent advances in EEG hardware have enabled the development
of highly portable systems. All of the components required for a functional
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EEG setup can be comfortably fit into a simple head-worn device, and modern smartphones and laptops are sufficiently powerful to process EEG data
in real time for BCI applications.
3. Low cost: As EEG technology has been refined over many decades, the
cost has decreased dramatically. Several consumer-facing EEG devices have
been developed which retail for less than one thousand dollars (e.g., Emotiv57 and Muse56 devices, some of the OpenBCI58 kits). The accessibility of
EEG setups are further increased by the rise of low-cost 3D printing which
can enable researchers or BCI enthusiasts to build their own BCIs out of
standard electrical components and 3D-printed parts. For example, OpenBCI58 uses this 3D printing approach extensively, allowing customers to save
a substantial portion of the cost of a BCI device by printing many of the
non-electrical components themselves.
4. High temporal resolution: The electrical potential fluctuations generated
by the firing of neurons occurs imperceptibly fast, and modern EEGs are
capable of sampling at rates well over 1000 Hz, allowing EEG to resolve
activity on the order of milliseconds.
While the advantages of EEG are significant, it is not without limitations.
The electrical fluctuations measured by EEG are very small and can easily be
drowned out by electrical interference, body movements, or contamination from
other physiological signals such as the heartbeat or muscular activity. EEG signals
must pass through the skull before they can be detected from the surface of the
scalp which degrades the signal substantially; frequencies in the gamma range (30200 Hz) are particularly susceptible to this. EEG suffers from low spatial resolution
because, even with many electrodes, each electrode measures the activity of many
tens of thousands of neurons, making it difficult to establish from where any
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particular waveform originates. Compounding this is the fact that EEG signals
are spatially correlated (i.e., a given electrode’s signal overlaps with that of other
nearby electrodes), requiring sophisticated signal processing techniques to isolate
the unique signal of each electrode. EEG is limited to recording activity of neuron
populations near the surface of the brain and is not practical for measuring activity
of internal structures that might be of interest for BCIs.

2.4

fNIRS-based BCIs

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a relatively new method of neuroimaging
that has been investigated as an input for non-invasive BCI systems.26 NIRS is a
non-invasive optical imaging method that uses light in the near-infrared spectrum
passed through biological tissues to detect and quantify the presence of various
molecular targets (e.g., hemoglobin) based on their spectral absorption properties.26 Functional NIRS or fNIRS refers the use of NIRS for functional neuroimaging by measuring changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in specific
areas of the cortex (called the blood oxygen level dependent or BOLD signal), which
can be used to infer relative levels of neuronal activity in those regions based on
the principle that more active neurons have an increased metabolic demand for
oxygen.59
Near-infrared light (with a wavelength between 700 and 1000 nm) does not
interact with bone, and can therefore pass through the skull unimpeded, but is
absorbed differentially by different types of biological tissue based on its wavelength.60 fNIRS imaging involves emitters and detectors placed on the surface of
the scalp. NIR photons of varying wavelengths are emitted into the brain, which
scatter as they interact with brain tissues. Some of these scattered photons are
captured by the detectors, and the intensity of the captured versus the emitted
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photons can be compared to determine changes in the ratio of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin in the path of the emitter.26 The position of the emitter on the scalp
determines the location on the cortex that is measured, and the distance and positioning of the detectors relative to the emitter determine the depth from which the
measurements are taken.26 The wavelengths of the emitted photons are selected
based on the absorption coefficients of the molecules of interest (typically oxy- and
deoxy-hemoglobin), and can be varied in order to investigate different processes.
fNIRS has several features that are desirable for BCI applications.26 It involves
relatively low cost relative to other neuroimaging methods (though it is generally
more costly than EEG setups); it can be portable and is generally robust to movement of the user; it is non-invasive and safe; it is easy to setup and use; the
signal-to-noise ratio is high; and it is not affected by ambient electrical noise like
EEG and magnetoencephalography (MEG). fNIRS has very high spatial resolution, and the location and depth of the measurements can be precisely controlled.
Common brain regions of interest for fNIRS-BCIs are the primary motor cortex
(PMC) and the prefrontal cortex (PFC).26 The PMC affords BCI control using
motor execution (performing a physical action) and motor imagery (imagining
oneself performing a physical action), whereas the PFC lends itself to higher-order
cognitive processes such as concentration, mental arithmetic, and counting. The
first implementation of fNIRS-BCI documented in the research literature comes
from a pair of studies by Coyle et al.61,62 who used a motor imagery approach to
have users control a binary switch in a prototype system called Mindswitch.
The main limitation of fNIRS, especially as it related to BCIs, comes from
it’s temporal resolution. Whereas EEG and MEG directly measure electrical or
magnetic properties of action potentials which are virtually instantaneous, the
BOLD signal that is measured by fNIRS is indirect and changes in activity are
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only observable after a delay of several seconds.26 This makes fNIRS poorly suited
for BCI applications that require precise timing or rapid input.
The poor temporal resolution of fNIRS-based BCIs makes them poorly suited
for directly controlling a primary task. In order to circumvent the this, a category
of passive BCIs have been proposed63 which do not require voluntary input from
the user. Rather, passive BCIs monitor the state of the user and automatically
make adjustments to improve the user’s interaction with a computer system.
A number of fNIRS-based passive BCI approaches have been studied by Jacob
et al. (e.g., Bosworth, Russell, and Jacob 64 ). For example, Afergan et al. 65 used
fNIRS over the prefrontal cortex to assess users’ engagement while they completed
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) path planning task in which they had to manage
a variable number of UAVs. Difficulty of the task was modified in accordance
with the prefrontal cortex activity by adding UAVs to the simulation to increase
difficulty when engagement was low (indicating boredom) or removing UAVs when
engagement was very high (indicating that the user may be overwhelmed). In
this case, BCI-based dynamic difficulty adjustment resulted in a 35% reduction
in errors relative to static difficulty, successfully demonstrating the principle of
dynamic difficulty adjustment based on neurophysiological indices of engagement.
2.5

Other BCI Modalities

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is akin to EEG in that it non-invasively records
the net electrical activity of large populations of neurons below a sensor placed
on the scalp.66,67 Whereas EEG directly measures fluctuations in electrical currents occurring in the brain, MEG detects the magnetic fields that are generated
by those currents.66,67 One of the significant advantages of MEG over EEG is
that the magnetic fields measured by MEG are not attenuated by bone and can
therefore pass unimpeded through the skull. This fact enables MEG to capture
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frequency spectra such as high-gamma activity which are ordinarily not capturable
with EEG due to attenuation by the skull. Unfortunately, several factors prevent
MEG’s applicability for BCI use: MEG apparati are room-scale devices, which
require significant magnetic shielding to prevent interference from ambient electrical noise,66–68 and are therefore non-portable, prohibitively expensive to purchase
and maintain, and require significant expertise to operate.
Nonetheless, several researchers have examined the applicability of MEG for
BCI systems with encouraging results,69–73 suggesting that the MEG signal contains information that is useful for BCI applications. A wearable MEG system
designed by Boto et al. 68 significantly advanced the state of the art of MEG-based
BCIs by enabling a greater degree of mobility and portability. While the requirement of magnetic shielding and barriers related to cost and operability remain,
Boto et al. 68 ’s wearable system enables substantially more freedom of movement
and articulation relative to a traditional MEG system as can clearly be seen in
Figure 2.2. Given this trajectory, further refinements to MEG technology may tip
the cost-benefit analysis to be more favourable for real-world BCI applications.

Figure 2.2: A comparison of a typical MEG system that requires the user to
remain stationary (left) and a wearable MEG system that affords greater
freedom of mobility and articulation (right). Adapted from Boto et al. 68 .
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive medical imaging technique which uses a powerful magnet and radio-frequency emitter to manipulate
the orientation of hydrogen ions (i.e., protons) in a living organism.74 MRI has
unparallelled spatial resolution and the ability to examine any location or depth
of a sample. Briefly, a strong electromagnetic field is applied which forces all
protons within field to become aligned with it. Radio pulses are emitted which
disturb the protons and cause them to spin out of alignment. Once a radio pulse
has ended, the protons return to alignment, releasing energy which is detected
by the apparatus. The amount of time taken and energy released by the protons
returning to alignment with the magnetic field reflects the density as well as other
chemical properties of the sample. The magnetic resonance (MR) signal can be
detected from any depth within the sample (provided it fits inside the scanner)
and can therefore resolve even the deepest structures in the brain. The magnetic
field is moved across the subject to scan the entire area of interest, which can be
as small as a few millimeters or include the entire body. The resulting image is
a model of the sample composed of three-dimensional voxels that can be used to
detect the presence of tumours, tissue damage, vascular abnormalities, and many
other conditions.

Figure 2.3: A series of fMRI images showing increased activity in various brain
regions at a single point in time, as measured by the BOLD signal. Each image is
a horizontal slice of the human brain, starting from the most inferior (i.e., lowest)
slice in the top left corner and moving to the most superior slice (at the top of
the brain) in the bottom right corner. Reproduced from Langleben et al. 75 .
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Functional MRI (fMRI ) is the application of MRI to functional neuroimaging
by utilizing the BOLD signal (as in fNIRS, described in Section 2.4).74 However,
whereas fNIRS is limited to recording activity near the surface of the brain, fMRI
can access any structure of arbitrary depth. Disadvantages of fMRI are analogous
to those of MEG: MRI scanners are very expensive, non-portable, difficult to
operate, and prohibit movement of the subject during the scan. In addition, fMRI
shares the drawback of fNIRS that the hemodynamic response that generates
the BOLD signal takes on the order of several seconds to be observed, making
BOLD measurements indirect and temporally imprecise. Several BCI systems
have been developed which use the BOLD readings from various brain areas as
a control mechanism to interact with a computer system for such purposes as
neurofeedback,76–81 control/mental commands,82–86 and communication.87–91
A further possibility for non-invasive BCIs comes from the combination of two
or more recording modalities. For example, the combination of EEG and fNIRS
enables both the electrophysiological and neurovascular activities of the user to be
used as control signals. Similarly, strictly brain-based recordings can be combined
with other biometric signals such as eye-blinks (using an electrooculogram EOG) or
muscular activity (with an electromyogram or EMG). The various types of hybrid
BCIs that have been implemented are too numerous to be described in full here,
but a 2017 review by Hong and Khan 92 provides an overview.

2.6

BCI Applications

A number of non-medical applications have been investigated for BCIs which
include neurofeedback and meditation training, communication,93 entertainment
and gaming,94–96 integrated control of connected internet-of-things (IoT) devices,97
dynamic skill learning,94,98 and workload management.65,99,100
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Figure 2.4: A typical grid speller interface, which allows a
communication-impaired person to compose text messages using any type of
unary signal. Rows are highlighted one at a time, top to bottom, and the user
issues a signal when the highlighted row contains their target character. Each
character in the row is then highlighted individually, from left to right, and the
user responds again once their target when the speller reaches their target letter.

The P300 speller BCI paradigm has been used for a number of years to enable communication for individuals with severe motor or communication impairments.101 Briefly, the P300 speller takes advantage of the P300 event-related potential (ERP), which can be reliably detected immediately following the presentation
of a target stimulus. The basic idea is to present a sequence of letters to the user
while monitoring for a P300 response. The P300 is used as an indication that the
letter that has just been presented is the one that the user wants to add to the
message. Rather than presenting a stream of letters, most P300 spellers show a
grid of letters (as in Figure 2.4) and have users first select the row that their target
letter appears in before cycling through the letters in that row. The P300 speller
system can be extended to enable novel forms of telecommunication between individuals. Kerous and Liarokapis 93 developed an application, BrainChat, which
combines a P300 speller with an augmented reality (AR) interface that enabled
two individuals to communicate remotely.
Vasiljevic and Miranda 96 published a comprehensive review of 82 BCI games
based on consumer EEG devices covering a wide range of devices, control
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paradigms, and genres. They found that the majority of BCI games were intended for serious applications such as training, research, and healthcare, whereas
relatively few were intended for entertainment purposes. Based on their findings,
the authors make recommendations for the development of BCI games as well as
open areas for research (most notably a general lack of research around the user
experience of BCI games in favour of performance-centric measures).
Jacob and colleagues have pursued the applications of passive (or implicit)
BCIs based on fNIRS.65,94,98–100 Their general approach is to passively monitor
indices of engagement and attention using fNIRS over the frontal cortical areas
and based on that make adjustments to a different system that the user is engaging with. Jacob’s group has successfully demonstrated this passive control
paradigm with respect to skill learning,94,98 and multi-tasking.99,100 These findings
raise interesting possibilities for BCIs to facilitate human-machine cooperation.

2.7

BCIs for Authentication

The biometric specificity of EEG has been seriously investigated since at least the
1970s,102 though it was not until much later that this was applied for the purpose
of biometric authentication. Poulos, Rangoussi, and Alexandris 103 and Paranjape
et al. 104 published studies in 1999 and 2001 respectively demonstrating classification systems which could identify individuals from a small sample based on
features of their EEG with accuracies between 80 and 100%. Since then a number
of studies15,105–109 have implemented biometric authentication systems based on
resting-state EEG with reasonable success, demonstrating that the uniqueness of
individual users’ EEGs is sufficient for biometric authentication, at least within a
restricted population.
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Stimulus-response EEG authentication can be viewed as an extension of
resting-state EEG biometric authentication in which a (typically visual but sometimes auditory110 ) stimulus is presented to the user in order to provoke a particular
pattern of activity in the EEG which is compared for authentication.110–117 A common stimulus-response paradigm involves the P300 ERP described in Section 2.6.
For example, Lin et al. 118 developed a system which used P300 responses evoked
from viewing a series of target and non-target images.
The idea of BCI authentication or passthoughts was first outlined in detail (although not successfully implemented) by Thorpe, van Oorschot, and Somayaji,14
though some earlier work was done on the broader concept of using EEG signals as
a biometric.103,104 Passthoughts are an extension of EEG-based biometric authentication in that they include a secret mental task which is used to evoke the EEG
signal used for comparison. This in theory provides strong security in the form of
two-factor authentication because the passthought comprises both a secret and a
biometric component14,119 which can be presented to the system simultaneously.
Passthoughts are also advantageous over other types of biometric authentication
in that they are changeable (or cancelable); that is, the secret component of the
passthought can be revoked or altered in the event that the passthought is compromised, with a theoretically extremely large possibility space.119 Passthoughts
also possess the capacity to be unobservable, rendering them immune to shouldersurfing attacks.14
A number of concrete implementations of passthoughts were published since
Thorpe, van Oorschot, and Somayaji’s14 ’s original proposal.120–134 A 2017 review
by Merrill, Curran, and Chuang 119 discussed the advantages, implications, and
some future possibilities of passthoughts such as single-step multi-factor authentication, continuous authentication, and organic passwords that change over time.
The most comprehensive high-level treatment of this topic is a 2019 review by Gui
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et al. 135 , which covers a number of issues related to passthought authentication including comparisons of classifiers, signal collection and processing protocols, and
the permanence and stability of EEG biometrics over time and across differing
mental states. For a more detailed examination of concrete passthought implementations, Jayarathne, Cohen, and Amarakeerthi 136 provide a review of several
studies, contrasting their approaches and the level of accuracy achieved.
A few studies have addressed the question of the stability of EEG-based
passthoughts over time,105,118,128,137–139 but the most direct empirical exploration
of this topic is found in a 2016 study by Maiorana, Rocca, and Campisi 140 . After
acquiring a database of EEG recordings taken from 50 subjects at three time
points over one month, the authors analyzed the similarity of features extracted
from the EEG for each subject over time. Results using different classifiers, EEG
frequency spectra, and electrodes placements supported the conclusion that some
features of the EEG are sufficiently stable over time to be used for biometric
authentication. A comparison of 19 studies addressing the permanence of EEG
biometrics in Gui et al. 135 supports this conclusion.
A fundamental tension in authentication is the balance between security and
usability;16 strong authentication methods tend to be difficult for an average user
to use properly, whereas simple or easy authentication methods tend to lack strong
security. The majority of published studies detailing passthought authentication
schemes are concerned primarily with technical details such as minimizing the
false acceptance and false rejection rate of their classifiers. While the system
performance is a critical component of usability, an understanding of the subjective
experience of a person using BCI authentication is essential to understand the
potential role of passthoughts in society.
The first empirical work on the usability of passthought authentication was
published by Chuang et al. 18 in 2013, with two significant contributions. Firstly,
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it is demonstrated that EEG-based passthought authentication can be achieved in
a sample of 15 individuals using a single-channel dry-contact EEG headset (Neurosky Mindwave55 ), which is much less intrusive and cumbersome than the more
sophisticated multi-channel gel- or saline-based EEG devices that are typically
used in passthought studies. Secondly, by allowing participants to test a range of
different types of passthought tasks it was demonstrated that users display clear
preferences in the types of tasks that they would prefer to use as passthoughts.
The types of tasks that users rated as the most repeatable were those that were
not rated as being either boring or difficult. Somewhat surprisingly, passthought
tasks that were chosen by the users themselves were rated as more boring, more
difficult, and less repeatable than some of the researcher prescribed tasks such as
counting instances of a colour or focusing on breathing.

2.8

Barriers to BCI Adoption

Prior work examining barriers to adoption of BCIs is mostly limited to specialized
populations such as those with severe neuromuscular disorders.141–145 This is to be
expected as the restoration of communication or motor functions for those with
disabilities is one of the most promising and meaningful applications of BCIs.
These findings, however, are difficult to extend to the general population because
the potential non-medical benefits of BCIs are much more limited in scope. I
am not aware of any work directly assessing barriers to adoption of commercial
non-invasive BCIs amongst the general population.
Lightbody, Galway, and McCullagh 146 summarized the current state of BCIs
in 2014 and future obstacles for BCI technologies with an emphasis on barriers
to public adoption. They identify four categories of barriers to BCI pervasiveness: scientific limitations, including basic science of neurophysiology and EEG,
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BCI hardware and software; high system complexity and need for extensive support; user acceptance, including performance expectations and social stigma; and
ethics, covering issues of accessibility, informed consent, privacy, and liability. The
authors offer a few suggestions for critical areas for improvement: general ease-ofuse of the system, good documentation and support; battery life and ergonomics
of the system; more usable (i.e., dry) electrodes; and optimizations to the user
experience tailored to the BCI modality.

2.8.1

Acceptance of BCIs among persons with disabilities.

Blain-Moraes et al. 143 held a focus group with individuals with ALS and their caregivers in order to identify barriers and other factors that influence BCI acceptance.
Participants were recruited from a previous BCI study and so had some experience with BCIs. Several themes emerged in their analysis which were categorized
into personal factors and relational factors. Personal factors include physical and
cognitive fatigue, attitudes toward the technology, anxiety, distractions, and pain
or discomfort. Relational factors include corporeal elements such as the electrodes
which connect the person to the machine, integration of the BCI into existing
hardware and software, changes in the relationship between the individual with
ALS and their caregiver, the need for training and/or support personnel, and the
appearance of the device.
An investigation by Geronimo et al. 144 had patients with ALS engage in a
session to learn about BCIs and then asked to rate their interest in BCIs across
several dimensions before and after using one. They found that participants’ interest in BCIs was significantly related to the type and severity of their impairment,
and that performing well using the device led participants to become more interested in BCIs whereas performing poorly was associated with decreased interest.
Participants’ expressed preference for 80–90% minimum accuracy, spelling rate
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of 15–19 letters per minute, 10–30 minute setup time, and 2–5 required training
sessions.
Huggins and colleagues conducted studies assessing attitudes toward BCIs
among individuals with ALS141 and with spinal cord injuries (SCIs).142 The findings indicated that both patient groups were significantly interested in BCIs with
similar performance expectations of at least 90% accuracy and typing speed of 15
to 20 letters per minute. Expectations were similar for the number of acceptable
sessions or hours required for training as well as the relative importance of features
such as ease of use and ease of setup. Those with ALS were more open to the idea
of implanted electrodes than patients with SCI with more than 70% of patients in
the ALS study reporting that they would be willing to undergo outpatient surgery
versus 46% in the SCI study. Participants in both studies expressed a strong
preference for dry electrodes over saline- or gel-based ones. These findings about
performance requirements in the ALS study141 are quite similar to those found by
Geronimo et al. 144 .
Diep and Wolbring 145 conducted interviews with mothers of children with disabilities who had no prior experience with BCIs. Mothers in the study were
enthusiastic about the possibility of improving their child’s communicative ability
through BCI in order to expand their social network and to aid in interpreting
their needs. The majority of mothers were against the possibility of their children
having invasive BCIs. Mothers in the study also generally expressed a negative
sentiment about the idea of any non-disabled person using a BCI, or that they
should be used for non-therapeutic purpose (i.e., gaming). Several ethical issues
were raised surrounding the use of BCIs, including accessibility (cost, qualification barriers), and concerns about whether data would be collected and who would
have access.
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2.8.2

Concerns about security and privacy.

The issues of security and data privacy are a significant concern to the research
community147–155 and may present a major barrier to adoption among the public.
Given the proximity of (especially invasive) BCIs to the brain, as well as their role
in controlling various mechanical apparati such as electric wheelchairs and robotic
prosthetic limbs, there is potential for serious harm in the event that the security
of these devices is compromised by a malicious attacker.
For example, Pycroft et al. 156 outline potential security threats concerning
deep-brain stimulation (DBS) devices (brainjacking) which are most commonly
used to attenuate symptoms of Parkinsonism. For example, in the extreme case
it may be possible for an attacker to cause damage to a victim’s brain by increasing stimulation parameters beyond safe levels. More sophisticated attacks
are described that may be possible if an attacker has extensive knowledge about
the symptoms and medical history of the target. The security hazards associated
with DBS will vary based on the type and placement of stimulating electrodes, as
well as the underlying condition being treated. Pugh et al. 155 discuss some of the
more troubling implications of brainjacking with respect to individual autonomy
and social responsibility.
Merrill, Chuang, and Cheshire 157 demonstrated that participants with no experience with BCIs believe that brain-sensing technology can reveal more about
them than most other types of sensors, including GPS. Ienca and colleagues149,151
have outlined data privacy challenges associated with BCIs, highlighting the general failure of legislative agencies to keep pace with technological progress. They
propose measures to protect neurological data from BCIs including implementing
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regulations (e.g. PIPEDA in Canada and HIPAA in the USA) around neuromarketing and expanding protections for medical data to include data generated from
non-medical BCIs.
Several studies have investigated the information that can be recovered or
derived from neurophysiological data.158–161 A landmark study by Martinovic et
al. 158 in 2012 demonstrated the possibility of covertly extracting private information using a maliciously constructed BCI app. By presenting various images to
participants and monitoring for evoked P300 ERP responses, they were able to
infer limited private information such as the area in which they live, month of
birth, and preferred banking institution. This area of work was later expanded
by Frank et al. 159 , who demonstrated a subliminal attack by presenting stimuli
too briefly to be consciously perceived while participants were engaged in an unrelated primary task. Similar to Martinovic et al. 158 , Frank et al. 159 were able to
determine whether subliminally presented images of faces were of someone known
or unknown to the participant. Critically, when asked, participants reported not
being aware of the presentation of any faces or unusual stimuli during the task.
An impressive but foreboding body of research has demonstrated the capability
of statistical modelling and machine learning techniques to reconstruct images
viewed by a participant undergoing an fMRI scan.162–167 For example, a 2019 study
by Shen et al. 162 demonstrated a generative adversarial network (GAN) model
which produced the images in Figure 2.5. The practical relevance of these findings
from a security perspective is lacking, given that fMRIs are currently not very
suitable for BCI applications due to their size and cost, and the reproduced images
themselves remain rather unclear, particularly if the original image is not presented
for comparison. What these studies demonstrate, however, is that the retinotopic
mapping of the primary visual cortex can be used to deterministically extract
information about the content of a person’s visual field. Continuing progress in
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Figure 2.5: Reproduced from Shen et al. 162 . (A) Original stimuli images (top
row) and images reconstructed by a deep neural network from fMRI data for
three participants. (B) Average similarity between the stimulus and
reconstructed images assessed using Pearson correlation, structural similarity
index (SSIM), and human judgement.
machine learning methods as well as increasing sophistication of commercially
available neuroimaging devices suggest that this may become a significant issue
for the privacy and security of BCI devices in the future.
To summarize, the barriers to BCI adoption are numerous. All types of invasive
BCIs have an inherently severe barrier in the form of surgery and the possibility
of complications. Recurring themes among studies of BCI usability include the
need for easier and less technical setup, as well as better system performance
overall. Among those with disabilities, BCIs raise questions about social stigma
due to their obvious appearance, as well as more existential concerns about the
nature of the relationship between human and machine, personal autonomy, and
individuality. Security and privacy issues are additional barriers which will likely
need to be solved before widespread adoption of BCIs is feasible.

Chapter 3

Mental Command Graphical Password System

3.1

Motivation

In theory, BCI authentication has distinct advantages over text passwords and
other biometrics. Passthoughts are unobservable, and are therefore immune to
shoulder-surfing attacks. Unlike static biometrics, passthoughts are changeable
and will naturally degrade over time unless a classifier is continuously retrained.119
Passthoughts require a secret (i.e., a thought or mental task; a knowledge factor)
as well as a biometric match (an inherent factor; the biometric specificity of EEGbased passthoughts is demonstrated in Lin et al. 118 and Merrill et al. 15 ), meaning
that they comprise two inherent authentication factors which can be entered in a
single step,15 overcoming a major obstacle with multi-factor authentication that
typically requires a separate step for each factor. Additionally, passthoughts—
as with BCIs in general—open up new possibilities for individuals with severe
impairments.
In practice, however, little is known about the usability and practicality of
passthoughts for real-world use. Given the security-usability trade-off that is
thought to be inherent to all authentication methods,168 it is possible that poor usability could render passthoughts ineffective as a practical authentication method
for the general public despite their desirable security characteristics.
I designed a prototype passthought authentication system based on mental
commands with Emotiv BCI devices in order to assess usability characteristics of
35
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this type of BCI authentication. The mental command approach, wherein a machine learning classifier is trained to distinguish various brain states and associate
them with a discrete output command, was used in order to be compatible with
other BCI tasks.
The aim was to build a system to believably emulate the user experience of
passthought authentication, rather than to build a fully-functional and properly
secure authenticator. Modifications to the hardware and software are discussed
below which could be implemented to make a truly secure version of the system,
but the implementation of this is beyond the scope of this research.

3.2

System Requirements

The overall design of the passthought authentication system was guided by the
following considerations:

Plausibility as a real authentication system. The primary goal of the authenticator is to study aspects of the usability of passthought authentication.
Therefore, priority is placed on elements of the system which the user will see
or interact with. Security features that do not affect the user experience (e.g.,
password hashing, data encryption) are not necessary as the application is not
intended to ever be deployed in a real security context.
However, in order for this work to be useful it should at least be plausibly
adaptable into a secure system that could be used in a live context. Therefore
some consideration must be given to security features and how they might be
implemented if one were to develop a real authenticator based on the usability
prototype.
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Authentication using mental commands. Interaction with the system will
be based on mental commands, in which the user issues discrete commands to the
system by generating a distinct pattern of EEG activity, for example by engaging
in a motor imagery task.
The mental command interaction paradigm was chosen for a few reasons. Mental commands are a common application of BCIs and are generalizable as a control
scheme for any number of applications beyond authentication. Using a common
BCI input method for authentication and other BCI tasks has the advantage of
potentially improving authentication performance through increased system fluency. This also enables more elaborate usability tests in which users use a common
control scheme for a number of tasks in addition to authentication. Directional
commands are compatible with existing authentication paradigms, such as the
pattern unlock that is common with Android devices.169 A further advantage is
that mental commands have been shown to be feasible with consumer-grade BCI
devices170 and tools exist to facilitate training mental commands and integrating
them into external applications (e.g., Emotiv Cortex API171 ).

Random assignment of password sequences. Users will be assigned a password sequence by the system rather than creating their own. This constraint
was added to aid usability testing by removing the potential confounding factor
of users choosing password sequences with special meaning or reusing a sequence
that they use for their phone, for example, which would complicate assessments
of the memorability of the system.

Single-step multi-factor authentication. Merrill et al. 15 successfully demonstrated a passthought application which required three distinct authentication factors (a secret, a biometric, and a physical token) that could be authenticated in a
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single step. This capability of passthoughts can potentially overcome a significant
limitation to the usability of multi-factor authentication systems which typically
require a separate action from the user for each factor.172–175
In order to achieve single-step multi-factor authentication with passthoughts,
a mental task is required that can serve as a secret. In the case of mental commands, this can be a sequence of commands which form a sort of password. The
biometric factor is inherent in the biometric specificity of EEG patterns; two individuals performing the same mental task would nonetheless have quite different
EEGs.15,118 Knowledge of a user’s secret command sequence would be insufficient
to impersonate them because the impersonator would not be capable of reliably
generating the correct EEG states to produce the sequence. Note that an additional constraint must be added to the system in order for this biometric specificity
to work with mental commands. The classifier that translates EEG states into
commands must be directly linked to the user’s identity, otherwise an impersonator with knowledge of a victim’s command sequence could simply train their own
classifier and use it to output the commands. This has the further implication of
making the classifier a sort of authentication token. If the classifier is embedded
into the firmware of the BCI headset, the headset can be considered a physical
possession factor.

Minimal hardware burden. Many BCI devices have time-consuming and/or
very technical setup procedures which impair usability. For example, researchgrade EEG caps usually require the application of a conductive gel to each electrode which can take upward of one hour if there are many electrodes and also
dirties the hair and scalp of the user. Several consumer-grade devices similarly require application of a saline solution prior to use. In addition, BCI devices can be
large, uncomfortable, and/or tethered to many wires and cables. For this usability
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prototype it was important to minimize these issues when selecting the hardware
platform.
3.3

Design

Figure 3.1: Design sketches from the planning phase of application development.
Left: The general action sequence for enrolling a password into the system. At
least four directional commands must be trained corresponsing to the directions
up, down, left, and right, which are used to draw the password sequence. A
series of Command Blocks comprises a password sequence of arbitrary length.
Right: The basic concept for Command Blocks that comprise the password
(discussed in Section 3.4.2). Command data is aggregated over a period of time
and then processed to determine the strongest command during the interval,
which becomes the discrete output for the block.
The choice of the BCI hardware and platform to use is a significant decision
which informs the rest of the design process. A number of consumer-grade BCI
devices were considered: Emotiv Epoc or Insight,57 the Muse headband,56 Neurosky Mindwave,55 and an OpenBCI starter kit.58 The Muse and Neurosky devices
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Figure 3.2: Design sketches from the planning phase of application development.
Left: A diagram of the proposed interface. The user draws their password on the
grid in a series of discrete movement steps using mental commands. Right: A
flow diagram showing the essential functionality of the authenticator, beginning
from the box labelled “Start App” in the upper left. This diagram was used to
develop the structure of the software prototype.
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were ruled out because their sensor configurations were not considered suitable for
mental commands (too few sensors and non-ideal placement over the frontal areas
only).
The OpenBCI Ultracortex58 too was ruled out because it involves a greater
usability burden due to increased weight and wet sensors, and it was thought
that perceptions of usability may be impacted by the do-it-yourself appearance
of the device, which is large, bulky, and covered in exposed wires and circuit
boards. While comparable to other commercial systems in price, the OpenBCI
Ultracortex is geared primarily toward researchers and developers and therefore
aesthetic design is less of a priority, whereas for this project I was more interested
in a more general population for whom the aesthetic component of the device
would carry more weight.
The Emotiv devices provide a good balance of sensor coverage (with 5 and 14
sensors for the Insight and Emotiv devices, respectively), usability, cost, comprehensive API, and prebuilt tools to facilitate training and using mental commands
in the EmotivBCI application.171 Therefore the Emotiv devices were selected as
the platform of choice for this project.
The next consideration for the design of the application was determining how
to form a password from mental command events. In other words, what form
would the password take, and how would it be stored for comparison? Part of
the design process for this step is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The Emotiv57 mental
command stream171 (discussed below in Section 3.4.1) sends several events each
second, so a method was needed to further discretize the inputs. Each mental
command event is associated with a power value, so it is possible to determine
the most strongly detected command over a given period of time by summing the
power of each command detected during that time. For simplicity I will refer to
this as a Command Block (see Figure 3.1, right side). In theory command blocks
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should improve system accuracy as the output for each block is determined by the
consensus of many classifier predictions instead of one. A command-block-based
password can be represented by simple data structures such as an array or string
that can be cryptographically hashed or encrypted.

Figure 3.3: The default Android touchscreen pattern lock screen (left) and a
different implementation of the same system (right). Reproduced from Colley
et al. 169 ’s 2016 paper on improving pattern lock authentication by incorporating
additional types of gestures.
The next issue to arise was that of the interface design. The command block
password structure could support a variety of graphical front-ends provided that
they involve a task that could be accomplished with mental commands. The most
apparent of these is the pattern unlock paradigm that is common on Android
touchscreen devices (Figure 3.3). This design was pursued due to its simplicity
and familiarity; the basic idea is illustrated in Figure 3.2 (left side).
The system interaction was roughly sketched out as a flow diagram (Figure 3.2,
right side) to use as a guide for the development of the software prototype. A Main
Menu page serves as a hub where a user can enter their identity and select whether
to create a new password or attempt to authenticate using a previously associated
password. The interfaces for the Create Mode and Enter Mode are largely identical
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except that Create Mode provides more feedback/help and involves additional
steps.
Several other factors were deemed essential for the prototype:

• In Create Mode, a guide showing the correct password sequence will be available.
• A trail will be visible indicating all of the moves that the user has made to
get to their current position.
• The user will be able to easily undo commands in the event that they make
a mistake or their intent is misinterpreted by the application.
• Similarly, the user will be able to completely reset the interface to it’s starting
state.
• There will be a prominent area for instructions to be displayed.
• The state of the application (initializing, ready, command block, success/failure) will be clearly visible at all times.
• The password length, grid size, and command block duration will be configurable.
• An experimenter running the software will be able to trigger errors (where
the system executes wrong move regardless of the user’s intent) either manually or according to a predetermined likelihood (optional/time-permitting).
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3.4
3.4.1

Implementation
General architecture and system overview.

The authentication system is designed to be used with Emotiv devices.57 Emotiv
devices provide a comprehensive API for interacting with the devices as well as
built-in tools for training and managing mental command profiles (called Cortex 171 ). The ergonomics and aesthetic design of Emotiv devices are also beneficial
to minimize the impact of the appearance of the device on perceptions of usability.
Finally, having access to both the Epoc and Insight devices, which have 14 and 5
EEG electrodes respectively, it is possible to compare the performance of different
tiers of commercial BCI devices without having to support an additional API. The
two Emotiv devices are shown side-by-side in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Side-by-side comparison of the Emotiv Insight EEG headset with five
electrodes (left) and the Emotiv Epoc EEG headset with fourteen electrodes
(right), showing what they look like when worn on the head (top), as well as on
their own (bottom). Images reproduced from Emotiv’s website.57
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Figure 3.5: The contact quality page of the Cortex application for the Emotiv
Epoc.57 Each electrode on the headset is represented by one of the circles on the
model head. The two circles indicated in red in the figure are the reference
electrodes that are placed over the mastoid bone. Contact quality for each
electrode is colour-coded, with dark grey indicating no contact, red and orange
poor contact, and green good contact. The contact quality value in green is based
on the state of all of the electrodes, where a value of 100% would mean that all
electrodes have good contact (green circles). Reproduced from Emotiv Inc.57
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The BCI headset is connected to a PC running Windows 10 by a device-specific
Bluetooth dongle (all libraries, APIs, and other components of the application
are compatible with MacOS, but it has only been tested on Windows). The
Cortex API171 software is launched on the PC and used to establish the connection
between the PC and the device. A graphical tool is provided alongside the API
which shows the contact quality for each electrode (Figure 3.5). Good contact is
represented by a green circle, whereas no contact is represented by grey and bad
contact by red or orange. An aggregate Contact Quality percentage value is also
shown. It is recommended by Emotiv that at least 95% contact quality is achieved
before proceeding to use the device.

Figure 3.6: The training profile interface of the EmotivBCI application. The
user can select up to four commands to train (in addition to the Neutral state).
More than four commands can be trained (there are thirteen in total), but only
four can be active at a given time. Clicking the Train button will begin a
training session for that command (see Figure 3.8). The number listed next to
each command indicates the number of times that the command has been
trained. The diagram on the left side indicates the distinctiveness of each
command; ideally the coloured circles will be far apart from one another
indicating that the EEG patterns associated with the commands are sufficiently
distinct. Reproduced from Emotiv Inc.57
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The authentication system is implemented as a single-page web application
written in JavaScript. A server is implemented using the express NodeJS library176 which is responsible for coordinating the activity of the client-side interface, Emotiv Cortex API57 (and thus the hardware interface), and a MongoDB177
database. The database is used to store user passwords as well as metadata.
Importantly, passwords in the database are not hashed or obscured in any way;
rather, they are represented as an ordered array of text strings representing the
commands that comprise the password. As discussed in Section 3.1, the goal of
the software was to create a simulation of a secure BCI authenticator, and therefore security features that would not affect the user-experience (such as password
hashing) were not considered a necessity.
The Cortex API171 exposes a websocket which is used to send and receive API
calls and responses. A JavaScript class called Cortex was implemented on the
server as a wrapper for the Cortex API which handles constructing and sending
requests to the API (in the form of JSON-RPC objects using the socket.io
NodeJS library), receiving and processing responses from the API, as well as
logging these events. The functionality of training mental commands was not
implemented in the application; rather, a mental command profile is created and
trained using the EmotivBCI application provided by Emotiv57 (see Section 3.4.2).
The profile is then loaded into the authentication application.
The general structure of the application is shown in Figure 3.7. Once a client
connects and the main webpage is served, a script (index.js) runs which creates
a websocket connection between the client and server before initializing the user
interface. The user is asked to provide an ID, which is passed back to the server
via the websocket and queried against the database. If a match is found, the user
is able to select to enter their password or to create a new password (overwriting
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Figure 3.7: A schematic diagram of the authentication application showing
relations between the major server-side and client-side components. The
application server is responsible for serving the application client when a user
connects as well as coordinating the activities of the database and hardware
API. The application client is responsible for creating a websocket connection to
communicate back to the server as well as all of the logic for drawing and
interacting with the interface.

their current one). If no match is found in the database, the user can only create
a new password associated with the provided ID.
In both cases, the grid interface (described in Section 3.4.4) is rendered and
the connection is established between the server and Cortex API. At this point
the Cortex training profile associated with the ID is initialized as well. The user
is then able to issue movement commands by pressing a button which causes the
server to initiate a Command Block (see Section 3.4.2) and begin receiving data
from Cortex. After a specified duration (4 seconds by default), data collection
ends and the collected data is processed to determine the final command output
for the block, which is sent back to the client-side where the command is executed
by moving the user’s position on the grid. The user’s position in the grid is always
indicated by an orange circle the covers the currently occupied grid point (see
Figure 3.9), and an orange trail shows the path that they have travelled from the
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starting position. Movement in the grid is limited to moving by one grid unit at
a time in one of four directions (up, down, left, or right), and it is not possible to
visit a previously-visited node (i.e., the path cannot overlap itself). This constraint
was added to ensure that the visual feedback of the trail would remain simple and
clear.
If the user chooses to create a new password, a password is randomly generated
consisting of a starting location and a series of directional commands. A guide is
rendered on the grid (Figure 3.9) showing the correct sequence of moves from the
starting location. The user must then practise entering their password twice with
the guide, after which the guide is hidden and the user must enter the password
twice without it in order to ensure memorization. Password entry is accomplished
by entering a series of BCI mental commands and then clicking a Submit button,
which causes the entered sequence to be compared against the correct one to
determine whether the user has successfully authenticated. If they are successful,
their newly created password is stored in the password database along with their
unique ID. If the user chooses to try to enter a previously-created password, the
interface is the same except that there is no guide. The user can enter commands
and then click Submit to check whether they have entered the correct password,
which is indicated by a text message that appears in the interface as well as a
change of the colour of the primary position indicator (blue for correct, red for
incorrect). After a brief delay, the grid is automatically reset to the initial state.

3.4.2

Command training and input.

Emotiv57 provides an application, EmotivBCI, which is used to train mental commands. The main interface of EmotivBCI is shown in Figure 3.6. A user can
select up to four commands to train in addition to the Neutral state. The training
interface is shown in Figure 3.8. The user must decide on a reproducible mental
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Figure 3.8: Command training interface of the EmotivBCI application. The cube
in the center moves during training to indicate the strength of the detected
command. A numeric score is given at the end of each training, based on which
the user is asked to accept the session and use it to train the classifier or to
reject the session and discard the data. Reproduced from Emotiv Inc.57
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task to associate with each command. The EmotivBCI application is essentially
a graphical wrapper around the mental command training API methods available
through Cortex.
During training, users are asked to engage in this mental activity continuously
for 8 seconds, during which feedback is provided by the cube moving according to
the command (e.g., moving up in the case of the lift command). At the end of the
training block, a score is given for the session indicating the quality of training
and the user must choose to accept or reject the session. A Goal value is shown
and the user is encouraged to only accept training sessions that score above the
threshold. The Goal value is lowered as the user adds additional commands to
their profile. A collection of trained commands is stored as a training profile which
can be imported through the Cortex API to be used in external applications.
Thirteen commands are available and can be trained using the Cortex API,
however only four of these are used in our application: left, right, lift (which is
interpreted as an “up” command), and drop (which is interpreted as “down”). The
mental task to associate with each command and does not need to be related to
the movement direction or command in any way; it needs only to be reproducible.
In my BCI authenticator application, movement commands are issued in discrete steps called Command Blocks. A user initiates a Command Block by pressing
the Spacebar key. This begins a period of data collection from the headset for a
specified duration (which defaults to 4 seconds), after which the collected data is
processed to determine a final output command for the block which is executed in
the interface.
In order to read data from the headset, a Cortex171 session is created. This
begins a period of data collection, however no data is transmitted until a stream
is added to the session using the subscribe API method. A number of data
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streams are available that can be accessed using subscribe such as raw EEG values, frequency band power, or motion sensors. In this case, the application subscribes to the com stream to receive mental command events,which begin streaming
over the websocket. Mental command events consist of a JavaScript object with
two attributes act and pow which correspond to the name of a mental command
and the power at which it is detected, respectively. The cumulative power associated with each command is tracked during the command block and stored in
a JavaScript object. At the end of the command block, the accumulated data is
processed to determine the command with the highest total power which is then
designated as the final output for the block and passed back to the client-side to
be executed in the user interface.

3.4.3

Cortex API.

The Emotiv Cortex API171 exposes a websocket on the local system. Communication over the socket takes for form of JSON-RPC messages passed as requests
and responses as well as streams that send continuous data from the device. The
Cortex API is asynchronous; however, for many operations a strict sequence must
be followed. For example, to read a data stream from the device, the following
steps must be followed in order: (1) open the websocket connection, (2) authenticate using an API key, (3) receive and store an API token, (4) create a session to
initialize a data stream from the device, (5) subscribe to the EEG stream. Each
step relies on the result of the previous (e.g., the API token which is returned
from the authentication step is required in order to open a session; the session ID
is then required to open a stream). In order to handle asynchronous API communication while maintaining, when needed, strict control of the order of events,
the API wrapper class (Cortex) makes heavy use of JavaScript Promises178 and
Promise chaining.
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The Cortex class is built around one method, call, which accepts as arguments
method: the name of a Cortex API method (a string), and params: a set of
parameters for the method (a JavaScript object) and returns a Promise.178 Within
the Promise, the call method constructs a JSON-RPC object with the method
and params data as well as some metadata and sends it to the API over the
websocket. A listener is added to the websocket which will capture the response
to the request and pass the result back to the calling scope by resolving the
Promise. Wrappers for various API functions are implemented as special cases of
call. For example, the class method authorize essentially constructs a params
argument with the appropriate credentials and passes it to call along with method
= “authorize”.

3.4.4

Grid interface.

The user interface is shown in Figure 3.9 and consists of the following components:
• A backdrop canvas with a grid of black dots.
• An orange circle overlaying one of the grid points indicating the user’s current
position in the grid.
• An orange trail beginning at the start position and following the path that
the user has moved through the grid.
• A grey guide which indicates the correct path to follow (only in password
creation mode)
• Instructions which are presented at the top of the interface above the grid.
• Clickable UI buttons for various functions such as “Submit Password”, “Undo
Move”, “Reset”, “Quit”.
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The client-side user interface is implemented using the Snap.svg NodeJS library179 for vector graphics. A Grid JavaScript class is defined that handles
rendering and animating the grid interface, as well as providing helper functions
for various calculations including the generation of random passwords.
The Grid class accepts a variety of arguments to modify aspects of the interface.
The width and height of the grid (in pixels), number of nodes on the X and Y
axes, duration of command blocks, and animation delay can be set explicitly by
providing appropriate arguments to the class constructor. These variables have
reasonable default values if no arguments are provided.

Figure 3.9: The main menu interface of the authenticator (left) and the Create
mode interface (right). In the main menu, the user is asked to enter a unique ID
which corresponds to a particular password. The user can choose to enter Create
mode, creating a new password to associated with the ID or overwriting an old
one, or Enter mode, where they can practise entering their previously enrolled
password. The Create mode interface presents a system-generated password
(shown as a grey line) which the user is asked to enter using Command Blocks
with the BCI device. Enrolment is complete once the user has entered the
password correctly twice with the guide and twice with the guide hidden. The
interface for Enter mode is identical to that of Create mode except that the grey
guide line is always hidden.
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When the interface is initialized, a setup function renders the static components
of the interface which comprise the backdrop and the nodes of the grid, as well as
the static UI buttons. As the nodes are generated, their exact pixel locations are
stored in a two-dimensional matrix such that their index in the matrix corresponds
to their coordinate position on the grid (i.e., to find the pixel coordinates of the
node located at X = 2 and Y = 3, access the node matrix at index [2, 3]). Next,
the dynamic components are rendered including the coloured circle that represents
the user’s current position, the path trail, guide, and instructions. At this point
control is given to the user who can begin issuing movement commands.
The password generation function is implemented as a two-dimensional random
walk with the constraint that a given node cannot be visited more than once. A
two-dimensional matrix is initialized with the same dimensions as the grid. The
starting node is determined by an argument to the function: random, which selects
a point on the grid at random; center, which selects the point closest to the center
of the grid; or a custom start location in the form of an array of two integers
corresponding to X and Y . From a given node, the four movement directions
are checked to determine whether they would result in a valid position, i.e., that
the node has not previously been visited and does not exceed the bounds of X
or Y . In the case that no movement options are valid, the current node will
be designated a dead-end and the position will backtrack by one step to take a
different movement option. A counter tracks the number of steps (and decrements
according to backtracking) until the desired password length is reached (the default
length is 8 steps).
Assuming the starting position is not adjacent to an edge, there are four possible choices for the first step. For every step thereafter, there are at most 3
choices because the previous position cannot be repeated. The password space is
therefore at most 4 × 3n−1 , but this is idealized given the constraint that the path
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cannot overlap itself. A sequence of length 8 would allow at most 8748 unique
paths, which is slightly less than a 4 digit PIN at 104 or 10,000. If Command
Blocks were to take 4 seconds each, it would take 32 seconds to enter, assuming
no mistakes. On its own, the pattern component of the passthought system offers
an abysmal value in terms of both usability and security. The password space
of the system is a significant limitation, but one I considered acceptable for this
prototype because the focus of the design was on the multifactorial element of
passthought authentication. If this iteration of the prototype were to demonstrate
that the mental command graphical password idea is feasible, it would be worth
revisiting this part of the implementation.

3.4.5

Using the application.

The process for setting up the application, enroling, and entering a mental command password are illustrated in Figure 3.10. The local webserver that provides
the application must be started beforehand. The user can connect to the server
with a web browser on the local network. The main page of the application is
then loaded, which contains a field in which to enter a numeric ID and a menu to
select whether to create a new password to associate with the ID (Create mode)
or to attempt to enter a previously created password (Enter mode). The user is
not able to initialize Enter mode if a matching ID is not found in the database.
To enrol in the system, the user enters their numeric ID and selects the “Create
a new password” option. The main interface is rendered (right side in Figure 3.9)
and a generated password sequence is drawn over the grid indicating the user’s
assigned password. At this point the user can begin issuing BCI movement commands using Command Blocks (described in Section 3.4.2) to move their position
indicator through the grid. In order to complete enrolment, the user must successfully navigate through the assigned path (and press the Submit button) twice
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1) Connect and setup the Emotiv BCI headset:
Emotiv Cortex V2

Emotiv
Insight

Emotiv Cortex V2

Connect

Emotiv Cortex V2

Contact
Quality: 15%

Contact
Quality: 100%

2) Train four mental commands:
EmotivBCI

EmotivBCI
Neutral
Lift
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Drop
Left
Right
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Train
Train

Great training!
Accept

Reject

3) Create a new password with mental commands:
BrainGrid Authenticator

BrainGrid Authenticator
Follow the guide to enter your password

BrainGrid Authenticator

Follow the guide to enter your password

Create new password
Enter password
ID:

99

Undo

Reset

Submit

Undo

Reset

Submit

4) Enter previously-created password:
BrainGrid Authenticator

BrainGrid Authenticator

BrainGrid Authenticator

Try to enter your password

Try to enter your password

Create new password
Enter password
ID:

99

Undo

Reset

Submit

Undo

Reset

Submit

Figure 3.10: A walkthrough of the usage of the application, including the initial
setup and training of a mental command profile in EmotivBCI.171
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with the guide, and twice again with the guide hidden to ensure memorization. In
addition to the Submit button, the user can use the Undo button to undo their
last movement command or the Reset button to reinitialize the interface to its
initial state.
To enter a password, the user enters their ID and selects the “Enter a password”
option. The interface is identical to that of Create mode except that no guide
is available and only one session is performed. The user can issue movement
commands and attempt to enter their password. If the user submits the correct
password, the indicator circle and trail turn green momentarily to signal success
and the application returns to the main menu. If the password is incorrect, the
indicator and trail turn momentarily red and control is returned to the user.
Currently there is no limit on the number of incorrect attempts allowed or amount
of time taken, so the user may continue attempting to enter their password until
they succeed or close the application.

3.5

System Evaluation

I designed a simple evaluation study to evaluate the feasibility of the authenticator
prototype using motor-imagery-based mental commands with BCI-naïve participants. The usability study as described below was approved by the Carleton
University Research Ethics Board (CUREB File No. 111922, see Appendix A for
details), but was delayed and ultimately not completed due to various complications described below (Section 3.5.3). The rationale and methodology of the
proposed study are discussed next, followed by a description of the obstacles that
were encountered and the outcome of the project.
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3.5.1

Feasibility Study Design

The primary objective of this study would be to determine whether the authenticator fulfilled the requirement of usability. In other words, would it be possible for
someone who has not used the application before to train a command profile,171
enrol in the system with a new password, and then successfully authenticate with
their password after some amount of time? Therefore the proposed study would
be meant to assess the memorability and enterability of passthoughts based on
mental commands.
To answer this question, I would have participants enrol in the system with
three fictitious accounts and then attempt to enter them after being briefly distracted by a mental rotation task.180

Participants
The participants for the proposed study would comprise at most 40 students from
the Carleton University community who are over the age of 18, have normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and are comfortable wearing a lightweight (< 1 kg)
device on the head for one hour. Participants would be recruited using posters
placed around the university campus as well as postings to student social media
groups. The expected duration of the study would be 60–90 minutes, and participants would be compensated with $15, even if they withdraw without completion.

Procedure
Participants would be given a consent form (see Appendix A) prior to beginning
any study procedures which would explain the goal of the study, what to expect,
and that they may choose to end the study at any time without loss of compensation. As BCI devices are not common among the general public, participants
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would be given an opportunity to familiarize themselves by asking questions and
handling the device, and they would be informed that they may pause the study
to ask questions or for help at any time. The experimenter would remain in the
room with the participant through the duration of the study.
A brief demographic questionnaire (see Appendix A) would be used to learn
about the general traits of the sample including age, education level, field of
study/work, frequency of computer use, whether they have used a BCI before,
and whether they have been previously advised of any significant neurological
conditions. The demographic questionnaire would be implemented as a web form
running on a local laboratory server.
After completing the consent and demographic questionnaire forms, the participant would be asked to place the BCI device (an Emotiv Insight57 ) onto their head
and follow the on-screen instructions in the EmotivBCI training app (Figure 3.6)
to position the headset correctly and with good contact quality. If there is any
difficulty during this stage, the experimenter would ask the participant whether
they are comfortable with the experimenter adjusting the device on their head
and, if so, proceed to do so; otherwise the experimenter would attempt to provide
guidance and instructions to aid the participant in finding the ideal positioning.
It is anticipated that some sessions would not progress past this phase as some
types of hair can present significant difficulty in establishing good contact.

Training: Once contact had been established, the participant would be asked
to train four mental commands using EmotivBCI171 (left, right, lift (up), and
drop (down)) as described in Section 3.4.2. The four commands and the neutral
state would be trained according to Emotiv’s recommended procedure,171 which
suggests beginning with a single command and adding additional ones to the profile
only when all currently-trained commands can be produced reliably. The training
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phase would continue until one of the following conditions are met: the participant
has achieved reliable control of the four movement commands, each command has
been trained more than 20 times, or 45 minutes has passed. Ample time is alloted
in this step to afford the participant taking breaks and as a precaution against
complications such as losing signal quality and having to adjust the headset. It is
expected that some participants would be unable to complete the training stage
within the alloted time.

Enrolment: Participants would be asked to create three passwords for fictitious
online accounts (Social Media, Online Shopping, Online Banking). Three account
IDs would be provided to each participant which correspond to the accounts in a
text file; the participant would not be required to memorize the account IDs but
would be asked not to write their passwords down in any way. To create a new
password for an account, the participant must enter the corresponding ID on the
main menu of the authenticator and select Create a new password. The interface is
initialized and a new password is randomly generated consisting of a series of eight
commands which is overlaid as a guide over the grid (Section 3.4.4, Figure 3.9).
Enrolment of a password is complete when the participant successfully uses BCI
commands to enter the password twice with the guide and twice without it.

Mental Rotation Distractor Task: Participants would be asked to complete
a mental rotation task180 as a distraction. This is done to prevent the participant
being able to rehearse their password between the enrolment and authentication
stages.
The mental rotation task would be conducted using an implementation in
PsyToolkit181 on the same computer as the rest of the experiment. Briefly, a
white target shape is presented in the top half of the interface and two potentially
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matching shapes are shown in red below (shown in Figure 3.11). One of the target
shapes is a rotated version of the target and the other is a similar but non-identical
shape. The participant is asked to click on the shape that matches the target and
are given feedback about whether they are correct or incorrect. The PsyToolkit
mental rotation implementation outputs a data file containing the results for each
trial, but this data would not be retained or used as the results are not of interest
for the assessment of the authentication system.

Figure 3.11: An example of the mental rotation task used as a distractor task in
the evaluation study. The participant is asked to decide which of the red shapes
are a rotated match of the grey shape. Reproduced from PsyToolkit.181

Authentication: After the distractor task, recall of the mental command passwords would be tested by having participants input their passwords without a
guide. Participants would enter each of their previously-created passwords by entering the ID associated with the account and selecting the Enter password option
on the main menu. The order in which they enter the passwords would be unconstrained. The password entry process is described in greater detail in Section 3.4.1.
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The system would be instrumented to record events to a log file including commands, undo actions, correct and incorrect submissions for later analysis.

Analysis: The primary outcome of interest is whether password entry is successful, the amount of time taken, and the number of mistakes (i.e., issuing the wrong
command either due to misremembering the sequence or the system misterpreting
the user’s intent) that occur during the password entry session. The study design
does not include any conditions or groups, so the data analysis would be straightforward. Due to the exploratory nature of the study, no concrete hypotheses were
generated. An ideal outcome would have all or nearly all participants able to enter
their three passwords with something like 80% or greater accuracy, but it is unlikely that the system would achieve such a result without significant testing and
refinement. Results would be examined to identify problems and barriers, and to
determine areas for improvement for the application.

3.5.2

Pilot and Obstacles

The evaluation experiment began with a pilot in order to ensure that it could be
completed in its entirety. Five members of the HotSoft lab group volunteered to
go through the experimental procedure without compensation. Despite our best
efforts and numerous attempts, no participants were able to progress past the
training phase by successfully training four mental commands in the EmotivBCI
application. Training sessions lasted between 30 and 90 minutes, and several of
the participants volunteered for multiple of these sessions over several days to
experiment with different approaches.
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First Approaches:
For the initial attempts, participants were instructed to use motor imagery tasks as
their directional commands with movement with up associated with movements
of the face, mouth, or tongue, down with movements of the feet, and left, and
right with movements of the left and right hand respectively. All participants
were able to successfully train and use one command (demonstrated by issuing
the command reliably in EmotivBCI live mode 171 ), but significant problems arose
when the system was required to discriminate between multiple commands. After
training a second command, the previously trained one would become very difficult
or impossible for the user to produce. It was noted with several participants
that when testing commands in EmotivBCI’s live mode, the application would
strongly detect the most recently added command even when the participant was
not intending to issue a command at all.
A number of slight modifications to the approach were tried but yielded similar
results, described here:
• Stepwise training. Rather than training a single command until proficiency
before moving on to another, participants tried training commands in sequence starting with neutral state training followed by one training session
for each of the four directional commands and then beginning again with
neutral (e.g., neutral, left, up, right, down, back to neutral and repeat).
• Covert spatial attention. Deviating from the motor-imagery paradigm, participants were instructed to use covert spatial attention,182 in which they
focus their spatial attention up, down, left, or right relative to a central
point without moving their visual focus. This method has been reported as
a viable alternative for those who are unsuccessful with the motor imagery
approach.182
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• Open-ended mental tasks. Participants were instructed to try any mental
activity of their choosing to associate with a mental command. Some of the
strategies that were used included imagining sensations of taste or temperature, recalling a specific visual scene or the tune of a song, and imagining
complex motor activities such as swimming or playing a musical instrument.
• Body movement. Instead of a purely cognitive task, participants were instructed to engage in real (i.e., not just imagined) movement of their limbs
to the extent possible without disturbing the EEG signal.
• Combinations of the above approaches, e.g., body movement for up and
down commands and covert spatial attention for left and right.
• Accepting bad training sessions. Rather than rejecting all training sessions
that do not meet the recommended threshold (see Figure 3.8), participants
chose to accept or reject sessions based on their own perception of how well
they were able to hold their command task in mind.
• Upgrading to the Epoc. Given the lack of success using the Insight, the
training procedure (including many of the modifications discussed here) was
attempted again using the Emotiv Epoc,57 a BCI headset with 14 EEG
electrodes in contrast to the Insight’s five. The Epoc offers a performance—
usability trade-off, as the setup process takes significantly longer and the
additional sensors offer increased points for potential failure.
• Alternative sensor placement. Using the Epoc, the headset was adjusted
such that the cluster of sensors that normally sits over the frontal part of
the skull were instead positioned rearward, over the sensorimotor cortex.
This was aimed at improving detection of sensorimotor rhythms associated
with motor imagery.
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These approaches had mixed results across participants. For example, imagining the movements and feelings associated with swimming in cold water worked
particularly well for one participant, whereas another was successful by miming a
piano melody with their hand against the desk. Regardless of the level of success
achieved in training individual commands, all of the approaches that were tried
suffered from the same failure when attempting to train more than one or—at
best—two commands.
Mental fatigue and signal stability seemed to have significant impacts on performance in our sessions. In particular, all participants noted that issuing mental
commands became significantly more difficult over the course of longer sessions
(i.e., 30 minutes to 1 hour). Taking breaks, however, was also problematic as
longer breaks of several hours or a day were associated with increased difficulty
issuing commands when returning. A further difficulty stemmed from the fact
that Emotiv’s API171 and other applications are closed-source and many critical
internal components are not documented. For example, Emotiv does not provide
significant detail regarding their classification algorithm, it’s class and structure,
or how data are pre-processed before being fed into the classifier. This fact made
it difficult to understand how to go about altering the training protocol to achieve
better results. The training feedback that is provided at the end of each training
session is vague (e.g., Great training!, or Not so great, maybe try again? ) and is
difficult to interpret in terms of how to improve training or even the metric that
is being assessed.
Also, anecdotally, the semi-circular display in EmotivBCI which is meant to
show the distinctiveness of each trained command (see Figure 3.6) was found to
be unhelpful because it is not clear how this metric is computed, and it did not
appear to correspond with the observed performance of the classifier. In other
words, the classifier would still fail to detect to correct command even when the
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visualization suggested they were sufficiently distinct from one another and from
the neutral state.

Reimagining the evaluation study
After having spent three weeks attempting to achieve satisfactory command discrimination using the approaches described above, it was clear that the system
was not workable as implemented. I began considering how to work around this
limitation in the next iteration of the prototype.
Notably, while the four-command classifier required by the prototype appeared
to be out of reach, it seemed relatively more feasible to establish a reliable twocommand classifier, which raised the possibility of a mental command password
system based on two commands. Indeed, I confirmed that it is possible to use
only two mental commands (such as up and left) to draw a simple pattern on the
grid interface in a sort of staircase pattern. However, using only two movement
directions with an interface designed to support up to four is unintuitive and
not particularly parsimonious; it would be reasonable to give some thought to
an alternative front-end interface that be more appropriate for a two-command
system. For example, a visual metaphor based on leftward and rightward rotation,
perhaps resembling a combination padlock, might be suitable.
Another consideration for a two-command system is that of the sequence
length. In order to achieve a similar possibility space to a four-command sequence of length 8 (approximately 13 bits), a two-command system would require
13 steps. It is possible that the duration of command blocks in the two-command
system could be shorter than in the four-command system, which could possibly
offset the increased number of steps required.
Another possibility was to salvage the experiment by spoofing the BCI input,
bypassing the problematic training phase altogether. Training would be faked by
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disabling feedback for a set number of training sessions. A modification was made
to the authentication software to accommodate faked Command Blocks which
will output either a correct or incorrect movement step based on an experimenterchosen selection function. This process would allow investigation of the role of
error-rates in determining user perceptions of the usability of passthoughts based
on mental commands. This approach would enable evaluation of passthoughts
that is unaffected by the actual performance of BCI systems.

3.5.3

Outcome

In mid-March of 2020, on-site research activities at Carleton University were suspended due to the ongoing COVID-19 global health crisis. This situation has made
it impossible to pursue further testing with study participants or lab volunteers
for the foreseeable future. Work on the in-person component of project has been
indefinitely postponed pending a return to normal research activities.
A few lessons were learned while conducting the system evaluation study and
are described here. Firstly, the difficulty of developing applications to interface
with consumer BCI devices is compounded when important details of the internal
functioning of the hardware are undocumented or obscured, such as the structure
of the mental command classifier or data preprocessing steps that are used in the
Emotiv devices. In hindsight, a more flexible solution such as OpenBCI58 seems
like a better approach. Additional effort would be required to develop some of
the tools that are available out-of-the-box with Emotiv BCIs (such as a machine
learning classifier for mental commands), but this cost may be offset by greater
insight and a more accurate mental model of the behind-the-scenes functioning of
the application, as well as the ability to modify it as needed.
Further, mental command training is complicated by the interplay of two factors: cognitive fatigue and EEG signal stability. Training mental commands in
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EmotivBCI is a cognitively demanding task which requires sustained focus over
long periods of time. As participants train commands, they gradually become
more fatigued (and potentially frustrated), making it progressively more difficult
to reproduce the specific EEG patterns required to generate commands. Cognitive fatigue acts as a sort of soft ceiling for the duration of mental command
training sessions. A further complication is that EEG patterns are not stable over
time, meaning that a user could load a mental command profile that they had
successfully trained days or weeks ago to find that their commands are no longer
recognized. These factors suggest that an ideal training paradigm would involve
sessions that are short (ending before the onset of fatigue), but frequent (without opportunity for non-stationarity of EEG to significantly degrade peformance).
The downside of this approach in a research settings is that we usually have access to participants for an hour or two at a time, and having them return over
subsequent days is probematic for a number of reasons.

3.5.4

Future Directions

A number of possibilities exist to continue or extend this work. A great deal of
the difficulties experienced in this project were due to the restrictive nature of
the proprietary Emotiv ecosystem. Ideally the authenticator would be hardwareagnostic and be able to support any of the major BCI hardware/software stacks
in a modular fashion. In the short term, adding support for OpenBCI58 seems like
a good first step as it is the most open and configurable BCI platform that I’m
aware of.
The fact that the authenticator uses live visual feedback compromises the unobservability quality of passthoughts. An observer could simply watch the computer
screen and easily capture the sequence of directional commands that comprises the
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user’s password. Practically speaking, the multifactorial nature of the authenticator should prevent this being a significant issue, since knowledge of the command
sequence alone is not sufficient to authenticate: the attacker would also need to be
capable of producing the appropriate EEG states that are recognized by the classifier, which are biometrically specific to the victim and based on specific mental
activities which are themselves unobservable. Still, this is a vulnerability which
could be remedied by adding a feedback-less mode that enables authentication
without revealing the passthought sequence. I envision a system whereby novice
users of the system can gradually reduce their reliance on visual feedback as they
gain experience and practise with the system, eventually removing the feedback
altogether once they achieve some degree of proficiency.
It is clear from attempting the evaluation study that mental command training
is a much more difficult and time-consuming process than was initially assumed.
Moving forward, a new solution for training study participants for with Emotiv
mental commands must be developed. The niche nature of BCIs makes it very
difficult—if not impossible—to locate potential participants with any prior BCI
experience for in-person studies. The simplest solution would be to have participants return to the lab over subsequent days to engage in extended training
sessions, allowing sufficient time for them to become proficient with mental commands. However, even disregarding cost and participant attrition, the level of time
and effort required to arrive at a trained mental command classifier is a substantial
blow to the usability of the system.
It may also be worth addressing the context in which the passthought system might be used. Based on the findings presented here, it seems that mental
command passthoughts cannot hope to achieve rapid entry comparable to other
authentication methods like text passwords or fingerprint biometrics, which usually take a few seconds at most. Therefore, this type of passthought system doesn’t
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seem well suited for authentications that are frequent and/or trivial, such as unlocking one’s mobile phone or entering an administrator password on a computer.
The theoretical high-security but slow entry of mental command passthoughts
seems most appropriate for infrequent but high-value authentication situations,
such as taking out a substantial bank loan or altering one’s last will and testament.

Chapter 4

Brain-Computer Interface Expert Interview Study

The usability of passthought authentication has received only a little attention18–20,134,183 relative to that of BCIs in general. Chapters 4 and 5 describe my
attempts to elucidate factors relating to the acceptance of BCIs and passthoughts
using qualitative (Ch. 4) and quantitative (Ch. 5) methods.
In order to qualitatively assess these questions, I conducted semi-structured
interviews with BCI enthusiasts and BCI researchers recruited through online
BCI-related forums and via direct email. For this study, I defined the research
questions as follows: What are the main barriers preventing adoption of BCIs and
passthoughts for the general population? A reflexive thematic analysis184,185 (RTA)
approach was used to analyze the interview data and derive general themes related
to the research question, which led to the identification of three general areas
for improvement: the perceived safety of BCI devices, usability of BCI devices
(including difficulty with use as well as physical and psychosocial comfort), and
the need for continued research and development to identify viable use-cases for
BCIs.

4.1

Background

Chuang et al. 18 conducted, to my knowledge, the first passthought system study
with an explicit emphasis on usability. In addition to minimizing the hardware
burden by using a single-channel EEG-based BCI headset, the authors had participants use a series of seven different mental tasks (e.g., simulated finger movement,
72
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song recitation, focus on breathing) for authentication. Participants were asked to
rate the tasks according to difficulty and enjoyment, as well as to indicate which
task that they would most likely be willing to use on a daily basis. Results of the
study supported the proposal that strong authentication could be achieved with
a minimal (single-channel) BCI, and also indicated that users have heterogenous
preferences for passthought tasks in terms of both enjoyment and perceived difficulty. Other passthought usability studies are limited in that they either do not
directly assess usability134,183 or are focused on specific populations with special
needs, such as users with visual impairments.19,20
Yang and Deravi 186 conducted a survey of EEG-based passthought systems
and attempted to compare usability across studies based on four factors: the
number of users that the system is meant to be used for, number of electrodes,
duration of enrolment, and duration of authentication. Unfortunately, it is not
clear how these factors were derived (they appear to reflect the authors’ assumptions about what constitutes a usable passthought system rather than having an
empirical basis), and none of the assessed studies included actual reports of usability involving the participants. Therefore it is difficult to determine whether
the four factors described by Yang and Deravi 186 truly relate to the end-user’s
perception of usability in any meaningful way.
The present study takes a significantly different approach relative to other
passthought authentication studies. Rather than BCI-naïve participants or individuals with specific impairments that are recruited in other studies, I targeted an
expert population—BCI researchers and enthusiasts—who have significant knowledge and firsthand experience with BCIs. Especially given the finding that typical
consumers hold incorrect beliefs about biosensors, particularly around neurological data,157 it is of interest to learn to opinions of individuals who have a more
accurate view of the technology and its applications.
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4.2

4.2.1

Methods

Participants and Recruitment

I conducted an online search to identify BCI-focused online communities using
Google search engine, as well as the community-based content aggregation and
discussion platform Reddit. Few such communities were found, which was unsurprising due to the uncommonality of BCIs among the general population. I
identified the NeuroBB187 forum and the Reddit page r/bci 188 as suitably active
communities with somewhat large user bases that could be used for recruitment.
I made accounts on both sites and started threads with the following text:

My name is Josh Carr and I’m a researcher at Carleton University in
Ottawa, Canada studying BCIs. For my Master’s thesis I’m conducting a study about BCI authentication. As part of this, I’m hoping
to conduct interviews with some users and/or researchers about their
thoughts and opinions about privacy, cybersecurity, and authentication
with regard to BCIs. In particular I’m interested in discussing noninvasive commercial BCI devices (i.e., Emotiv, OpenBCI, Neurosky,
Muse) that are used in a non-medical context.
The interview would be done over the phone or via Skype and would
last approximately 1 hour. All data collected from the interview will
be anonymized and stripped of any information that could potentially
be used to identify you. You must be over the age of 18 to participate. If you are interested in participating, please contact me by email
at josh.carr@carleton.ca or send me a private message through [Reddit/NeuroBB].
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The ethics protocol for this study has been reviewed and cleared by
the Carleton University Research Ethics Board [CUREB-B Clearance
# 111922].
Thanks for reading!

Overall, only three participants were recruited using this method, two of whom
reported that they found the study through NeuroBB and the other from Reddit. After two weeks with little interest, a different approach was devised. A
demographic group that would have experience with BCIs and would likely be
willing to discuss their experiences is BCI researchers. I identified a number of
researchers who had published studies on topics related to BCIs, BCI usability,
and BCI authentication. Details of the researchers and the works I reviewed to
identify them are not presented here to preserve anonymity. Emails to researchers
were semi-personalized, specifically referencing their related work, in order to increase the likelihood of a positive response. I was able to recruit four additional
participants using this direct-contact approach, for a total of seven interviewees.
For anonymity, participants were assigned an ID based on the order in which the
interviews were conducted, i.e., P1, P2, . . . P7.

4.2.2

Interview Guide

Interview question were developed using a bottom-up approach starting with
brainstorming sessions. The goal was to develop a series of high-level topic questions to get interviewees talking, and a series of potential follow-up questions for
each topic that could be used to elicit more information. The interview guide is
not meant to be exhaustive; the interviews are semi-structured and are meant to
permit deviation from the interview guide to follow any interesting threads that
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may emerge. Not all of the items would necessarily be asked for each interview
depending on the flow of conversation.
Candidate questions were developed in a brainstorming session based around
the research question. No topic structure was defined beforehand so as not to
bias the brainstorm. A number of items were derived, several of which were then
removed and combined with others to reduce redundancy. The questions were
then arranged into groups based on common themes, from which five main topics
emerged: basic information about the interviewee and their experience with BCIs,
usability of BCIs, physical and social comfort of BCIs, privacy concerns about
BCIs, and the use of BCIs for authentication. With the topic structure defined, a
second round of brainstorming was conducted to determine additional follow-up
questions for each topic. The finalized list of interview questions is presented in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: The finalized interview guide with 24 question items grouped into five
topics.
#
1

Topic

Question

Basic Information

In what capacity do you have experience with BCIs? As
a researcher, a casual user, or something else?

2

What types/brands of commercial BCIs do you have experience with? (e.g., Emotiv, Muse, OpenBCI, Neurosky)

3

Usability

Generally speaking, how do you feel about the performance of BCIs? Do they live up to your expectations?

4

Do [you/users] ever become frustrated when using BCIs?
Why?

5

Do you have any experience training mental commands
(e.g., with motor imagery)? Were you successful? What
challenges did you encounter?
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6

Have you successfully used a BCI to accomplish a task?
Describe your experience.

7

Are BCIs usable enough for real-world applications?
What are the most significant barriers? Will they become
usable enough at some point in the future?

8

Comfort

What do you think about the physical comfort of wearing
BCI devices?

9

Does the comfort of wearing a BCI change over the course
of a session?

10

Is it necessary to take breaks and remove the device due
to discomfort or fatigue? How frequently?

11

What about the appearance of the device?

12

Would you feel comfortable using a BCI in public or in
the presence of strangers?

13

Privacy

What do you think about the privacy implications of using BCIs?

14

Concerning the BCI devices that you have used, are you
familiar with the manufacturers’ privacy policies?

15

Do you think that someone with access to BCI data could
use it to learn private information about the user? What
sort of information do you think they could learn?

16

Do you take any precautions to protect [your/users’] BCI
data? What kind of precautions? How effective do you
think they are?

17

Would you be willing to allow the BCI manufacturer or a
third-party company to collect data from your BCI device
in exchange for additional features or services?
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18

Should BCIs be considered a major privacy concern relative to other new or emerging technologies?

20

Authentication

Have you ever tried to use any type of authentication
(e.g., entering a password) using a BCI?

21

What do you think about BCI biometric authentication,
similar to using your fingerprint or iris?

22

Would you feel comfortable with the level of security offered by such a system? Why/why not?

23

Given our incomplete understanding of neurophysiology,
do you think there are likely to be as-yet-unknown security vulnerabilities associated with passthoughts?

4.2.3

Procedure

Interviews were arranged over email and conducted remotely using videoconferencing software. Each participant received an email containing a consent form
which outlined the goals and procedure for the study, and were asked to reply to
that email explicitly stating that they have read the consent form and whether
they agree to participate. The videoconferencing software was not the same for
all interviewees, and was decided based on the interviewee’s preference and convenience. All interviews used one of Skype, Discord, Zoom, or Microsoft Teams.
Participants chose whether to enable video for the call but no video was recorded
or retained. The length of interviews was between 30–50 minutes. The audio
from each interview was recorded and then later used to take detailed notes which
would be used for thematic analysis (see Section 4.2.4). After each interview,
the participant received an email with a debriefing document which reiterated the
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goals of the study and provided contact information for the researcher and research
supervisor.

4.2.4

Analysis

Reflexive thematic analysis (RTA) was used to interpret the interview data as
described in Braun et al. 185 . The process is described here, but specific results
(i.e., the generated codes and themes) are discussed in Section 4.3. Firstly, data
familiarization and transcription took place in a single step. Rather than fully
transcribing the interviews, extensive notes were taken which included verbatim
quotes as appropriate. During this phase, a few ideas for codes were generated
which were recorded to use as a starting point for the next phase, code generation.
During code generation, I reviewed participants’ responses to each of the interview questions and assigned codes based on similar meanings in order to define
a basic structure for the data. New codes were added liberally in order to fully
capture the relevant meanings in the answers. Initially, codes were added to a list
in a text file, without considering redundancy or sorting. After reviewing all of
the interviews, the list of codes was reviewed, roughly sorted into categories, and
reduced by combining or eliminating redundant items. This category structure
became the basis for the construction of themes. The code generation process was
repeated several times until no new codes emerged, indicating code saturation.
Themes were constructed out of codes with similar meanings by attempting to
identify a central concept that would organize and contextualize the codes with
respect to the research question. Firstly, the list of codes was reorganized such
that similar items were grouped together in the list. This process yielded several
groupings of items, which were then analyzed in order to define the theme that
the grouped codes had in common. Theme construction was done iteratively:
many ideas for themes were tested out against the codes before being disregarded
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or refined into something else. The process of reducing and combining themes
continued until a manageable number of themes remained (i.e., fewer than five).
4.3

Results

Five of the seven interviewees reported having a background in BCI research,
and the remaining two were BCI enthusiasts with significant hands-on experience in a non-research capacity. Each participant listed the types of commercial
BCI devices with which they’d had experience, shown in Table 4.2. All participants had experience with at least two brands of commercial BCIs. The Muse
and OpenBCI devices were the most commonly used, followed by the Neurosky
Mindwave and Emotiv devices. Three interviewees had experience using researchgrade equipment (e.g., clinical EEG caps), and two had experience using custom
or do-it-yourself devices.
Table 4.2: Frequency table showing the number of interviewees who reported
having experience using each of several commercially-available BCI devices.
Device

n

Neurosky Mindwave
InteraXon Muse
Emotiv Epoc
OpenBCI
Research-grade
Other/Custom

4
5
4
5
3
2

After transcription and familiarization with the interview data, three iterations
of code generation were conducted in order to fully extract the relevant meaning
in the data. The complete list of unsorted codes is presented in Table 4.3. Note
that the codes were intended to capture a specific view stated by the interviewees,
and are somewhat conversational in tone.
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Table 4.3: The unsorted list of codes generated from three iterations of the code
generation procedure described in Section 4.2.4.
Code
– BCI data is potentially more sensitive
than other personal data.
– BCI data can be aggregated with other
personal data.

– BCIs are less of a privacy concern than
other types of data collection.
– Privacy paradox.
(claim concern
about privacy but engage in privacycompromising behaviours)
– I don’t care about BCI data being col- – BCIs will be used to marketing in the
lected.
future.
– BCIs will probably be common in the – BCIs aren’t powerful now but will be
future.
one day.
– Privacy/security issues should be ad- – Performance of BCIs is disappointing
dressed before wider adoption, rather
than later
– Non-stationarity of EEG as a benefit
– Non-stationarity of EEG as a barrier
– Passthoughts could lock people out if – BCI hardware is difficult to use
they’re not in the right mental state.
– BCI software is difficult to use
– Usability-performance trade-off
– The more usable BCIs can’t do much. – Muse has good user experience.
– OpenBCI is difficult, cumbersome.
– BCI device gets uncomfortable over
time.
– Social stigma/aesthetics of BCIs.
– BCI engineering is impressive.
– Researchers have lower expectations of – BCIs could be used for surveillance of
BCIs.
thoughts.
– BCIs could be abused by com- – Military BCIs probably much more adpanies/governments to control employ- vanced that commercial ones.
ees/citizens.
– Average consumer can’t make an in- –
People
have
incorrect
beformed decision.
liefs/expectations about neurological
data.
– Comfort with BCIs requires strong pri- – Lack of general understanding of neuvacy policies, data ownership.
rological data (we don’t know enough to
know what the risks are)
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– BCIs need to be perceived as less – Passthoughts for high-value (non“creepy.”
trivial) authentications
– BCIs have value and serve a purpose.
– We are in the early stages of BCI development.
– EEG data quality is low.
– The capabilities of BCIs are overstated.
– Low information-transfer rate.
– BCIs need a compelling use-case.
– BCIs are useful for neurofeed- – BCIs are a novelty.
back/meditation training.
– Passthoughts are impractical for real- – BCI data could be used in a cyber atworld use.
tack.
– Haven’t read privacy policy.
– Invasive BCIs are more impressive than
noninvasive ones.

The first round of theme constructions yielded eight themes: data privacy,
usability/difficulty, comfort, consumer protection, surveillance, performance, the
future of BCIs, and BCI applications. Ideally, the number of themes would be
further reduced; however, these eight themes do appear to reflect an important
structure of the data. Rather than completely collapse the eight initial themes,
I instead grouped them into three meta-themes: safety (comprising data privacy,
surveillance, and consumer protection relating to BCIs), usability (including both
technical difficulties as well as physical and psychosocial comfort of using BCIs),
and development (comprising BCI applications, the future of BCIs, and BCI performance). These meta-themes are discussed in greater detail next.

4.3.1

Safety

Interviewees indicated that potential BCI users would worry that using a BCI
might put them at risk in some way. Average technology consumers are not
equipped to make informed decisions about BCI use and associated data collection, making them vulnerable to privacy violations or other abuses. In addition,
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Table 4.4: The structure of the Safety meta-theme, including its three
sub-themes and their respective codes.
#
1

Theme

Code

Data Privacy

BCI data is potentially more sensitive than other
personal data.
Current BCIs are less of a privacy concern than
other types of data collection.
BCI data can be aggregated with other personal
data.
Privacy paradox. (claim concern about privacy
but engage in privacy-compromising behaviours)
BCIs will be used for marketing in the future.
BCI data could be used to facilitate a cyberattack.
I haven’t read the privacy policy.

Surveillance

BCIs could be used for surveillance of thoughts.
BCIs could be abused by companies or governments to control employees/citizens.
Military BCIs are probably much more advanced
than commercial ones.
BCIs need to be perceived as less “creepy”.

Consumer Protection

Average consumers can’t make an informed decision about BCIs.
People have incorrect beliefs and expectations
about neurological data.
Researchers have lower expectations of BCIs than
laypeople.
An average consumer doesn’t know that you can’t
read thoughts with EEG.
Comfort with BCIs requires strong privacy policies, end-user data ownership.
The capabilities of BCIs are overstated.
BCI manufacturers restrict user access to data,
including raw EEG data.

2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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the complexity of neurological data and its proximity to inner thoughts and feelings is a source of uncertainty and discomfort. A number of these concerns were
directly related to corporate data collection practises and associated risks of data
breaches, selling of personal information, and data aggregation:
P1: “We can see where the trend is going . . . with big corporations and
social media companies. And we are trying to build an alternative
which is privacy-aware, because we can really see how this technology
can be used to invade people’s privacy at a mental level.”
P4: “I would treat BCI devices with utmost privacy. We must be very
careful with any data related to people’s genetics. The consequences of
a privacy incident could be irreparable.”
P6: “Based on how everything works on the internet, I wouldn’t be
surprised if they record some level of data on you and sell something
to someone. I’m very sceptical about companies that record data like
that.”

In particular, it was emphasized that the privacy threats of data aggregation
are largely unknown until long after the data have been collected. This could
be the case to an even greater extent with BCIs than other forms of personal
data collection due to the complexity and high-dimensionality of EEG data. The
implication is that extra care should be taken with neurological data because we
cannot expect to know in advance the degree of privacy-compromise that could
occur in the event of a breach:
P2: “I think that Muse, with all the data they have of my brain, could
probably profile me in some way.”
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P3: “It’s not just neural data–all data! We don’t know what it reveals
until we’ve already collected it in aggregate. So it’s an epistemic problem: we don’t know what we don’t know. What really concerns me is
that there could be sources of bias that slip into the signal that we don’t
know about . . . gender or racial biases. I don’t think anyone knows.”
P7: “Like with other biomedical data, we don’t know the significance of
it when initially giving it out; the impact comes afterward, once it has
been aggregated.”
Conversely, a number of interviewees made note that, despite the potential for
privacy violations from neurological data being unknown, current BCI devices and
data processing techniques are not sufficiently powerful to be a significant threat
right now. Interviewees drew comparisons to other types of personal data that
are commonly collected, such as GPS location data and photos of a user’s face,
suggesting that these are more significant and urgent privacy issue than BCI data,
at least for the time being:
P3: “Relative to all security threats that are out there and all the stuff
you could solicit from my devices . . . I would put BCI maybe at the
bottom of the list.”
P5: “People are considerably more concerned about brain data than
they are about, say, face recognition data. In practical terms, face
recognition is a real privacy problem and BCI is a hypothetical privacy
problem.”
P6: “It’s definitely a privacy concern, but it’s not on the scale of giving
someone a camera and allowing them to access the internet with it.
You can’t complain about privacy on one thing and then take pictures
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of everything you do and post it somewhere else. BCIs have potential
to be a serious concern at some point in the future, maybe.”
An interesting perspective on this topic was given by participant P2, who
acknowledged privacy concerns associated with BCI data collection, but chose not
to focus on it in favour of prioritizing research:
P2: “I don’t care, in the sense that this isn’t where my focus is. It’s
more important to me to do some research . . . to democratize the technology and contribute to this process . . . than not doing it because of
privacy concern. In some sense I’m sacrificing myself, sacrificing my
privacy, in order to do some research in this.”
The potential for BCIs to be abused by authorities, governments, or corporate
entities was also mentioned. Although this seems like a distant problem in terms
of the technical capabilities of BCI devices, the fact that it was brought up by
multiple interviewees suggests that this perception may be a barrier to public
acceptance of BCIs irrespective of the actual likelihood of the threat:
P1: “I fear that there will be even greater power for advertising companies and anybody who wanted to exercise some type of control over
the population. I do expect this to go very dystopian very quickly in
the case that there are no alternatives.”
P2: “Let’s say I’m working on a secret project for a company . . . the
company may want to have my thoughts monitored to check my loyalty
toward the project. This could be used and abused by companies and
governments.”
All of the interviewees suggested that consumer protections should be a priority in the continuing development of commercial BCI technologies, including
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encryption of all neurological data, comprehensive anonymization, and end-user
data-ownership:
P3: “Everything should be encrypted. Data should be encrypted in
transit and at rest. Ideally you would use some kind of homomorphic
encryption so that you can even do computations on encrypted data
when that’s feasible. Certainly, there should be a pre-existing toolkit to
make sure that data is properly anonymized.”
P4: “With these devices, we have chance to fix things and do them
differently than with mobile phones. With mobile phones, in some
sense privacy was an afterthought. By the time it became clear to the
public what was happening, it was in some sense too late to do anything
about it. [with BCIs] I want to start with a good use paradigm from
the beginning.”
P5: “If you want people to use the device and feel comfortable enough
to purchase a BCI device, the way to do that is to have a very strict
privacy policy with end-user ownership of data, and give them the opportunity to have their data completely deleted from the database upon
request.”
With respect to consumer protection, it was also stressed by participants P3
and P5 that typical consumers tend to have incorrect or inaccurate beliefs about
BCIs and neurological data more generally, which prevents them being able to
make informed decisions about BCI use:
P3: “We all make these trade-offs but—and this is not specific to BCI—
but consumers generally don’t know what they’re trading off specifically,
so they can’t make that econometric judgement. My general comment
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here is that BCI data is not necessarily special. I think that’s it’s special
insofar as people believe that it’s special, because people have particular
beliefs about the brain.”
P3: “I could see myself making some kind of trade-off, but I would
be very contextually aware of it . . . I would imagine that the average
consumer wouldn’t know how to be contextually aware of the privacy
value of their data. That latter part is what concerns me mostly: we
can’t expect an average consumer to know what they’re revealing about
themselves, necessarily.”
P5: “Most BCI manufacturer privacy policies are designed around standard tech privacy policies. Where it goes beyond that, it’s due to recognition that people are more concerned about brain data than other data
due to rational or irrational fears about what you might be doing with
it . . . The average user doesn’t even know that you can’t read minds
with EEG.”
For the Safety meta-theme, it should be noted that what is important here is
not necessarily whether these safety concerns are likely or even feasible. Rather, it
is the perception of risk that has a significant bearing on the acceptance of BCIs.
BCI designers should therefore be aware not just of actual risks to users’ privacy
and security, but of perceived risks as well, and make efforts to adequately inform
users of the difference.
In summary, concerns about the safety of BCIs comprises the three interrelated dimensions of privacy, surveillance, and consumer protection. In terms of
privacy, there is concern that neurological data from BCI users could be used to
violate user privacy, either in the form of malicious cyber-attacks or more mundane
corporate marketing. There is a general awareness that corporate data collection
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from BCIs is leading to the accumulation of massive amounts of EEG data from
consumers, which is troubling because the limits of what can be inferred from
aggregated neurological data are not known. For the topic of surveillance, there is
concern about authoritative entities like governments or employers leveraging BCI
data at scale to monitor the mental states of individuals. Simultaneously, there is
scepticism about the ability of current privacy regulations to protect BCI users,
as well as users’ ability to understand these issues and make informed decisions
about BCI use.

4.3.2

Usability

Table 4.5: The structure of the Usability meta-theme, including its two
sub-themes and their respective codes.
#

Theme

Code

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Difficulty

BCI hardware is difficult to use.
BCI software is difficult to use.
Usability-performance trade-off.
The most usable BCIs have limited capabilities.
Muse, Neurosky have good user experience.
OpenBCI is difficult, cumbersome, too technical.
Ease-of-setup is important for BCI devices.

1
2
3

Comfort

BCI devices become uncomfortable over time.
Social stigma/aesthetics of BCIs.
User becomes habituated to the presence of the BCI
device on their head.
Comfort-performance trade-off.
BCIs need to be perceived as less “creepy.”

4
5

The use of BCIs is not straightforward, even for experts, and devices with
better usability characteristics tend to have restricted capabilities. Technical difficulties as well as social and physical discomfort are barriers in the way of BCI
and passthought acceptance.
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A common theme was around the general difficulty associated with the basic
setup and usage of BCI devices. Interviewees made a number of comparisons between different devices that they had used in terms of their difficulty and usability
characteristics, highlighting a trade-off between usability and performance.
P2: “Muse has good use experience, because the device is comfortable,
it’s comfortable to wear it, you switch it on, off, and it works out of
the box.”
P2: “With OpenBCI, I struggle a bit to get the signal into the computer
. . . and the setup was unclear at the beginning . . . I had to follow some
tutorials . . . the software was failing and it wasn’t clear how to set up
a working environment . . . There was not a linear procedure to follow.”
P4: “Even when recording signals is made easy, extracting information
from those signals is not.”
P6: “It’s usable for things that don’t involve movement. For example,
the Muse, sitting still doing meditation, it’s fine. It’s much better for
that than for anything to do with movement. Even blinking is problematic.”
In addition to difficulty, the comfort of wearing a BCI device was an important
dimension of usability. Interviewees remarked that wearing a BCI device for an
extended period of time can cause it to become uncomfortable or painful, or can
even cause a headache in the case of participant P1.
P1: “[The OpenBCI headset] becomes transparent after a few minutes.
So you kind of get used to it. I notice this lasts for about 10–15 minutes
and then it becomes uncomfortable, it can cause a headache.”
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P2: “A couple of red spots appear where they [the sensors] are. If I’m
wearing it for a long time I do have to take them off.”
P6: “The Muse is definitely more comfortable than the Epoc. For the
first 30 minutes, wearing the Epoc is not bad. Over time the reference
sensors that sit behind the ears on the Epoc start to become uncomfortable or painful.”
However, P3 stated that all of the devices they had tried were a significant
improvement over the EEG caps commonly used in medical and research contexts.
P3: “I’m impressed by all of the cheaper commercial devices in terms
of their comfort. It’s certainly better than wearing a cap, and also they
don’t require gel.”
In particular, the Muse and Neurosky Mindwave devices were regarded as very
comfortable to wear, but offered a least in terms of performance and capabilities,
as described by participants P1 and P3:
P1: “I would say Muse . . . no, Neurosky was the most comfortable
. . . but also the least meaningful. The Muse was surely easier to have
on in terms of fashion and wearability . . . it’s easier to go around with
as well . . . whereas OpenBCI is at the bottom of the list.”
P3: “We’ve used everything from OpenBCI to the Mindwave . . . there
were obviously differing levels of success . . . our best results were with
the OpenBCI device.”
The appearance of BCI devices was a common point of discussion, particularly
around the sociocultural ramifications of wearing a BCI in the presence of other
people, which could be viewed as stigmatizing.
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P3: “In terms of usability, what I think of a lot is how awkwardly visible
these devices are, especially for people with disabilities.”
P4: “In some sense you can see it like a bicycle helmet. Would you be
willing to go around wearing a bicycle helmet everywhere you go?”
P6: “I wouldn’t wear it outside because people would think it’s weird.”
P2: “OpenBCI, some work could be done on the sensors. And they
provide really raw boards, there’s no box that contains it. So that lacks
a bit of design.”
Participants P3 and P5 suggested that these issues could be remedied by incorporating a BCI into a device that people already use, such as earphones, in
order to make it less conspicuous:
P5: “A couple of people have designed headphone-based BCIs, which is
a good use-case . . . you and I are wearing headphones right now, and
people will do that basically all day.”
P3: “Something like an Apple Airpod that can record EEG signals . . . I
think that’s the frontier for usability.”
The idea of trade-offs was present throughout the discussion of usability, both
explicitly and implicitly. The basic idea is that getting good performance out of
a BCI device is very difficult and beyond the capabilities of laypeople who don’t
have a significant understanding of the neurophysiology, machine learning, and
computer systems that underlie BCI technologies. Simpler, more comfortable, and
easier-to-use devices have been developed and marketed with some success (e.g.,
the Muse BCI headset), but this has come at the expense of performance and capability of those devices. Throughout these discussions, no particular device stood
out as being more usable than others without a significant loss in performance.
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Indeed, the OpenBCI devices, which were considered by most interviewees to be
the most flexible and powerful consumer-oriented devices available, were regarded
as very difficult to use, uncomfortable, and visually unappealing.
To summarize: a number of usability issues are apparent when discussing
the use of BCIs for average users. On the technical side, these devices can be
difficult to setup and use, and the setup process can be time-consuming if the
sensors require the application of a saline solution or conductive gel. In terms
of comfort, many BCI devices are physically uncomfortable to wear for extended
periods of time, significantly reducing their viability for real-world applications.
Finally, the visibility of BCI devices can be awkward or stigmatizing, especially
if a user is using a BCI to compensate for a disability. The latter two problems
can be mitigated with smaller, less obtrusive devices such as BCIs integrated into
earphones, as suggested by P3 and P5, but it is unclear to what extent this would
limit their capabilities.

4.3.3

Development

BCI technology is immature and lacking broad applicability, and doesn’t offer
enough value to be an everyday-use device. A common sentiment was that the
current use-cases for BCIs are not sufficient to entice a typical consumer to spend
the required amount of money and time to purchase and learn to use a BCI
system. Despite the very limited capabilities of current BCIs, experts generally
believe that they have significant potential that can be achieved with continued
research and development. The essence of the Development meta-theme is that
we are in the early days of BCI development and significant work is needed to
move the technology forward to a state where normal people would want to use
it.
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Table 4.6: The structure of the Development meta-theme, including its three
sub-themes and their respective codes.
#
1
2
3

Theme

Code

Applications

BCIs need a compelling primary use-case.
BCIs have value and serve a purpose.
Passthoughts for high-value authentications but not
trivial ones.
BCIs are useful for meditation/neurofeedback training.
BCIs are a novelty.
Existing methods of interaction are easier and better
for average users than BCI.
Passthoughts are impractical for real-world use.

Future

We are in the early stages of BCI development.
BCIs will probably be common in the future.
BCIs aren’t powerful now but will be one day.
Privacy and security issues should be addressed before wider adoption, rather than later.
Lack of general understanding of neurological data
(we don’t know enough to know what the risks are).

Performance

Performance of BCIs is disappointing.
Low information-transfer rate (bitrate).
Non-stationarity of EEG as a benefit.
Non-stationarity of EEG as a barrier.
Passthoughts could lock people out if they’re not in
the right mental state.
Ambient electrical interference.
EEG data quality is low.
Invasive BCIs are more impressive than non-invasive
ones.
Commercial BCI engineering is impressive.

4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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P5: “There’s this idea that you’re going to put this thing on your head
and then quickly learn to control something. The reality is very different. Even mental imagery BCIs take weeks of training to learn to use
effectively.”
P5: “Widespread adoption needs something that people will wear on
their heads anyway, like a VR set or earphones. The success of Muse
is in giving people a reason to put the BCI on their head on a regular
basis.”
P6: “Based on my experiences with the Emotiv Epoc and Muse . . . at
this point it sounds like a marketing thing. There’s no way you could
just use these things out in the world. It’s too finicky, requires too much
setup . . . there’s too many things that just get in the way of casual use
. . . It’s just not practical yet.”
P4: “If the only use cases are the ones we have right now, I have a
hard time imagining that BCIs will be common in the future. Then
again, as big tech companies are entering the space and talking about
advanced use cases, anything can happen. I think we are a couple of
years out.”
P5’s comments are particularly relevant for the case of authentication; a user
is not likely to carry around a cumbersome BCI device if it is useful only for
authentication. Authentication with BCIs for healthy people only makes sense if
they have some compelling reason to own and use a BCI in the first place, or in
a context where the security demands warrant use of passthoughts. P5 and P3
made additional comments to this effect:
P5: “In some sense I think authentication could work, but then people
have to have a BCI just for authentication. To put it on, authenticate,
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and then take it off, because there’s no other reason to have it on your
head.”
P3: “It depends on the context: are you using this to unlock your cellphone? or are you using it to withdraw twenty thousand dollars from
the bank? I’ve always envisioned passthoughts as more of a ‘change
your last will and testament’ type of authentication mechanism, as opposed to unlocking your cellphone.”
Another recurring topic related to the theme of development stressed that
existing methods of human-computer interaction are generally superior for healthy
users in terms of usability and performance, encapsulated in these comments from
P4 and P5:
P4: “The information transfer rate that we can get from these devices
is still rather low, nowhere near to what a typical person can do on their
smartphone using their fingers. Given the stage of the technology, for
most able-bodied people BCIs would be a step back.”
P5: “The consistent result is that . . . people think it’s really cool for 10
minutes, then ask for the mouse and keyboard back, take the BCI off,
and never put it on again.”
To summarize the Development meta-theme: in many ways it is not clear what
commercial BCIs are for. Medical BCIs have much more defined objectives and
use-cases: controlling a wheelchair, enabling communication, and so on. With
commercial BCI devices, the objectives are much less clear. In some sense it
appears that, rather than developing a new technology to solve a problem, BCI
developers have created a technology without a use-case and are now scrambling
to find applications for it. The overall performance of BCI devices is an area
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of concern, with many interviewees remarking that BCIs don’t live up to their
expectations or the claims made by BCI manufacturers. Many of the suggested
use-cases for BCIs are simply not possible with the current generation of commercial BCI devices because of their restricted capabilities. There was a general
consensus among interviewees that we are in the very early stages of BCI development, and that there is significant potential for BCIs to improve, pending further
refinement of existing neuroimaging technologies or the emergence of wholly novel
methods.
4.4

Interpretation

This interview study began with the objective of answering the question: What
are the main barriers preventing adoption of BCIs and passthoughts for the general population? Through qualitative semi-structured interviews with BCI expert
users and a reflexive approach to thematic analysis, I identified three meta-themes
which captured the interviewees’ beliefs and opinions about the public acceptance
and adoption of BCIs and BCI-based authentication. Based on this work, the
main barriers affecting perceptions and beliefs about BCIs are related to perceived threats to safety or uncertainty about the safety of BCIs, problems with
usability, and a need for further development and refinement of the technology.
The Safety meta-theme suggests that people are sceptical or at least uncertain
about the safety of using BCI devices. There is a perception of risk associated
with the collection of neurological data by BCI manufacturers, as well as aversion to the idea that BCI data could be abused by governments or employers to
monitor individuals’ mental states. Further, there is a general sentiment that laws
governing privacy and corporate data collection are not sufficient to protect BCI
users from these perceived threats. The perception of risk is a barrier to public
acceptance of BCIs, irrespective of whether the risks are credible or realistic. To
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make potential users more comfortable with BCIs, BCI designers should be aware
of this and attempt to mitigate the real risks associated with BCI use as well as
the misplaced perception of risk arising due to uncertainty or misinformation.
The takeaway message behind the Usability meta-theme is the BCI devices
are not usable for normal people due to a combination of technical difficulty in
setup and use, physical discomfort, and social stigma due to the obvious and
awkward appearance of BCI devices, especially for people who would use a BCI
to compensate for a disability. In the domain of commercial BCI devices, there is
a tension between usability and performance. It is not clear how BCI designers
might approach making their devices smaller, less obtrusive, and easier to use
without compromising their capabilities.
The Development meta-theme stresses that non-medical BCIs lack a compelling use-case that would encourage non-enthusiasts to become interested in
BCIs devices. While a number of studies have demonstrated impressive capabilities of BCIs in a laboratory environment, these have not translated into the
real world, and there is scepticism about whether real users would opt to use a
BCI when traditional methods of HCI like mice, keyboard, and touchscreens can
facilitate a much greater information transfer rate with significantly better accuracy and reliability. Rather than trying to make BCIs perform well in tasks that
can be trivially accomplished with other interaction methods, the BCI community
may benefit from asking “What types of interaction can BCIs enable that other
modalities cannot?” Authentication with BCIs has been investigated as a potential answer to this question, but these reports from interviewees alongside the
disappointing results of my BCI authenticator in Chapter 3 seem not to support
this use-case.
A unifying concept that spans across all three meta-themes is that of uncertainty. The interdisciplinary field of BCI devices involves a number of domains
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which, despite extensive study, remain largely mysterious and poorly understood.
The most obvious example of this is the domain of neurophysiology, but the blackbox problem of machine learning (i.e., that many machine learning models do not
specify the relationship between the input and output values) applies here as well,
since virtually all BCI applications involve machine learning in some way. Feeding poorly-understood EEG data into a black-box machine learning classifier is a
recipe for inscrutability, and it should therefore be unsurprising that even experts
struggle with these systems.

4.4.1

Limitations

A significant limitation of this study is its small sample size of only seven interviewees. Unfortunately, due to the relative uncommonality of BCI devices, it is
not easy to access significant numbers of BCI experts. In this study I had better
results recruiting BCI experts by directly cold-emailing researchers in the field as
opposed to the initial approach of posting to online BCI forums. This approach
may be useful for other BCI studies that intend to address an expert (or at least
experienced ) sample.
Additionally, while the interviews were intended to primarily address views
about passthought authentication, most of the interviews (and therefore the derived codes and themes) ended up being about the usability of BCIs in general. I
propose two possible interpretations of this: firstly, it may be that the interview
guide prepared for this study was not specific enough to capture the emphasis
on authentication. The second interpretation is that the relationship between
passthoughts and BCI usability is such that one cannot be addressed in the absence of the other. In other words, passthought usability depends critically on
the usability of BCIs in general, which tends to be poor, so any discussion about
passthoughts will necessarily center around the topic of BCI usability. This would
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also suggest that the most significant barriers to passthought acceptance and adoption are those of BCIs in general. The latter interpretation seems more interesting
from a theoretical standpoint, though it is difficult to discount the first without
further study.
4.4.2

Conclusion

In summary, the usability of passthought authentication is tightly connected to
the usability and acceptance factors of BCI devices in general, which can broadly
be categorized as those relating to perceived safety of BCI devices, their usability, and the need to continued development of BCI applications and technologies.
Underpinning these factors is a general lack of fundamental knowledge about the
brain which impedes development as well as understanding of BCI technologies.
Despite these factors, BCI experts share the belief that continuing advancement
of neuroscience, biosensing technologies, and machine learning will one day lead
to significantly wider adoption and everyday use of BCIs for by the general population.

Chapter 5

Mechanical Turk BCI Questionnaire Study

5.1

Introduction and Background

The topic of BCI usability has been of considerable interest in recent years.189–191
Only a few studies, however, have addressed usability in the context of BCI authentication or passthoughts.18,20,192 A general consensus in the research literature
is that although BCIs have become significantly more accessible to the public, substantial usability burdens such as long setup times and poor or unreliable signal
quality143,190 have prevented adoption outside the enthusiast community. Additionally, the social discomfort arising from wearing a strange device on one’s head
may be a significant barrier.143 The potential for adoption by the general population is of interest because all potential BCI applications, including authentication,
are contingent upon people’s willingness to purchase and use a BCI device.
This study is aimed at identifying factors that underlie BCI-naïve respondents’ perceptions of the usability and security of BCIs, with the broader goal of
understanding how these relate to their comfort and acceptance of BCIs generally.
Specifically, it is expected that security related behaviours193 and Big 5 personality dimensions194 will be associated with individuals’ acceptance and security
concerns about BCIs.
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5.2

Methods

5.2.1

Instruments

An exploratory questionnaire was developed which comprises four instruments
designed to capture security-related behaviours, general personality dimensions,
perceptions of BCIs and BCI security, and demographic information. Demographic information included age in years, education (Primary/Elementary School,
High-School, Vocational/Trade School, Bachelor’s Degree, Graduate/Professional
School, or Other with a text field), and gender identity (Female, Male, Prefer not
to answer, and Self-describe with a text field).
The Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI195 ) is an abbreviated measure of Big
5 personality dimensions (Agreeableness, Openness to Experience, Extraversion,
Emotional Stability, and Conscientiousness 194 ). For each dimension, the TIPI
contains two items with opposing valence where each item is a pair of adjectives
and respondents are asked to rate the extent to which the adjectives apply to
them. For example, the TIPI subscale for Agreeableness comprises a positive item
(Sympathetic, warm) and a negative item (Critical, quarrelsome). Respondents
rate each TIPI item on a 7-point Likert scale (Disagree strongly (1), Disagree
moderately (2), Disagree a little (3), Neither agree nor disagree (4), Agree a little
(5), Agree moderately (6), Agree strongly (7)). The score for each subscale is
calculated by taking the average ratings of the positive item and the reverse-scored
negative item.
The TIPI was included because a number of prior studies have found significant
relationships between the Big 5 personality dimensions and wearable technology
acceptance,196–201 and because the TIPI is trivially easy and fast for a respondent
to complete, making it an ideal candidate for this exploratory study.
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The Security Behaviour Intentions Scale (SeBIS193 ) is a 16-item scale which
measures cybersecurity behaviours on four dimensions: Device Securement, Password Generation, Proactive Awareness, and Updating, with higher scores in these
reflecting more secure behaviours. The SeBIS193 has respondents rate statements
about security behaviours such as “I manually lock my computer screen when I
step away from it.” on a five-point scale according to the frequency with which
they engage in that behaviour (Never (1), Rarely (2), Sometimes (3), Often (4),
Always (5)). Subscale scores for the SeBIS193 are computed by taking the average
of the items assigned to each subscale after reverse-scoring some items as described
in Egelman and Peer.193

Figure 5.1: The images of the Emotiv Insight57 that were presented to
respondents alongside the following description: “A brain-computer interface, or
BCI, is a system that allows a user to control a computer system with their
mind. At it’s simplest, a BCI reads signals coming from the brain and then does
something based on the signals it receives, such as moving a mouse cursor on a
screen or controlling a robotic arm. There are several BCI devices on the market
which measure the electrical activity of parts of the brain using sensors placed on
the scalp. Below are a few images of a wearable BCI device called the Emotiv
Insight (www.emotiv.com). Please look at them and try to imagine what it
would be like to wear the device. In the next section you will be asked about
your thoughts about the device.”
The Comfort Rating Scale (CRS) was adapted from Knight and Baber’s202
assessment tool for the comfort of wearable devices which asks respondents to rate
a series of statements about a wearable device according to the extent to which
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#

Dimension

1

Appearance

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Text

I would be worried about how I looked wearing the
device and what others would think.**
Attachment
I would be constantly aware of the device’s presence
on my head.
After some time I would get used to the presence of
the device on my head.**
Harm
The device would be safe, and unable to cause me any
physical harm.
Perceived Change The device would make me feel physically different. I
would feel strange wearing it.
I would feel normal wearing the device. It wouldn’t
make me feel physically different.**
Movement
The device would affect the way that I move. It would
inhibit or restrict my movement.
My movement would be unaffected by wearing the
device.**
Anxiety
I would feel at-risk while wearing the device. Wearing
the device would make me anxious.
*

Table 5.1: The final items used for the modified Comfort Rating Scale used in
this study. Reversed items are used for response validation.
The Appearance dimension was originally called Emotion and was not reversed
in Knight and Baber’s202 paper describing the CRS.
**
Reverse-scored items.

*
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they agree with them on a 21-point scale, with higher scores indicating greater
agreement. The CRS measures six dimensions of comfort: Emotion: emotions
concerns about appearance of the device; Attachment: physical feel of the device
on the body; Harm: the device causing damage or harm to the body; Perceived
Change: feeling different or strange while wearing the device; Movement: the
feeling that the device affects movement; and Anxiety: worry about the safety
and reliability of the device.
As the present study was to be conducted online, the precise wording of the
items described in Knight and Baber202 were altered to adjust for the fact that
respondents will not have worn or used the device. Instead, a brief description
of BCI devices is presented alongside photos of a BCI device (Figure 5.1; Emotiv
Insight57 ) and the respondent is asked to imagine what it would be like to wear
the device. The survey items were altered to reflect a hypothetical scenario. For
example, “I am worried about how I look when I wear this device.” is changed to
“I would be worried about how I looked wearing the device.” Photos of the Emotiv
Insight were used for consistency and easier contrast between the present study and
the BCI authentication study described in Chapter 3. For easier interpretation, the
Emotion dimension was reverse-scored and renamed to Appearance. Additional
items were added that had opposing valence to the original items in order to
determine whether participants were not paying attention to the task (i.e., the
difference between the rating on the original item and the reversed rating on the
opposing item is greater than some threshold). Reversed items were added for the
Attachment, Perceived Change, and Movement dimensions. The score for these
dimensions is the average of the original and opposing items after reverse-scoring
the opposing one. Finally, the scale on which respondents are asked to rate the
items is reduced from Knight and Baber’s’.202 The final set of items for the CRS
in this study is presented in Table 5.1.
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#

Subscale

Survey Item

1

Knowledge

2

Future

Please rate your level of knowledge about brain-computer
interfaces (BCIs):
In the future, wearable BCI devices will become mainstream and most people will use them.
BCI devices will probably never become popular.**
Wearable BCI devices will be vulnerable to previouslyunknown types of security challenges.
In the future, companies like Google and Facebook will
use BCI devices to learn about users for the purpose of
advertisement targeting.
In the future, governments will use wearable BCI devices
for surveillance.
There should be special protections or regulations about
the collection and use of data from wearable BCI devices.
Current privacy regulations are sufficient to protect BCI
users.**
Companies that collect data from wearable BCI devices
should be required to disclose how the data will be used.
Companies that collect data from wearable BCI devices
should be required to ask for consent before collecting any
data.
BCI manufacturers should be able to collect and use data
from BCI devices without explicit permission.**
Users should not have the right to force companies to
delete data collected from them.**
Please select “Agree” as your answer for this question.
Data from BCI devices is more sensitive than that of other
wearable devices (e.g., smartwatch).
Current security practices like encryption are not sufficient to protect data generated by BCIs.
It would be impossible for a hacker to cause physical harm
or damage by taking control of the device.**
A hacker could use data intercepted from a BCI device to
infer private information about the user.
What sort of information might they be able to learn
(select all that apply)?*

3
4
5
6
7

Consumer

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17a
17b

Security

Table 5.2: Survey items for the BCI Acceptance Scale (BAS) grouped by
subscales.
Item 17b is only shown to respondents who select “Agree” or “Strongly agree”
as their answer for Item 17a .
**
Reverse-scored items.
*
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#

Survey Item

17b1
17b2
17b3
17b4
17b5
17b6
17b7

Gender
Sexual Orientation
Ethnicity
Political or religious beliefs
Emotional state
Passwords for online accounts
Medical or health-related information (including
mental health)
Whether the user is being truthful or lying.

17b8

Table 5.3: The possible answers to item 17b (“What sort of information might
they be able to learn (select all that apply)?”), which is presented only to those
who respond “Agree” or “Strongly agree” to the preceding item 17a (“A hacker
could use data intercepted from a BCI device to infer private information about
the user.”)

The BCI Acceptance Scale (BAS) was developed for this study as an exploratory measure to assess general opinions about BCIs for people who do not
necessarily have experience using them. Scale items were generated in a brainstorming session which was guided in part by experience and knowledge obtained
while conducting qualitative interviews with BCI users, as described in Chapter
4. A set of 26 candidate items were generated which were then grouped into categories according to topic and redundant items were dropped or combined. As
with the CRS, validation items were added corresponding to several of the BAS
items and were worded to have the opposite valence. This process yielded a total of 18 items which were grouped into three categories: Future: the belief that
BCI devices are likely to be commonplace at some point in the future; Consumer:
concern about regulation and consumer protections regarding BCIs; and Security:
concern about the safety and security of BCIs, sensitivity of BCI data. A fourth
dimension, Knowledge consists of one item which asks the respondent to rate their
level of knowledge on the topic of BCIs on a five-point scale.
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All of the BAS items are presented as statements (see Table 5.2) to which the
respondent is asked to rate their level of agreement on a five-point Likert scale
with higher scores indicating greater agreement (or knowledge, in the case of the
BCI knowledge question). The valence of the items is mixed and some must be
reverse-scored before computing the subscale values. A flag question was added to
the Consumer subscale (Item 13 in Table 5.2) instructing the respondent to select
a particular answer. This item is used for validation by detecting respondents who
do not read the items. If respondents select a positive response (Agree or Strongly
agree) to the item “A hacker could use data intercepted from a BCI device to
infer private information about the user.” (Security subscale) they are given the
followup question “What sort of information might they be able to learn (select
all that apply)?” and a list of eight different types of information which can be
selected using checkboxes (Table 5.3).

The questionnaire was implemented using LimeSurvey,203 an open-source software platform for developing and hosting web-based surveys, and hosted on a local
laboratory server. The consent form, demographic questions, SeBIS,193 TIPI,195
modified CRS,202 and BAS were created in the LimeSurvey dashboard application
as Question Groups. The question groups were presented in a particular order
(Consent, demographics, TIPI, SeBIS, CRS, BAS), however, the ordering of items
within each group was set to be randomized, as was the order of answer items for
multiple-choice type questions (e.g., the items in Table 5.3). Finally, settings were
enabled in the LimeSurvey page to record the MTurk (see 5.2.2) Worker ID of the
respondent as well as the amount of time spent on each question group and the
survey overall to avoid duplicate submissions and for response validation.
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5.2.2

Participants and Recruitment

The participants for this study were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk,
(MTurk) an online crowdsourcing platform for human-intelligence tasks (HITs)
that is commonly used to gather survey data for research studies.21 MTurk workers
volunteer to complete HITs through the MTurk platform in exchange for typically
modest monetary compensation. Rather than interacting with MTurk directly,
the HIT was created through CloudResearch (formerly TurkPrime204 )–a service
which facilitates easier management of research studies (as opposed to other types
of HITs) on MTurk for a small fee.

The CloudResearch204 study was set to limit participants to those with at
least a 98% HIT approval rating who had completed at least 100 HITs, and to
those located in Canada or the United States only. The geographic constraint
was included to ensure consistency in understanding the research context. The
estimated completion time of 15 minutes was displayed on the HIT post as well
as the compensation of $2. When a worker accepted the HIT, they were directed
to the LimeSurvey page hosting the questionnaire. A consent form was presented
which explains the objective and nature of the study, and the worker could choose
to proceed having accepted the conditions of the study or decline and withdraw
from the study. At the end of the questionnaire, a code was provided which
the worker can enter back on the MTurk HIT page to prove their completion
and receive compensation. A pilot HIT was posted with a quota of 25 responses
which were validated before posting another with a quota of 100 for a total of 125
expected responses.
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5.2.3

Data Analysis

Data preparation and analysis were conducted using the R statistical computing
language.205 R scripts containing the code used for preparation and analysis of
these data can be found in Appendix B. Plots are generated using the R packages
ggplot2, ggExtra, and ggpubr. Data tables are constructed as dataframes and
exported using xtable.
Data were downloaded in .csv format from LimeSurvey and loaded into an
R session. Firstly, respondents who did not accept the consent form were removed from the data frame. Data were validated by computing difference scores
between the opposing-valence items on the CRS and BAS (after reverse-scoring
as appropriate); large differences indicate inconsistent answers and suggest that
the respondent may be providing spurious answers or not paying attention. Cases
with a difference score greater than 4 on any of the three validation items from the
CRS (7-point scale) or greater than 3 on any of the BAS items (5-point scale) were
removed. Similarly, any respondents who failed to select the correct answer for
the flag question (Item 13 in Table 5.2) were removed from the dataset. Subscale
scores for the SeBIS, TIPI, CRS, and BAS were calculated by taking the mean of
the items of each subscale after reverse-scoring as appropriate.

Hypotheses
The main relationships of interest are between personal factors (SeBIS, TIPI) and
BCI factors (CRS, BAS), which can be viewed as independent and dependent
variables (IVs and DVs), respectively. Broadly, it is hypothesized that personality factors will be significantly associated with respondents’ acceptance, perceived
comfort, and beliefs about the future prospects of BCIs, and that security behaviour factors will be related to views about BCI security and future. Twelve
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hypotheses were generated that correspond to the SeBIS and TIPI measures. The
hypotheses relating to the SeBIS (HS1−4 ) are as follows:
HS1 Device securement behaviours (SeBISSecurement ) will be positively associated with concerns about the security of BCIs (BASSecurity ).
HS2 Device securement behaviours (SeBISSecurement ) will be negatively associated with beliefs that BCIs will become common in the future
(BASF uture ).
HS3 Awareness of security practices (SeBISP roactiveAwareness ) will be positively associated with concerns about the security of BCIs (BASSecurity ).

HS4 Awareness of security practices (SeBISP roactiveAwareness ) will be negatively associated with beliefs that BCIs will become common in the
future (BASF uture ).
And the hypotheses relating to the TIPI (HP1−8 ) are:
HP1 Agreeableness will be negatively associated with feelings of anxiety
about the BCI device (CRSAnxiety ).
HP2 Emotional Stability will be positively associated with comfort regarding
the appearance of the BCI device (CRSAppearance ).
HP3 Emotional Stability will be will be negatively associated with the belief
that the BCI device could cause harm (CRSHarm ).
HP4 Emotional stability will be negatively associated with feelings of anxiety about the BCI device (CRSAnxiety ).
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HP5 Openness to Experience will be positively associated with beliefs that
BCIs will become common in the future (BASF uture ).
HP6 Openness to Experience will be positively associated with comfort regarding the appearance of the BCI device (CRSAppearance ).
HP7 Openness to Experience will be negatively associated with feelings of
anxiety about the BCI device (CRSAnxiety ).
HP8 Extraversion will be positively associated with comfort regarding the
appearance of the BCI device (CRSAppearance ).
Two tests were conducted for each hypothesis. First, a one-tailed Spearman
rank correlation coefficient is computed between the two variables using the cor
function in base R with method = “spearman” as an argument. As a secondary
test, the IV (SeBIS or TIPI) is split into two groups at the median value and a
Wilcoxon rank sum test is computed between the two groups on the DV (CRS or
BAS) using wilcox.test.
5.3

Results

5.3.1

Descriptive Statistics

Demographics and Time
A total of 126 respondents started the HIT but 2 did not complete it. All respondents selected the correct answer for the flag question (Item 13 in Table 5.2), but
15 participants had inconsistent answers to the opposing-valence questions used
for validation and were excluded from further analysis. The final total of responses
included in subsequent analysis is 109.
One respondent did not disclose their gender and all other respondents indicated their gender as either male or female. In the initial responses there were
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79 male-identifying and 46 female-identifying respondents. After cases were removed, there remained 63 male-identifying, 45 female-identifying respondents, and
one respondent with undisclosed gender. A bias toward more male respondents is
a relatively common trend in MTurk studies206 and not unexpected.
Education
n
High-school
21
Trade/Vocational
15
Bachelor’s
60
Graduate/Professional 11
(Missing)
2
Table 5.4: Frequency table of levels of education for the sample.

Figure 5.2: Distribution of ages (a) and survey completion times (b) for the
sample. Dashed lines represent median values.
The median age of the sample was 36, and the mean is 39.85 (SD = 12.94).
A histogram showing the distribution of ages in the sample is shown in Figure 5.2
(a). The skew toward younger respondents is another common feature of MTurk
studies.206
The median completion time for the survey was 315 seconds. The distribution
of completion times is represented in Figure 5.2 (b). A significant skew is apparent
with the majority of respondents completing the survey in under 10 minutes but
a few taking up to twice as long.
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of levels of education for the sample.
Education data from the sample is shown in Table 5.4 and graphically in Figure 5.3. More than half of respondents report having a Bachelor’s degree, which is
significantly more than in the general population but typical for MTurk workers.207

Scales
Descriptive statistics of the TIPI responses are shown in Table 5.5 alongside populations norms.208 Histograms of the five subscales of the TIPI are shown in Figure 5.4. Each of the subscales demonstrate a significant skew, all of which are
negative except for Extraversion.
Scale
Median Mean
Agreeableness
5.50
5.35
Conscientiousness
6.00
5.68
Emotional Stability
5.50
5.35
Extraversion
3.00
3.35
Openness to Experience
5.00
5.00

SD Population Mean
1.33
4.91
1.16
4.94
1.41
4.56
1.81
3.98
1.45
5.46

Table 5.5: Descriptive statistics for the subscales of the TIPI. Scores on each
subscale are calculated by taking the average of the subscale items after
reverse-scoring as appropriate. Population mean values are from Gosling,
Rentfrow, and Potter 208 . Scores on each subscale can range from 0 to 7.
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Figure 5.4: Histograms of the Big 5 personality dimensions as assessed using the
Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) subscales. Scores on each subscale are
calculated by taking the average of the subscale items after reverse-scoring as
appropriate. Dashed lines represent the median values.

The descriptive statistics for the SeBIS subscales are shown in Table 5.6 and
distributions in Figure 5.5. For all four subscales of the SeBIS there is a significant negative skew, with the majority of respondents scoring above the neutral
midpoint (i.e., an average score of 3 on the 5-point rating scale), suggesting that
this sample demonstrate reasonably high security behaviours.
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Figure 5.5: Histograms of the four subscales of the Security Behaviour
Intentions Scale (SeBIS). Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking the
average of the subscale items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Dashed lines
represent the median values.
The descriptive statistics for the CRS dimensions are shown in Table 5.7 and
histograms of their distributions are depicted in Figure 5.6. Of interest are the
dimensions of Anxiety, Harm, and Movement, which demonstrate some skewness in
their distribution. Scores on the Anxiety dimension are mostly low, demonstrating
a positive skew, indicating that the respondents mostly did not feel that wearing
the device would cause feelings of anxiety. Correspondingly, respondents rated
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Scale
Median
Password Generation
3.75
Proactive Awareness
4.20
Securement
4.00
Updating
3.67

Mean SD
3.73 0.87
3.92 0.82
3.64 1.11
3.67 0.81

Table 5.6: Descriptive statistics of the subscales of the SeBIS. Scores on each
subscale are calculated by taking the average of the subscale items after
reverse-scoring as appropriate. Scores on each subscale can range from 0 to 5.
their belief that the device could cause harm as relatively low. The majority of
the sample also indicated that they did not believe the device would significantly
affect their movement. The remaining dimensions appear to follow a relatively
normal distribution, though the Appearance dimension may be biased to more
extreme answers given the low instances of the neutral response.
Scale
Anxiety
Appearance
Attachment
Change
Harm
Movement

Median Mean SD
3.00
3.26 1.79
4.00
4.15 1.81
4.00
3.70 1.30
4.00
4.17 1.65
3.00
3.14 1.61
3.00
3.29 1.46

Table 5.7: Descriptive statistics of the six dimensions measured by the CRS.
Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking the average of the subscale
items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Scores on each subscale can range
from 0 to 7.
Scale
BCI Knowledge
BCI Security
Consumer Protection
Future of BCIs

Median Mean SD
2.00
1.80 0.95
3.50
3.58 0.66
4.50
4.26 0.72
3.60
3.50 0.58

Table 5.8: Descriptive statistics for the four subscales of the BIS. Scores on each
subscale are calculated by taking the average of the subscale items after
reverse-scoring as appropriate. Scores on each subscale can range from 0 to 5.
Descriptive statistics for the BAS subscales are shown in Table 5.8 and histograms of their distributions are depicted in Figure 5.7. The sample reported
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Figure 5.6: Histograms of the six comfort dimensions assessed using the
Comfort Rating Scale (CRS). Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking
the average of the subscale items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Dashed
lines represent the median values.

generally quite low prior knowledge of BCIs, although 8 respondents rated themselves Moderately knowledgeable and one Very knowledgeable about BCIs. On the
Security subscale, very few respondents were unconcerned, while a majority were
either neutral or moderately concerned. The respondents in this sample showed
strong support for regulations and protections around the collection and use of
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Figure 5.7: Histograms of the four subscales assessed using the BCI Acceptance
Scale (BAS). Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking the average of the
subscale items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Dashed lines represent the
median values.
data from BCIs as assessed by the Consumer Protection subscale. In general, respondents tended to believe that BCIs would become more common and relevant
in the future.
When asked to respond to the statement “A hacker could use data intercepted
from a BCI device to infer private information about the user.”, a majority of
respondents indicated that they agreed (n = 52) or strongly agreed (n = 26; see
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Answer
n
Strongly disagree 4
Disagree
4
Neutral
23
Agree
52
Strongly agree
26
Table 5.9: Frequency table of the responses to the BIS:Security item “A hacker
could use data intercepted from a BCI device to infer private information about
the user.”
Info type
Emotional State
Medical/Health
Passwords
Truthfulness
Gender
Religious/Political Beliefs
Sexual Orientation
Ethnicity

n
59.00
59.00
52.00
44.00
43.00
36.00
32.00
30.00

Table 5.10: Frequency table of the responses to the followup question “What sort
of information might they be able to learn (select all that apply)?”, shown to
respondents who selected Agree or Strongly agree as their answer to the question
in 5.9.
Table 5.9). These participants were asked a followup question: “What sort of
information might they be able to learn (select all that apply)?” Responses to
the followup question are shown in Table 5.10. The most common types of vulnerable information identified by respondents were Emotional State (n = 59) and
Medical/Health-related information (n = 59), while the least common included
Religious/Political Beliefs (n = 36), Sexual Orientation (n = 32), and Ethnicity
(n = 30).

5.3.2

Hypothesis Tests

Data were analyzed as described in Section 5.2.3. The median-split Wilcoxon
test yields fewer statistically significant results relative to the Spearman test, and
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there are no hypotheses for which the Wilcoxon is statistically significant but the
Spearman is not.
SeBIS Hypotheses (HS)
Test
HS1
HS2
HS3
HS4

Spearman ρ Spearman p-value
0.05
0.60
0.20
0.04
0.27
0.01
0.17
0.07

Wilcoxon W
1514.00
1780.50
1636.00
1594.00

Wilcoxon p-value
0.60
0.03
0.10
0.18

Table 5.11: Results and p-values of Spearman correlation tests and Wilcoxon
rank sum test for the SeBIS hypotheses. Wilcoxon tests were conducting by
performing a median split on the data based on the relevant SeBIS dimension
and testing for a difference between the two groups on the other variable.
The test statistics and p-values of the hypothesis tests on the SeBIS subscales
are presented in Table 5.11 and pairwise scatterplots for each hypothesized relationship can be seen in Figure 5.8. Based on the Spearman tests, only HS2
and HS3 were associated with statistically significant p values (i.e., p < 0.05).
Wilcoxon tests also supported HS2 but did not support any of the others.
HS1 : SeBISSecurement ∝ BASSecurity

The lack of a significant association

between device securement behaviours and concerns about BCI security (ρ =
0.05, p = 0.6) suggests, somewhat surprisingly, that respondents’ views about BCI
security are unrelated to the degree to which they proactively protect their own
devices.
HS2 : SeBISSecurement ∝

1
BASF uture

The correlation between device securement

behaviours and views about the future of BCIs (ρ = 0.2, p = 0.038) is statistically significant but in the opposite direction to the hypothesized relationship,
suggesting that those who are more concerned with device security are in fact
more optimistic about the future of BCIs.
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Figure 5.8: Pairwise scatterplots for the SeBIS hypotheses. Spearman ρ and
corresponding p-values for each pair of variables is shown in the upper left corner
of each plot.

HS3 : SeBISP roactiveAwareness ∝ BASSecurity

Of the SeBIS hypotheses, only the

relationship between proactive awareness about security practices and concerns
about BCI security was supported in the predicted direction by the Spearman
test (ρ = 0.27, p = 0.01). This result suggests that those who are more proactively
aware of security practices are more concerned about the security of BCI devices.
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Notably, the Wilcoxon test for this hypothesis was not statistically significant at
p = 0.1.

HS4 : SeBISP roactiveAwareness ∝

1
BASF uture

The predicted negative relationship

between proactive awareness about security practices and the belief that BCIs
will be common in the future was not supported. In fact, there appears to be
a trend toward a positive association between the two (ρ = 0.17), although this
is not statistically significant according to the Spearman (p = 0.07) or Wilcoxon
(p = 0.18) tests.

TIPI Hypotheses (HP )
Test
HP1
HP2
HP3
HP4
HP5
HP6
HP7
HP8

Spearman ρ Spearman p-value
-0.12
0.21
0.26
0.01
0.06
0.55
-0.23
0.02
0.09
0.35
0.20
0.04
-0.27
0.01
0.20
0.04

Wilcoxon W
1190.50
1735.00
1591.50
1085.50
1585.00
1740.00
1162.00
1646.00

Wilcoxon p-value
0.07
0.12
0.50
0.01
0.53
0.11
0.05
0.26

Table 5.12: Results and p-values of Spearman correlation tests and Wilcoxon
rank sum test for the TIPI hypotheses. Wilcoxon tests were conducting by
performing a median split on the data based on the relevant SeBIS dimension
and testing for a difference between the two groups on the other variable.
Spearman and Wilcoxon test statistics for the TIPI hypotheses are presented
in Table 5.12, and corresponding pairwise scatterplots are shown in Figure 5.9
(HP1−4 ) and Figure 5.10 (HP5−8 ).
HP1 : T IP IAgreeableness ∝

1
CRSAnxiety

The association between Agreeableness and

the Anxiety dimension of the CRS was not statistically significant according to
the Spearman (ρ = −0.12, p = 0.21) or Wilcoxon tests (W = 1190.5, p = 0.07),
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Figure 5.9: Pairwise scatterplots for the first four TIPI hypotheses (HP1−4 ).
Spearman ρ and corresponding p-values for each pair of variables is shown in the
upper left corner of each plot.
suggesting that respondents’ perceived anxiety associated with the idea of wearing
the device is not related to their degree of agreeableness.
HP2 : T IP IEmotionalStability ∝ CRSAppearance

The Spearman rank correlation co-

efficient between Emotional Stability and comfort regarding the appearance of
the BCI device revealed a statistically significant positive association of ρ =
0.26, p < 0.01, which supports HP2 that more emotionally stable respondents
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Figure 5.10: Pairwise scatterplots for the last four TIPI hypotheses (HP5−8 ).
Spearman ρ and corresponding p-values for each pair of variables is shown in the
upper left corner of each plot.
will be less uncomfortable about the appearance of the device and being seen
by others. The Wilcoxon test for this HP2 did not reach statistical significance
(W = 1735, p = 0.12).
HP3 : T IP IEmotionalStability ∝

1
CRSHarm

Both the Spearman (ρ = 0.06, p = 0.55)

and Wilcoxon (W = 1591.50, p = 0.5) statistics failed to support HP3 that Emotional Stability is negatively correlated with the belief that the BCI device could
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cause harm, suggesting that beliefs about whether the BCI device could cause
harm are not related to respondents’ degree of Emotional Stability.

HP4 : T IP IEmotionalStability ∝

1
CRSAnxiety

The hypothesis that Emotional Stability

will be negatively associated with the anxiety dimension of the CRS was supported
by both the Spearman (ρ = −0.23, p = 0.02) and Wilcoxon (W = 1085.5, p = 0.01)
tests, indicating that those who are high in Emotional Stability tend to have less
anxiety associated with the idea of wearing the BCI device.

The hypothesis that Openness to

HP5 : T IP IOpennessT oExperience ∝ BASF uture

Experience will be positively correlated with the belief that BCIs will be common
in the future was not supported by the Spearman (ρ = 0.09, p = 0.35) or Wilcoxon
(W = 1585, p = 0.53) statistics.

HP6 : T IP IOpennessT oExperience ∝ CRSAppearance

The positive association between

Openness to Experience and comfort regarding the appearance of the BCI device
was statistically significant according to the Spearman statistic (ρ = 0.20, p =
0.04). This result indicates that those who score highly on Openness to Experience
are more comfortable with the appearance of the device and what others might
think. The Wilcoxon statistic for this hypothesis was not statistically significant
(p = 0.11).

HP7 : T IP IOpennessT oExperience ∝

1
CRSAnxiety

Both the Spearman (ρ = −0.27, p <

0.01) and Wilcoxon (W = 1162, p = 0.05) tests supported HP7 that Openness to
Experience would be negatively associated with anxiety about the idea of wearing
the BCI device, suggesting that those higher in this dimension have less anxiety
toward the BCI device.
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HP8 : T IP IExtraversion ∝ CRSAppearance

The hypothesis of a positive association

between Extraversion and comfort regarding the appearance of the BCI device
was supported by the result of the Spearman test (ρ = 0.2, p = 0.04). This
result indicates that more extraverted respondents are more comfortable with the
appearance of the device and what others might think.
#

Hypothesis

Direction

Supported

HS1
HS2
HS3
HS4

SeBISSecurement ∼ BASSecurity
SeBISSecurement ∼ BASF uture
SeBISP roactiveAwareness ∼ BASSecurity
SeBISP roactiveAwareness ∼ BASF uture

Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative

N
N*
Y
N

HP1
HP2
HP3
HP4
HP5
HP6
HP7
HP8

T IP IAgreeableness ∼ CRSAnxiety
T IP IEmotionalStability ∼ CRSAppearance
T IP IEmotionalStability ∼ CRSHarm
T IP IEmotionalStability ∼ CRSAnxiety
T IP IOpennessT oExperience ∼ BASF uture
T IP IOpennessT oExperience ∼ CRSAppearance
T IP IOpennessT oExperience ∼ CRSAnxiety
T IP IExtraversion ∼ CRSAppearance

Negative
Positive
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive

N
Y**
N
Y
N
Y**
Y
Y**

Table 5.13: Summary of the results of the hypothesis tests indicating
whether they were supported by the collected data.
The relationship described in HS2 was statistically significant in the opposite (i.e., positive) direction.
**
Some hypotheses were supported by the result of the Spearman test but
not the Wilcoxon.

*

5.4
5.4.1

Interpretation
Summary

The aim of this research was to identify and learn about factors that influence or
mediate individuals’ acceptance of BCIs and concerns about their security. Data
were gathered from an online sample of MTurk workers regarding their general
personality traits (TIPI), security behaviours (SeBIS), comfort with various dimensions of wearing a BCI (CRS), and opinions on BCIs, their potential role in
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society, security concerns, and concerns about data collection/handling (BAS).
Based on these data, several trends and relationships emerged, revealing factors
that significantly influence acceptance, comfort, and perceived security of BCIs.
Descriptive statistics obtained from the sample indicate that respondents
trended toward higher values in all personality dimensions except for Extraversion and had better-than-neutral security practices on all subscales of the SeBIS.
In terms of the perceived comfort of a BCI device, respondents tended to report
low feelings of anxiety about the device, and were unlikely to endorse the belief
that the BCI device could cause harm to the user. The slightly bimodal distribution of the Appearance dimension of the CRS in Figure 5.6 indicates that opinions
about the appearance of the BCI device are somewhat polarized.
The sample overall reported quite low prior knowledge of BCIs (Figure 5.7),
however 8 respondents rated themselves as Moderately knowledgeable and 1 rated
themself as Very knowledgeable. The remaining BAS subscales (Future, Consumer,
Security) showed a positive trend, indicating that respondents in this sample generally believed that BCIs would be more relevant in the future, but were concerned
about the security of these devices and regulations that govern the collection and
use of data.
Hypothesis test results are summarized in Table 5.13. Hypothesis tests related
to security behaviours (SeBIS) generated some surprising findings. Contrary to our
expectations, there was no evidence of an association between the extent to which
respondents protect and secure their own devices and their level of concern about
the security of BCIs. It seemed reasonable to assume that this level of concern for
the security of one’s devices would generalize to hypothetical use of BCI devices
as well, but it appears that this is not the case. It was also predicted that device
securement behaviours would be negatively associated with optimistic views about
the future of BCIs in society. However, these data suggest the opposite, that in
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fact those who are more diligent about securing their own devices appear to be
more likely to believe that BCIs will be common in the future. While no significant
relationship was found between proactive awareness about security practices and
views about the future of BCIs, proactive awareness was significantly positively
associated with concerns about the security of BCIs. This indicates, somewhat
intuitively, that those who are more security-aware are more concerned about the
security of BCI devices.
Similarly, significant relationships were discovered between Big 5 personality
dimensions (TIPI) and factors relating to comfort and acceptance of BCIs. Emotional Stability, Openness to Experience, and Extraversion were all significantly
positively correlated with comfort regarding the appearance of the device and
being seen by others, indicating that those who are higher in these traits tend
to be more comfortable. Both Openness to Experience and Emotional stability
were negatively associated with the Anxiety dimension of the CRS, suggesting
that those who are high in these personality traits believe that they would not
experience significant anxiety due to using or wearing the device.
These findings demonstrate that personality factors play a role in determining
potential users’ acceptance and comfort regarding BCIs. Those who are high in
openness to experience, extraversion, and emotional stability appear to have fewer
barriers to adoption of BCIs. Since BCIs are novel and uncommon, there are significant social acceptance barriers143 and a high likelihood of drawing attention
to oneself if worn in public. With this in mind, it is not particularly surprising that more extraverted, emotionally stable, and adventurous people would be
more comfortable with unfamiliar BCI devices than those who are introverted, less
emotionally stable, and less open to experiences.
The relationship between security behaviours and perceptions of BCIs appears
to be more complicated. The lack of a relationship between device securement
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behaviours and concerns about BCI security despite the latter being significantly
correlated with proactive awareness about security suggests that respondents base
their views of BCI security on their broader understanding of security practices
rather than on the way in which they interact with their own devices.
The association between increased device securement behaviours and the belief
that BCIs will be more common in the future is of interest for the case of authentication; this may suggest that establishment of robust authentication protocols
for BCIs will be an important step in increasing their viability for adoption among
the general public.
A substantial majority of respondents indicated that they believe it would be
possible for a hacker to infer private information about a user based on BCI data.
Some studies158,159 have indicated the ability of attackers to infer limited personal
information about a BCI, such as whether a particular face is familiar, but only
if the attacker also has the ability to present stimuli in the user’s visual field.
This suggests a misunderstanding of the capabilities of current BCI devices, as
these attacks are not feasible for real-world use. The types of information that
respondents felt were vulnerable are largely consistent with other studies regarding
perceptions of biosensor data157

5.4.2

Limitations

There is a significant limitation inherent in asking members of the general public
to comment and make specific judgements about a complex technology with which
they have no prior knowledge or experience. Indeed, the few pictures of one type of
BCI device and brief description that were shown to respondents are certainly not
sufficient to enable them to give well-informed opinions about, for example, the
security of BCI devices overall and their potential to be hacked. The general lack
of understanding and prevalence of misinformation with respect to BCIs among
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the general population was a known limitation from the beginning of this study,
but nonetheless constrains the interpretation. The goal and findings of this study
should be interpreted with the understanding that the measures reported here are
not intended as an empirical investigation of the usability of BCIs per se, but
rather an investigation of the perception of usability in the context of barriers to
acceptance and adoption of BCIs.
Another limiting factor is the restriction of responses to those from Canada
and the United States only. This was done to aid interpretability of the findings,
especially given that regulations around as well as attitudes toward digital privacy differ significantly across regions, but are relatively similar between the US
and Canada. Therefore some additional investigation would be required before
these results could be generalized to, for example, the European Union which has
significantly more stringent privacy regulations.
5.4.3

Conclusion

The key findings of this study are as follows:
• Despite the majority of respondents having post-secondary education, very
reported having any significant amount of knowledge about BCIs.
• Respondents’ ratings of the perceived comfort of a BCI device were varied
but not particularly negative. The majority of respondents indicated low
feelings of anxiety and were unlikely to view the device as potentially harmful. With respect to the appearance of the device, responses were somewhat
polarized with roughly the same number of participants reporting negative
perceptions as positive ones.
• Respondents tended to indicate that they thought BCIs would be more common in the future. Many were also concerned about the security of BCI
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devices, and there was strong support for consumer protection regulations
to protect BCI devices and the data derived from them.
• The majority of respondents believed that an attacker with access to BCI
data could use that data to learn private information about the user. Physiological factors such as emotional state and health-related information were
the most likely to be viewed as vulnerable to this type of attack, where as
sociocultural information like religious/political beliefs, gender, sexual orientation, and ethnicity were were less likely.
• Respondents who reported greater proactive awareness about cybersecurity
were more likely to be concerned about the security of BCI devices. Counterintuitively, the degree to which respondents reported securing their own
devices was not significantly related to their views about the security of
BCIs. In fact, those who were more diligent in securing their own devices
were more likely to believe that BCIs would become commonplace in the
future than those who report low device securement behaviours.
• Personality characteristics were found to be associated with factors related
to BCI acceptance. In particular, being high in emotional stability, extraversion, and openness to experience was associated with more positive views
about the appearance of the BCI device and lower reported anxiety.
BCIs have been applied with reasonable success in a number of domains, including authentication. However, BCIs have not yet achieved any significant level
of adoption among the general population. Significant attention has been given
to understanding the usability factors that affect BCI adoption, such as poor reliability and long set-up times, whereas the role of security and privacy concerns
in BCI adoption have not been significantly addressed.
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The present study was intended to explore relationships between factors related
to personality traits, security behaviours, and perceptions of BCIs among an online
sample of mostly BCI-naïve MTurk workers. It was expected that relationships
would emerge between personal factors (Big 5 personality dimensions, security
behaviours) and factors related to BCI acceptance and adoption (CRS and BAS
measures). Specific hypothesis tests between the various measures yielded mixed
results, but broadly these findings support the notion that security factors as well
as personality dimensions influence people’s acceptance and comfort with BCIs.

Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1

Summary

Authentication remains an open problem in cybersecurity. Despite numerous attempts to develop a system to replace text-based passwords as the de facto standard for authentication, none have yet emerged as a clear candidate. An ideal
authentication system is not only robust against impersonation and other attacks,
but also easy to use and minimizes the burden placed on the end-user. Additionally, an ideal authentication system should be easy and cost-effective to deploy
in the wild. As described by Bonneau et al. 1 in 2012, all proposed alternative
systems fail on at least one of these dimensions. The cybersecurity landscape has
changed considerably since 2012, but the general problem of authentication has
not.
Emerging technologies may offer novel and unique solutions to the authentication problem. One such technology is brain-computer interfaces (BCIs), which
have a number of qualities that are of interest to cybersecurity researchers working on authentication. In particular, BCI-based authentication (or passthoughts)
has the potential to combine multiple authentication factors into a single step,
achieving the security of multi-factor authentication without the added usability
burden of the user having to do a separate task for each factor. Passthoughts also
have the ability to be revoked or changed in the event of compromise, and can be
implemented in such a way as to be unobservable by would-be attackers.
134
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However, much remains unknown about the real-world feasibility of passthoughts, especially with regard to usability. Only a few studies have explicitly
addressed the usability of passthought authentication, all of which have significant
limitations of either not directly assessing usability or focusing on specific populations with unique needs that do not necessarily reflect the experience of using
passthoughts for an average consumer.
The goal of this thesis was to comprehensively explore the usability issues
surrounding BCIs and passthoughts, especially in relation to the perception and
adoption of these technologies by the wider public. To this end, I applied a
variety of HCI research methods including software prototyping, qualitative semistructured interviews, and quantitative surveys to gain insight into the potential
role for BCIs and passthoughts in society.

6.1.1

Timeline of Studies

The studies described in this thesis are presented in the order that they were conducted, beginning with the prototype mental command graphical password system
described in Chapter 3. The interview study described in Chapter 4 began during
the last stages of attempted usability testing of the prototype when it became
clear that further in-person usability testing would not be possible. The interview
study and the online survey study from Chapter 5 overlapped significantly in time;
the interview study began first, but only three out of the seven total interviews
had been conducted at the time that the MTurk survey was launched. As MTurk
data collection took only a few hours, the data analysis presented in Chapter 5
was conducted before the conclusion of interviews and analysis of the interview
data.
Some of the knowledge gained from the first sessions of the interview study
was incorporated into the MTurk study, primarily in the development of the BCI
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Acceptance Scale (BAS), of which a number of items were based on interviewee responses. However, this was before data from the interview study had been formally
analyzed according to thematic analysis procedures, and as a result the categories
that make up the BAS (Knowledge, Future, Consumer Protection, Security) are
not similar but not identical to the themes derived from thematic analysis of the
interview Data (Safety, Usability, Development).
6.2

Contributions

In Chapter 3, I describe my design and development of a prototype BCI authentication system which uses directional mental commands to enter a graphical password, similar to the pattern unlock paradigm commonly seen in mobile phones.
The system works by a user training a classifier to associate particular EEG patterns with discrete commands, and then entering those commands in a specific
sequence in order to authenticate. This authenticator provides inherent two-factor
authentication because a user must demonstrate knowledge of the command sequence as well as the ability to consistently reproduce the correct EEG states in
order to generate the commands. Additionally, it enables changeable biometric
authentication because both the command sequence and the association between
mental states and commands can be revoked or altered. In the current implementation, the system does not provide full unobservability because the pattern
is drawn on a screen; however, the mental states used to generate the commands
are unobservable, so the system could be described as pseudo-unobservable. The
use of mental commands as a passthought-entry mechanism is, to my knowledge,
novel and distinct from other passthought systems that have been described in
the research literature.
My attempts to conduct a usability study of the prototype were unsuccessful
due to technical issues with the Emotiv mental command training process as well as
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external factors. In general, the Emotiv system did not meet the expectations set
by the company’s claims, especially regarding its reliability and the amount of time
and effort required to train the classifier. Nonetheless, the process of attempting
to train mental commands was informative. A number of strategies were employed
in attempts to arrive at a trained classifier, including guidelines suggested by the
device manufacturer, Emotiv. These strategies resulted in differential success, but
at best were only able to distinguish two commands with limited reliability and
a notable bias toward the most recently trained command. In a research context,
the proprietary and closed-source nature of the Emotiv system makes it difficult to
use optimally. A number of possibilities exist to extend and improve this project.
Chapter 4 describes a qualitative semi-structured interview study that I conducted with a sample of expert BCI users and researchers. An issue which complicates the study of public opinions toward BCIs is the fact that the public is
generally poorly informed—or misinformed—about the technology. By talking
to BCI experts, I was able to better differentiate between BCI issues that are
genuine versus those that are based on poor understanding of the technology or
misinformation.
Interviews were conducted with the goal of answering the question “What are
the main barriers preventing adoption of BCIs and passthoughts for the general
population?” Using reflexive thematic analysis,184,185 I identified three categories
of barriers relevant to the research question: perceptions about the safety of BCIs,
their usability characteristics, and the need for continued research and development into the technology and its applications. These findings may provide insight
and direction for the future development of BCI devices.
Chapter 5 discusses an online survey study I conducted to solicit opinions about
BCIs and passthoughts from a population of Amazon Mechanical Turk workers
with no prior experience of BCIs. The survey consisted of measures of Big 5
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personality traits, security-related behaviours, perceived comfort of BCI devices,
and a novel exploratory instrument designed to capture thoughts and impressions
about BCI devices. It was hypothesized that the independent factors of personality
dimensions and security behaviours would be significantly correlated with outcome
measures related to acceptance of BCIs.
Analysis of the survey data revealed associations between the independent and
dependent variables. Specifically, it was found that respondents who scored highly
in the dimensions of openness to experience, extraversion, and emotional stability
were more likely to report more positive impressions and fewer barriers related
to BCI use. Additionally, proactive awareness about security was associated with
increased concern about the security of BCI devices. Broadly, these findings indicate that individual characteristics affect general perceptions about and openness
toward BCI technologies.
6.3

Limitations

Clearly, the most significant limitation of the mental command graphical password
authenticator was the lack of success in using it with participants. The failure of
the system was due to an inability to train the required number of mental commands such that they could be reliably recognized by the Emotiv mental command
classifier. The principal limitation here is the reliance on a proprietary, closedsource platform which impaired the ability to understand the internal workings
of the system and to make modifications where needed. Additionally, the participant training protocol is not optimal for training mental commands, and could be
improved by having multiple training sessions across several days.
The interview study involved a trade-off of having better-informed participants
at the expense of generalizability. This was done in order to circumvent the fact
that typical consumers are not aware of or have inaccurate or misinformed beliefs
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about BCI technologies; recruiting experts makes it easier to differentiate real
issues affecting BCI devices from perceived issues based on misunderstanding of
the technology. However, since the goal of this study is to understand barriers to
BCI and passthought acceptance among the general population, some care should
be taken in extrapolating these results.
Another limitation of the interview study is the emphasis of the respondents on
the usability of BCIs in general rather than that of passthought authentication. An
interesting possibility is that the usability of BCIs is one of the most significant
barriers to the specific case of passthoughts, suggesting that research into the
usability of passthoughts is perhaps premature. A follow-up interview study could
address this question directly.
The interview study suffers from a further limitation stemming from the low
number of interviewees (n = 7) who were recruited to give interviews. This seems
to be an inherent and unavoidable limitation given that the purpose of the study
was to interview BCI experts, and very few people have any experience with BCIs
whatsoever. In retrospect, the approach of cold-emailing BCI researchers based on
their contributions to the BCI research literature was more successful than posting
recruitment materials on online BCI-oriented forums (such as neurobb.com and
reddit.com/r/bci ), which tend to have very low traffic and activity.
The main limitation of the online questionnaire survey is the lack of knowledge
or experience of the sample regarding BCIs. In this case it is important to be very
clear in the interpretation of these findings that they are based on respondents first
impressions of a very basic description and depiction of a BCI device. In particular, it is worth emphasizing that this study is assessing perceived usability, which is
likely more related to more abstract concepts such as technology acceptance than
it is to the actual usability criteria of the device.
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Another limiting factor of the Mechanical Turk BCI questionnaire study is the
fact that responses were limited to individuals located in Canada or the United
States only. This approach was chosen to improve interpretability, especially given
that attitudes and regulations regarding privacy vary significantly across regions.
It may be of interest in future studies to compare responses from regions with
different regulatory landscape, such as the European Union.
Additionally, while the population of MTurk workers is relatively diverse, they
tend to differ from the general population in significant ways, such as having aboveaverage educational attainment. It is possible that the knowledge, opinions, and
attitudes toward BCIs represented in the MTurk sample could be different from
those of the general population in potentially significant ways.
Finally, hypothesis testing of the MTurk study data was limited to twelve a
priori hypotheses only; a number of potentially interesting relationships were not
directly addressed. For example, no tests were conducted to assess the relationship
of age, education level, or level of knowledge about BCIs with other variables of
interest. There remains the possibility of revisiting these data to conduct a more
comprehensive exploratory analysis.

6.4

Future Work

A significant amount of work could be done to improve the mental command
authenticator prototype. A priority would be to extend the application to support
additional hardware, starting with OpenBCI as it would be the most flexible.
Doing so would also require the development of other tools such as a mental
command classifier and training platform, which would require the application
as a whole to be modularized. Also worth considering is the general format of
the application; the prototype presented in Chapter 3 was implemented as a web
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application mostly for convenience and the ability to iterate development rapidly
and flexibly, but a web app may not be the best solution overall.
The data collected from the online MTurk survey have not been fully exhausted; the analysis described in Chapter 5 was limited to descriptive statistics
and testing a priori hypotheses. It would likely be worthwhile to explore some
of the other potential relationships within the data. For example, it would be
interesting to see whether the few individuals in the sample who rated themselves
as moderately knowledgeable or very knowledgeable about BCIs scored differently
on the outcome measures than those who rated themselves less knowledgeable. A
full exploratory analysis of the dataset seems warranted.
6.5

Final Thoughts

The current state of BCI technologies leaves much to be desired. We are certainly
in the early days of BCI development and there is a great deal left to learn.
Nonetheless, the recent emergence of low cost consumer-oriented BCI devices is
a major step forward and has led to an improved understanding of what BCI
devices can do and what their place in society might be. Furthermore, while the
general public has been slow to adopt BCIs, there are a number of promising and
meaningful use-cases for BCIs to improve the lives of individuals living with various
disabilities. Looking to the future, the impressive capabilities demonstrated by
invasive BCI systems gives a general idea of what may be possible with noninvasive commercial systems as neuroimaging technologies improve and become
more accessible.
Concerning passthoughts, the main takeaway is that more development is
needed into the general usefulness and applicability of BCIs in other domains
before passthought authentication would be feasible for average consumers. The
consensus of BCI experts in the interview study (Chapter 4) is that BCI-based
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interaction is too error-prone and has too low of an information transfer rate to be
practically useful in the real world, and people would not be willing to buy and use
a BCI device for the purpose of authentication only. Taking all three studies into
account, my overarching conclusion is that passthoughts can only be as usable as
the BCI systems that they rely on.
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Appendix A
Research Ethics Approval
The studies described in this thesis were reviewed and approved by the Carleton
University Research Ethics Board (CUREB) prior to any participant interaction
(CUREB File No. 111922). The following pages contain the materials that were
submitted to CUREB including consent forms, recruitment posts/posters, and
study instruments for the three studies.
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Consent Form
Title of research project: Exploring Thought-Based Passwords
Funding Source: NSERC
Date of ethics clearance: To be determined by CUREB (on clearance form)
Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: To be determined by CUREB
CUREB-B Clearance # 111922
I, ____________________, volunteer to participate in a study on thought-based passwords. This
study aims to develop a usable password system using thought-based interaction. The
researchers for this study are Prof. Robert Biddle and Josh Carr.
The present study is meant to test the usability and feasibility of a thought-based password
system using a commercial device that measures mental states called the Emotiv Insight. This
device allows you to give directional commands (such as 'up', 'down', 'left', 'right') by engaging in
a specific mental activity that you have associated with that command. The Insight device uses
small sensors that sit on the surface of your scalp and measure your mental activity. The
technology behind the Insight has been around for nearly 100 years and has not been associated
with any negative side-effects. The Insight is only capable of reading mental activity; it cannot
affect your brain in any way.
To participate in this study, you must meet the be at least 18 years old, comfortable
communicating in English, and have normal or corrected-to-normal vision (glasses or contacts
are okay). You also must not suffer from any major neurological conditions such as epilepsy or
traumatic brain injury, and be comfortable wearing a 1.2kg headband for approximately 1 hour
(with breaks).
During the study, you will be asked to wear a light headband-like device around your head while
sitting at a computer, and to use the device to draw a pattern on a screen by engaging in specific
mental tasks. The study will last approximately 1 hour.
For our study, we will not record or keep any of the sensor data. The Insight uses its
measurements to generate output commands and then the data is discarded automatically and
immediately. All data that we do collect from the study will be stored on a secure server and will
not be associated with your name or any identifying information. We will keep your anonymized
data and potentially conduct additional analysis at a later time.
Our study is related to passwords, but you will not be asked anything about the real passwords
that you use in everyday life. The passwords for our study will be generated by the

authentication application. Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you may
withdraw at any point without consequence. If at any point you do not wish to continue, simply
tell the researcher and they will end the study. If you withdraw before the end of the study, all
information you have provided will be immediately destroyed. After the study is completed, you
will not be able to withdraw your data because it will be anonymized and we will have no way of
linking it back to you.
Researcher contact information:
Josh Carr
Computer Science/ Cognitive Science
josh.carr@carleton.ca
Supervisor contact
Robert Biddle
Computer Science/ Cognitive Science
robert.biddle@carleton.ca

By signing below, you agree to participate in the study as described above

________________________
Signature of participant

______________
Date

________________________
Signature of researcher

______________
Date

Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair,
Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (by phone: 613-520-2600 ext. 4085 or by
email: ethics@carleton.ca). For all other questions about the study, please contact the
researcher.

____________________________________________

Participate in a study on
thought-based passwords!
To participate in this study, you must be:
 At least 18 years old
 Comfortable in the English language
 Have 20/20 or corrected to 20/20 vision
 Without any major neurological conditions
 Comfortable wearing a 1.2kg (2.5lb) headband for
approximately 1 hour (with breaks)
My name is Josh Carr and I am a Master’s student in the Human-Computer
Interaction program. I am working with Professor Biddle on a project called
“Exploring Thought-Based Passwords”,about a password system that uses
mental commands as input.
This is a 60-minute study. You will be asked to wear a lightweight (1.2kg)
headband-like device that measures mental activity and to use the device to
enter a password by drawing a pattern on the screen. As a token of our
appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $15.
The ethics protocol for this project has been reviewed and cleared by the
Carleton University Research Ethics. [CUREB-B Clearance # 111922]

Demographics Questionnaire
Thank you for volunteering for this study! The purpose of this short questionnaire is to acquire
some general background information about you that will help in interpreting the results. The
answers to these questions are strictly confidential. You can skip any question that you do not
want to answer. Please circle the answer(s) that best applies to you.
1) Age:
18-19
30-39
50-60

20-29
40-49
>60

2) What is your highest/current academic level?
Trade school
Diploma
Professional School (Medical, Dental, Legal, etc.)
Undergraduate
Master’s
PhD
Other:_________________________________

3) What is your field of study/work? If more than one, please state them all.
______________________________________

4) How often do you use a laptop/desktop computer?
everyday
once a week
once a month
once a year

never

5) Have you ever used a brain-sensing device to control a computer?
Yes
No
6) Have you ever been advised of any unusual or significant neurological conditions?
Yes
No

DEBRIEFING
TITLE: USABILITY STUDY ON BROWSER SECURITY CERTIFICATES
What are we trying to learn in this research?
This research is aimed at testing the usability and practical feasibility of an
alternative password system. Our overall goal is to overcome the security and
usability problems that are inherent in text-based passwords. We are interested in
assessing whether our system is easy to use, the amount of time that it takes, and
whether it is prone to errors.
Why is this important to scientists or the general public?
Text-based passwords are the primary method of digital authentication used around
the world. However, the security of passwords is reduced because of their poor
usability. Remembering a unique password for every online account is very difficult,
so most people resort to reusing their passwords or writing them down. Both of
these strategies present significant security problems. A great deal of work has
been done in designing and testing various alternative password systems, but so far
none have emerged as a clear candidate to replace text-passwords in everyday use.
Thought-based passwords are interesting to study because the uniqueness of how
each individual person’s brain expresses thoughts provides a biometric
authentication factor (like a fingerprint or your voice). Authentication systems,
however, are only as secure as they are usable, so the results of this study will
indicate whether or not thought-based passwords could be pursued as a viable
alternative to text-based ones.
Where can I learn more?
To learn more about the Emotiv Insight device, check out their website: Emotiv.com
Below are a few published papers on password security, brain-computer interfaces,
and thought-based passwords that inspired this project:
What if I have questions later?
You are welcome to email the researcher at any time if you have any questions,
concerns, or comments about the experiment. Josh (Lead Researcher) can be
reached at josh.carr@carleton.ca, and Professor Biddle at
robert.biddle@carleton.ca.
Thank you! Your time is valuable and we appreciate you using some of it to help us!

User-testing Procedure
Summary










We will use randomly generated passwords for this study; we will not ask or
learn anything about the participant's real passwords.
The participant will be asked to engage in mental motor-intention tasks such
as 'imagine moving your left arm in a circular motion' without actually
moving.
A head-worn device that detects mental states (Emotiv Insight) will be used
to translate mental motor-intention tasks into discrete commands that can be
used to interact with a computer system.
The commands for our study correspond to four movement directions: up,
down, left, and right. The type of motor-intent is spatially related to the
command: the 'left' command is initiated by a mental motor-intention task
focused on the left arm/hand; the 'up' command is associated with the head,
and so on.
The participant will be asked to use these commands to draw a path through
a 2-dimensional grid, which constitutes a password.
The participant will be asked to learn three randomly-generated passwords of
this sort. They will then engage in a distractor task for some time, followed by
attempting to enter each of the passwords that were created earlier.

Procedure










The participant will be invited into a room in our lab designated for usertesting.
A consent form (attached) will be provided and the researcher will explain the
objective of the study
The researcher will explain that that the participant may choose to withdraw
from the study at any time and will still receive full compensation.
The participant will have an opportunity to ask the researcher any questions
that they may have about the study, and informed that they may also ask
questions at any point during the study.
The researcher will remain in the room with the participant for the duration of
the study.
The participant will be asked to complete a brief demographic questionnaire
which will ask their age, field of work/study, frequency of desktop/laptop
computer use, and whether they have ever used a brain-sensing device or
similar.

Training Phase

The participant will be asked to place the mental-activity sensing
device onto their head and shown a diagram indicating the correct
position.
o The device may require some adjustment. The researcher will ask the
participant whether they are comfortable with the researcher adjusting
the device on their head; if they are not, the researcher will provide
verbal instructions and guidance to assist the participant in fitting the
device.
o Using Emotiv BCI software, the participant will train four mental
commands corresponding to 'up', 'down', 'left', and 'right'. This process
involves the user selecting a command to train, and then performing a
specific mental activity during an 8-second window. This is done
repeatedly for four commands until the device can reliably discriminate
between the commands.
Password Creation
o The participant will be assigned a randomly generated password
consisting of a starting point on 2-dimensional grid and a series of
directional steps that represent a path through the grid (similar to a
pattern unlock paradigm that is common on mobile phones).
o The participant will practice entering their password by entering the
correct series of mental commands to draw their assigned pattern on
the grid. Initially, there will be a guide showing the correct pattern
overlaid on the grid.
o The password entry process is as follows: the participant will press the
'Spacebar' key on the computer keyboard to initiate a command. A
visual indicator will appear on screen indicating that the system is
listening for commands. The system will listen until a threshold value
for a specific command is reached, at which point the chosen
command will be executed.
 e.g., the participant wants to enter the command 'left'; they
press the spacebar and begin performing the mental activity
that they have associated with that command; after a few
seconds, the 'strength' of the 'left' command will surpass the
threshold value and the 'left' command will be executed; the
circular position indicator on the grid will move one point to the
left.
 the participant has the ability to 'undo' their last steps or to
undo all steps and reset the grid to its initial state using
keyboard commands.
o After successfully entering their password twice with the guide, the
guide will be hidden and they will be asked to enter their passwtord
again twice without the additional visual aid. Once they have
o







succeeded twice without a guide, their password will have been
successfully created.
o The participant will repeat this process to create a total of three
passwords, which will be referred to with different names (i.e.,
"Facebook Password", "Banking Password", etc.).
Distractor Task
o The participant will be asked to do a mental rotation task
(https://www.psytoolkit.org/experiment-library/mentalrotation.html). A
complex 3-dimensional geometric shape is presented as the target,
along with three other similar shapes. One of the shapes is a rotated
version of the target, and the participant is asked to find that shape.
o We are interested in collecting any data from this task; the purpose is
to occupy the participant and prevent mental rehearsal of the
passwords learned in the first phase in order to have a more robust
test of password recall in the following phase.

Password Entry
o The participant will be asked to enter each of the three passwords that
they practised during the password creation stage. The order in which
they are asked to enter the passwords will be pseudorandomized and
different from the order in which they were created.
o The guide is hidden during password entry attempts.
o The participant will have limited time during each password entry (2
minutes), and the trial will continue until the participant (a)
successfully enters their password, (b) does not successfully enter their
password within the time limit, or (c), gives up and ends the trial.
o After attempting to enter all three passwords, the study will be
concluded. The participant will be given a debriefing document
containing more information and background about the study, as well
as contact information of the researcher and PI if they wish to followup
with additional questions. The participant will have an opportunity
before leaving to ask questions. The participant will be paid and they
will sign a receipt verifying that they have received compensation.
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Interview Study

Semi-Structured Interview Procedure
We will conduct semi-structured qualitative interviews with BCI users and
researchers recruited from online forums (reddit.com/r/bci and neurobb.com).
There are five topics that we intend to explore during the interviews which
are: basic information about the participant and their experience with BCI
devices; usability and user experience of BCI devices; physical and
psychological comfort with BCI use; opinions about data privacy relating to
BCI devices; and the use of BCIs for authentication. If the participant is a
researcher, the interviewer will ask about the participant's personal
experiences as a BCI user as well as their experiences conducting research
with other users.
Prior to each interview, the potential participant will receive a consent form
through email. They may indicate their consent to participate by replying to
the email with a message explicitly indicating their consent. Participants
will be verbally reminded at the beginning of the interview that they may
choose to not answer any question that they do not wish to answer and are free
to withdraw end the interview at any time.
For each topic, the interviewer will ask a series of pre-determined open-ended
questions (see attached Interview Guide) that are intended to start a
conversation about the topic. Based on the participants' answers, the
interviewer will ask follow-up questions in order to draw out additional
information or to clarify parts of the answers. These followup questions are
not predetermined and will be informed by the participants' previous answers.
The interviews will be conducted remotely via Skype voice calls. The
interviews will be audio-recorded and the interviewer will also record notes
on a laptop. Audio recordings will be kept until the conclusion of the study,
at which time they will be deleted. We aim to have the interviews last
approximately one hour, but due to the semi-structured approach they may take
more or less time depending on the participant and the length of their
answers.
After the interview, the interviewer will verbally debrief the participant,
explaining the rationale and value of the study as well as where they could
find more information. A debriefing email will be sent to the participant
containing the same information.

Recruitment Post
The following will be posted to www.reddit.com/r/bci and www.neurobb.com.

[Post title: Participate in a study about BCI authentication!]
Hello,
My name is Josh Carr and I'm a researcher at Carleton University in Ottawa,
Canada studying BCIs. For my Master's thesis I'm conducting a study about BCI
authentication. As part of this, I'm hoping to conduct interviews with some
users and/or researchers about their thoughts and opinions about privacy,
cybersecurity, and authentication with regard to BCIs. In particular I'm
interested in discussing non-invasive commercial BCI devices (i.e., Emotiv,
OpenBCI, Neurosky, Muse) that are used in a non-medical context.
The interview would be done over the phone or via Skype and would last
approximately 1 hour. All data collected from the interview will be anonymized
and stripped of any information that could potentially be used to identify
you. You must be over the age of 18 to participate.
If you are interested in participating, please contact me by email at
josh.carr@carleton.ca or send me a private message through [reddit/neurobb].
The ethics protocol for this study has been reviewed and cleared by the
Carleton University Research Ethics Board [CUREB-B Clearance # 111922.

Interview Guide
The following questions will be asked of interviewees. Top level bullets are primary questions which
will definitely be asked for each participant, and sub-bullets are potential followup questions which
may or may not be asked depending on the participants’ answers to the primary questions. Other
followup questions may be asked depending on participants’ answers in order to draw out information.
Not all followup questions can be known in advance.
Basic Information
- In what capacity do you have experience with BCIs? As a researcher, a casual user, or something
else?
- What types/brands of commercial BCIs do you have experience with? (e.g., Emotiv, Muse,
OpenBCI, Neurosky)
Usability
- Generally speaking, how do you feel about the performance of BCIs? Do they live up to
your expectations?
- Are there times when [you/users] have greater/lesser difficulty using BCIs?
- Do [you/users] ever become frustrated when using BCIs? Why?
Comfort
- What do you think about the physical comfort of wearing BCI devices?
- Does the comfort of wearing a BCI change over the course of a session?
- What about the appearance of the device?
- Would you feel comfortable using a BCI in public or in the
presence of strangers?
Privacy
- What do you think about the privacy implications of using BCIs?
- Concerning the BCI devices that you have used, are you familiar with the manufacturers'
privacy policies?
- Would you be willing to allow the BCI manufacturer or a third-party company to collect data from
your BCI device in exchange for additional features or services?
- What do you think about /neuromarketing/, or the idea that companies could use data from BCIs
to learn a user's likes/dislikes and use that information to target
specific advertisements toward them?
Authentication
- Have you ever tried to use any type of authentication (e.g., entering a password) using
a BCI?
- Describe your experience; was it easy or difficult? how long did it take?
- What do you think about BCI biometric authentication, similar to using your fingerprint
or iris?
- Would you feel comfortable with the level of security offered by such a system? Why/why not?
- What about the idea of a /passthought/ system where you authenticate by thinking a particular
thought (such as a strong memory or part of a song)?
- Do you think this would be more or less secure than simple biometric authentication?

Interview Consent
[The following will be sent to interested potential participants via email]
You are invited to participate in a study on brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) and BCI-based
authentication. This study aims to understand the psychological and social factors underlying braincomputer interface (BCI) adoption, particularly with respect to privacy and cybersecurity. The
researchers for this study are Professor Robert Biddle and Josh Carr.
The present study is meant to learn about factors related to BCI use and adoption as well as attitudes
toward privacy and cybersecurity with respect to BCIs. The study will be in the form of a ~60 minute
semi-structured interview. The interviewer will ask you a series of open-ended questions about your
experience with BCIs, your opinions about the physical and psychological comfort of using
BCIs, your opinions about privacy with respect to data collected from BCIs, and your experience and
opinions regarding digital authentication using BCIs. You may respond to these questions in any way
that you prefer; there are no bad answers. Based on your answers, the interviewer will ask follow-up
questions in order to clarify or get more information. You may choose not to answer any of
the questions. If at any point you do not wish to continue, simply tell the interviewer and they will end
the interview. The interviewer will ask you if you wish to withdraw your data, in which case all records
of your interview will be immediately destroyed.
The interview will be audio recorded and the recording will be kept for a period of 3 months for
analysis, after which they will be deleted. Notes from the interview will be anonymized: any data that
could potentially be used to identify you will not be included the interview notes and the interview data
will not be associated with your name or identity in any way. After the recordings have been deleted,
you will no longer be able to withdraw your data from the study as we will have no way of linking the
data back to you.
To be eligible to participate, you must be at least 18 years of age and have experience with noninvasive commercial BCI devices (e.g., Emotiv, OpenBCI, Muse) either as a casual user or as a
researcher.
Once you have read this document, if you still wish to participate in the study, please reply to this email
with the text "I [your name] have read the Consent Form and volunteer to participate in the study
entitled 'Exploring Thought-Based Passwords'".
The ethics protocol for this study has been reviewed and cleared by the Carleton University
Research Ethics Board [CUREB-B Clearance # 111922].

Researcher contact information:
Josh Carr
Computer Science/Cognitive Science
josh.carr@carleton.ca
Supervisor contact information:
Dr. Robert Biddle
Computer Science/Cognitive Science
robert.biddle@carleton.ca
Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact the REB Chair,
Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (by phone: 613-520-2600 ext. 4085, or by
email: ethics@carleton.ca). For all other questions about the study, please contact
the researcher.

Interview Debriefing
[The following will be sent to interview participants via email at the end of the study]
What are we trying to learn in this research?
This interview study is part of a larger effort to develop and test feasibility of a BCI-based
authentication system. Through these interviews we hope to get a better understanding of BCI-users'
perspectives on authentication and related topics, such as data privacy, which will
help us in contextualizing the rest of our findings.
Why is this research important?
Most research into BCI-based authentication has focused on technical elements, such as system
performance and error-rates, while relatively little work has been done to examine the personal and
psychological factors related the adoption of BCI-based authentication. The goal of this study is to
address that gap by conducting interviews with experienced BCI users and researchers. In doing this
we hope to gain valuable insights which will help us in designing a suitable authentication system.
BCI-based authentication is interesting as a potential alternative to traditional password authentication.
Passwords are the most common method of authentication but suffer from poor usability, which in turn
negatively impacts their security. Remembering unique passwords for every account is difficult, which
frequently results in users re-using the same password multiple times or writing their passwords down,
both of which present significant security vulnerabilities. BCI-based authentication offers unique
possibilities due to the unique way in which each individual's brain expresses thoughts. This allows us
to combine multiple authentication factors into a single step, potentially offering better security and
usability than other methods.
Where can I learn more?
Below are a few published papers on the topic of password security and BCI-based
authentication that inspired this project:
Thorpe, J., van Oorschot, P.C., and Somayaji, A. 2005. Passthoughts: Authenticating
with our Minds. Proceedings of the 2005 Workshop on New Security Paradigms. DOI:
https://doi.org/10/dt5ht4
Lin, F., Cho, K.W., Song, C., Xu, W., Jin, Z. 2018. Brain Password: A secure and
Truly Cancelable Brain Biometrics for Smart Headware. MobiSys '18. DOI:
https://doi.org/10/gf6jdm
Paranjape, R.B., Mahovsky, J., Benedicenti, L., and Koles, Z. 2001. The
electroencephalogram as a biometric. Canadian Conference on Electrical and Computer
Engineering 2001. DOI: 10.1109/ccece.2001.933649
Jayarathne, I., Cohen, M., and Amarakeerthi, S. 2017. Survey of EEG-based biometric
authentication. IEEE iCAST 8. DOI: 10.1109/icawst.2017.8256471},
What if I have questions later?
You are welcome to email the researcher at any time if you have any questions,
concerns, or comments about the experiment. Josh (Lead Researcher) can be
reached at josh.carr@carleton.ca, and Professor Biddle at
robert.biddle@carleton.ca.
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MTurk Questionnaire Study

A2.

Title of research project: Exploring Thought-Based Passwords
Funding Source: NSERC
Date of ethics clearance: April 2, 2020
Ethics Clearance for the Collection of Data Expires: November 30,
2020
CUREB-B Clearance # 111922
You are invited to complete a questionnaire about the possibilities for
brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). This study aims to understand the
psychological and social factors underlying brain-computer interface
(BCI) adoption, particularly with respect to privacy and
cybersecurity. The researchers for this study are Professor Robert
Biddle and Josh Carr.
This study will involve a series of questions and statements that you
will be asked to respond to. The questions are meant to assess general
personality traits, cybersecurity behaviours, and perceptions and
attitudes toward brain-computer interfaces. You will not be asked to
disclose any private or sensitive information. Your responses will help
us to understand how that privacy and security concerns influence
acceptance of new technologies.
You must be fluent in English to participate. All responses are
completely anonymous. The questionnaire will take approximately 15
minutes and you will be compensated $2. There are no risks
associated with this study, as it will take place entirely in your web
browser.
Data from this questionnaire will be retained indefinitely on our onsite server. Because responses are anonymous, it will not be possible
to withdraw or have your data deleted at a later time as there will be
no way of linking the data back to you.
Researcher contact information:
Josh Carr
Carleton University
Computer Science/Cognitive Science
josh.carr@carleton.ca
Supervisor contact information:
Dr. Robert Biddle
Carleton University
Computer Science/Cognitive Science robert.biddle@carleton.ca
Should you have any ethical concerns with the study, please contact
the REB Chair, Carleton University Research Ethics Board-B (by
phone: 613-520-2600 ext. 4085, or by email: ethics@carleton.ca). For
all other questions about the study, please contact the researcher.
I have read the Consent Form and agree to participate in the study (Continue to Survey)
I do not wish to participate in the study (Exit Survey)

Section B: Demographics
B1.

Please enter your age in years

B2.

What is your level of education?
Primary/Elementary School
High-School
Vocational/Trade School
Bachelor's Degree
Graduate/Professional School
Other

Other

B3.

Please indicate your gender identity:
Female
Male
Prefer not to answer
Self-describe:

Self-describe:

Section C: Ten Item Personality Inventory
Here are a number of personality traits that may or may not apply to you. For each pair of traits, please indicate the extent to
which you agree or disagree that those traits apply to you. You should rate the extent to which the pair of traits applies to you,
even if one applies more strongly than the other.

C1.

I see myself as...
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Neutral

Agree
somewhat

Agree

Strongly
agree

Often

Always

Extraverted, enthusiastic
Critical, quarrelsome
Dependable, self-disciplined
Anxious, easily upset
Open to new experiences, complex
Reserved, quiet
Sympathetic, warm
Disorganized, careless
Calm, emotionally stable
Conventional, uncreative

Section D: Security Behaviour Intentions Scale
D1.

Please rate the following statements according to how often they
apply to you:

Never

When I'm prompted about a software update, I install it right away.
I try to make sure that the programs I use are up-to-date.
I manually lock my computer screen when I step away from it.
I set my computer screen to automatically lock if I don't use it for
a prolonged period of time.
I use a PIN or passcode to unlock my mobile phone.

Rarely

Sometimes

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

I use a password/passcode to unlock my laptop or tablet.
If I discover a security problem, I continue what I was doing
because I assume someone else will fix it.
When someone sends me a link, I open it without first verifying
where it goes.
I verify that my anti-virus software has been regularly updating
itself.
When browsing websites, I mouseover links to see where they go
before clicking them.
I know what websites I'm visiting based on its look and feel, rather
than by looking on the URL bar.
I do no change passwords unless I have to.
I use different passwords for different accounts that I have.
I do no include special characters in my password if it's not
required.
When I create a new online account, I try to use a password that
goes beyond the site's minimum requirements.
I submit information to websites without first verifying that it will
be sent securely (e.g., SSL, HTTPS, a lock icon).

Section E: BCI Description
A brain-computer interface, or BCI, is a system that allows a user to control a computer system with their mind. At it's
simplest, a BCI reads signals coming from the brain and then does something based on the signals it receives, such as moving a
mouse cursor on a screen or controlling a robotic arm. There are several BCI devices on the market which measure the
electrical activity of parts of the brain using sensors placed on the scalp.
Below are a few images of a wearable BCI device called the Emotiv Insight (www.emotiv.com). Please look at them and try to
imagine what it would be like to wear the device. In the next section you will be asked about your thoughts about the device.

Section F: Comfort of Wearable Devices Scale
Images from the previous page:

F1.

Concerning the device in the photos above, please rate the following
statements based on how much you agree with them:

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Disagree
somewhat

Neutral

Agree
somewhat

Agree

Strongly
agree

I would be worried about how I looked wearing
the device and what others would think .
I would be constantly aware of the device's
presence on my head.
After some time I would get used to the
presence of the device on my head.
The device would be safe, and unable to cause
me any physical harm.
The device would make me feel physically
different. I would feel strange wearing it.
The device would affect the way that I move. It
would inhibit or restrict my movement.
My movement would be unaffected by wearing
the device.
I would feel at-risk while wearing the device.
Wearing the device would make me anxious.
I would feel normal wearing the device. It
wouldn't make me feel physically different.

Section G: BCI Questions
G1.

Please rate your level of knowledge/experience of BCI devices.
No knowledg
e/experience
whatsoever

Aware of
BCIs but don't
know much
about them

A bit
Moderately
Very
knowledgeab knowledgeab knowledgeab
le about BCIs le about BCIs le about BCIs

BCI Knowledge

G2.

BCIs in the future
Strongly
Disagree

In the future, wearable BCI devices will become mainstream and
most people will use them.
BCI devices will probably never become popular.
Wearable BCI devices will be vulnerable to previously-unknown
types of security challenges.
In the future, companies like Google and Facebook will use data
from BCI devices to learn about users for the purpose of
advertisement targeting.

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

In the future, governments will use wearable BCI devices for
surveillance.

G3.

Consumer protections for BCI users

There should be special protections or regulations about the
collection and use of data from wearable BCI
Current privacy regulations are sufficient to protect BCI users.
Companies that collect data from these BCI devices should be
required to disclose how the data will be used.
Please select "Agree" as your answer for this question.
Companies that collect data from these BCI devices should be
required to ask for consent before collecting any data.
BCI manufacturers should be able to collect and use data from
BCI devices without explicit permission.
Users should have no rights to force companies to delete data
collected from them.

G4.

Security of BCIs

Data from BCI devices is more sensitive than that of other
wearable devices (e.g., smartwatch).
Current security practices like encryption are insufficient to
protect data generated by BCI devices.
It would be impossible for a hacker to cause physical harm or
damage by taking control of the device.
A hacker could use data intercepted from a BCI device to infer
private information about the user.

G5.

What sort of information might they be able to learn (select all that
apply):

Gender
Sexual Orientation
Ethnicity
Political/religious beliefs
Emotional State
Passwords for online accounts
Medical or health-related information (including mental health)
Whether the user is telling the truth or lying

You have reached the end of the survey. Thank you for your participation! The
completion code for this study is: BC99
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Appendix B
R Code
B.1
1

Data Validation and Pre-Processing Script

library(tidyverse)

2
3
4
5

process_data <- function(df) {
# remove empty columns
df <- df[,colSums(is.na(df))<nrow(df)]

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

df

<- df %>%
rename(
bciKnowledge
bciDataGender
bciDataOrientation
bciDataEthnicity
bciDataReligpolit
bciDataEmotion
bciDataPassword
bciDataHealth
bciDataTruth

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

̀bciKnowledge[01]̀,
̀bciData[gender]̀,
̀bciData[orientation]̀,
̀bciData[ethnicity]̀,
̀bciData[religpolit]̀,
̀bciData[emotion]̀,
̀bciData[password]̀,
̀bciData[health]̀,
̀bciData[truth]̀,

18

# the timings
consentTime =
demogTime
=
tipiTime
=
sebisTime
=
bciDescTime =
comfortTime =
bciTime
=

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

dont have the group titles by default
groupTime392,
groupTime386,
groupTime387,
groupTime388,
groupTime389,
groupTime391,
groupTime390,

27

# rename and fix some unfortunate typos in the survey question codes
COMFappearance
= ̀comfort[COMFemotion]̀,
COMFattachment1 = ̀comfort[COMFattachment]̀,
COMFattachment2 = ̀comfort[COMattachment2]̀,
COMFharm
= ̀comfort[COMFharm]̀,
COMFchange1
= ̀comfort[COMFchange]̀,
COMFchange2
= ̀comfort[COMchange2]̀,
COMFmovement1
= ̀comfort[COMFmovement]̀,
COMFmovement2
= ̀comfort[COMmovement2]̀,
COMFanxiety
= ̀comfort[COMFanxiety]̀,

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

)

# this validation question should be 4 if the respondent is paying
# attention
flagQuestion = ̀bciConsumer[07]̀

43
44
45
46

# remove all remaining brackets from column titles
names(df) <- str_replace(names(df), "\\[", "")
names(df) <- str_replace(names(df), "\\]", "")

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

df <- df %>%
filter(
# remove cases that didn't accept consent
consent == "yes",
) %>%
mutate(
# calculate difference between reversed items for validation

193

194
55
56
57
58
59

validation1
validation2
validation3
validation4
validation5

=
=
=
=
=

abs(COMFattachment1 - reverse_7_item(COMFattachment2)),
abs(COMFmovement1 - reverse_7_item(COMFmovement2)),
abs(COMFchange1 - reverse_7_item(COMFchange2)),
abs(bciFuture01 - reverse_5_item(bciFuture02)),
abs(bciConsumer04 - reverse_5_item(bciConsumer05)),

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

inconsistent_answers = (
# set difference thresholds here
# 1-3 are from 7-choice responses, 4 and 5 are 5-choice
validation1 > 4 |
validation2 > 4 |
validation3 > 4 |
validation4 > 3 |
validation5 > 3
),

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

# recode answers to education question
edu = recode_factor(factor(edu, ordered = T,
levels = c("A1", "A2", "A3", "A4", "A5")),
A1 = "Primary", A2 = "High-school",
A3 = "Trade/Vocational", A4 = "Bachelor's",
A5 = "Graduate/Professional"),
edu = fct_explicit_na(edu),

78
79
80
81
82
83
84

# calculate subscale scores
TIPIextraversion
= (tipi01 + reverse_7_item(tipi06)) / 2,
TIPIagreeableness
= (reverse_7_item(tipi02) +tipi07) / 2,
TIPIconscientiousness
= (tipi03 + reverse_7_item(tipi08)) / 2,
TIPIemotional_stability = (reverse_7_item(tipi04) + tipi09) / 2,
TIPIopenness_to_exp
= (tipi05 + reverse_7_item(tipi10)) / 2,

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

SEBISsecurement
SEBISpasswordgen

= (sebis04 + sebis06 + sebis03 + sebis05 ) / 4,
= (reverse_5_item(sebis12) + sebis13 +
sebis15 + reverse_5_item(sebis14) ) / 4,
SEBISproactiveawareness = (reverse_5_item(sebis08) + reverse_5_item(sebis11) +
reverse_5_item(sebis16) + sebis10 +
reverse_5_item(sebis07) ) / 5,
SEBISupdating
= (sebis01 + sebis02 + sebis09 ) / 3,

93
94
95
96
97
98
99

COMFappearance
COMFattachment
COMFharm
COMFchange
COMFmovement
COMFanxiety

=
=
=
=
=

= reverse_7_item(COMFappearance),
(COMFattachment1 + reverse_7_item(COMFattachment2)) / 2,
reverse_7_item(COMFharm),
(COMFchange1 + reverse_7_item(COMFchange2)) / 2,
(COMFmovement1 + reverse_7_item(COMFmovement2)) / 2,
COMFanxiety,

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

bciFuture

= (bciFuture01 + reverse_5_item(bciFuture02) +
bciFuture03 + bciFuture04 + bciFuture05) / 5,
bciConsumer = (bciConsumer01 + reverse_5_item(bciConsumer02) +
bciConsumer03 + bciConsumer04 +
reverse_5_item(bciConsumer05) +
reverse_5_item(bciConsumer06)) / 6,
bciSecurity = (bciSec01 + bciSec02 + reverse_5_item(bciSec03) +
bciSec04) / 4,
)

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

# summary
pre_n_male
<- sum(df$gender == "m")
pre_n_female <- sum(df$gender == "f")
pre_mean_age <- mean(df$age)
pre_sd_age
<- sd(df$age)
n_failed_flag <- sum(df$flagQuestion != 4, na.rm = T)
inconsistent_answers <- sum(df$inconsistent_answers, na.rm = T)
pre_fast_completion <- sum(df$interviewtime < 240)
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print("Summary (before filtering):")
print("~~~~~~~~")

195
print(sprintf("n: %s", nrow(df)))
print(sprintf("n male: %s
female: %s", pre_n_male, pre_n_female))
print(sprintf("mean age: %s
sd: %s", round(pre_mean_age, digits = 2),
round(pre_sd_age, digits = 2)))
print(sprintf("n failed flag question: %s", n_failed_flag))
print(sprintf("n inconsistent answers: %s", inconsistent_answers))
print(sprintf("n < 4 min: %s", pre_fast_completion))
print("~~~~~~~~")
writeLines("")
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df

132

<- filter(df, flagQuestion == 4, !inconsistent_answers)

133

post_n_male
<- sum(df$gender == "m")
post_n_female <- sum(df$gender == "f")
post_mean_age <- mean(df$age)
post_sd_age
<- sd(df$age)
post_fast_completion <- sum(df$interviewtime < 240)
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print("Summary (after filtering):")
print("~~~~~~~~")
print(sprintf("n: %s", nrow(df)))
print(sprintf("n male: %s
female: %s", post_n_male, post_n_female))
print(sprintf("mean age: %s
sd: %s", round(post_mean_age, digits = 2),
round(post_sd_age, digits = 2)))
print(sprintf("n < 4 min: %s", post_fast_completion))
print("~~~~~~~~")
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}

return(df)
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# functions to reverse-score columns
reverse_7_item <- function(col) {
for (i in (1:length(col))) {
if (is.na(col[i])) { }
else if (col[i] == 7) { col[i] <else if (col[i] == 6) { col[i] <else if (col[i] == 5) { col[i] <else if (col[i] == 3) { col[i] <else if (col[i] == 2) { col[i] <else if (col[i] == 1) { col[i] <}
return(col)
}

1
2
3
5
6
7

}
}
}
}
}
}

1
2
4
5

}
}
}
}
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reverse_5_item <- function(col) {
for (i in (1:length(col))) {
if (is.na(col[i])) { }
else if (col[i] == 5) { col[i]
else if (col[i] == 4) { col[i]
else if (col[i] == 2) { col[i]
else if (col[i] == 1) { col[i]
}
return(col)
}

<<<<-
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# import
data <- read_csv("bci_survey_results.csv")
df_processed <- process_data(data)

B.2
1
2

Data Analysis and Hypothesis Testing Script

# SETUP
library(tidyverse)
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5
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7

library(ggExtra)
library(gridExtra)
library(ggpubr)
library(xtable)
library(extrafont) # for embedding fonts

8
9

source("validation.r")

10
11

loadfonts()

12
13
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theme_set(
theme_classic()
)

16
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theme_update(
strip.background = element_rect(color = NA),
)

20
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update_geom_defaults("col",
update_geom_defaults("bar",

list(colour = "black", fill = "grey"))
list(colour = "black", fill = "grey"))
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# DATA IMPORT
df <- read_csv("bci_survey_results.csv")
df <- process_data(df)

28
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# DESCRIPTIVE STATS
# Gender
n_male <- sum(df$gender == "m")
n_female <- sum(df$gender == "f")

34
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# Age
median_age <- round(median(df$age, na.rm = TRUE), digits = 2)
mean_age <- round(mean(df$age, na.rm = TRUE), digits = 2)
sd_age <- round(sd(df$age, na.rm = TRUE), digits = 2)
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age_hist <- ggplot(df, aes(age)) +
geom_histogram(binwidth = 2) +
geom_vline(xintercept = median_age, alpha = 2/3, linetype = "dashed") +
labs(x = "Age (years)",
y = "n",
title = "a)"
# caption = "* dashed line is the median"
)
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_age.png", height = 8, width = 8, units = "cm")
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_age.pdf")
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# Education
by_edu <- df %>%
group_by(edu) %>%
summarize(n = n()) %>%
rename(Education = edu)
print(xtable(by_edu, sanitize.text.function = identity,
label = "desc_edu",
caption = "Frequency table of levels of education for the sample."
), file = "tables/edu_desc.tex", include.rownames = FALSE)
# print(by_edu)
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edu_hist <- ggplot(by_edu, aes(Education, n)) +
geom_col() +
labs(x = "Education Level",
y = "n"
# title = "c)"
)
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ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_edu.png", width = 14, height = 8, units = "cm")
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_edu.pdf")
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# Time
mean_time <- round(mean(df$interviewtime, na.rm = TRUE), digits = 2)
median_time <- median(df$interviewtime, na.rm = TRUE)
sd_time <- round(sd(df$interviewtime, na.rm = TRUE), digits = 2)
n_under_4 <- round(sum(df$interviewtime < 240), digits = 2)
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time_hist <- ggplot(df, aes(interviewtime)) +
geom_histogram() +
geom_vline(xintercept = median_time, alpha = 2/3, linetype = "dashed") +
labs(x = "Survey Duration (seconds)",
y = "n",
title = "b)"
# caption = "* dashed line is the median"
)
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_time.png")
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_time.pdf")
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hist_demogs_merged <- grid.arrange(age_hist, time_hist, nrow = 1)
ggsave(hist_demogs_merged, filename = "figures/hist_demogs_merged.png",
width = 20, height = 8, units = "cm"
)
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_demogs_merged.pdf")
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# function to plot subscales for sebis, tipi, etc
subscale_plot <- function(df, subscales, bw = 0.5, labx = "", laby = "n") {
plot <- ggplot(df, aes(value)) +
geom_histogram(binwidth = bw) +
facet_wrap(~ Scale, ncol = 2) +
labs(x = labx,
y = laby)
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}

for (scale in subscales) {
plot <- plot +
geom_vline(
data = filter(df, scale == Scale),
aes(xintercept = median(value)),
linetype = "dashed")
}
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# TIPI Big5
tipi_by_scale <- df %>%
select(id, TIPIextraversion:TIPIopenness_to_exp) %>%
rename(
"Agreeableness" = TIPIagreeableness,
"Conscientiousness" = TIPIconscientiousness,
"Extraversion" = TIPIextraversion,
"Emotional Stability" = TIPIemotional_stability,
"Openness to Experience" = TIPIopenness_to_exp,
) %>%
pivot_longer(cols = "Extraversion":"Openness to Experience", names_to = "Scale")
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popnorms <- c(4.91, 4.94, 4.56, 3.98, 5.46)
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133

tipi_desc_table <- tipi_by_scale %>%
group_by(Scale) %>%
summarize(Median = median(value),
Mean = mean(value),
SD = sd(value))

134
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tipi_desc_table["Population Mean"]

<- popnorms

198
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

print(xtable(tipi_desc_table,
label = "tipi_desc",
caption = c("Descriptive statistics for the subscales of the TIPI.
Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking the average of the
subscale items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Population
mean values are from \\authorcite{gosling14}. Scores on each
subscale can range from 0 to 7.",
"Descriptive statistics for the subscales of the TIPI.")),
file = "tables/tipi_desc.tex",
include.rownames = FALSE)
# print(tipi_desc_table)
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tipi_subscale_hist

<- subscale_plot(tipi_by_scale,
c("Agreeableness", "Conscientiousness",
"Extraversion", "Emotional Stability",
"Openness to Experience"))
print(tipi_subscale_hist)
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_tipi.png",
height = 18, width = 18, units = "cm"
)
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_tipi.pdf")
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# SeBIS
sebis_by_scale <- df %>%
select(id, SEBISsecurement:SEBISupdating) %>%
rename(
"Securement" = SEBISsecurement,
"Password Generation" = SEBISpasswordgen,
"Proactive Awareness" = SEBISproactiveawareness,
"Updating" = SEBISupdating
) %>%
pivot_longer(cols = Securement:Updating, names_to = "Scale")
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sebis_desc_table <- sebis_by_scale %>%
group_by(Scale) %>%
summarize(Median = median(value),
Mean = mean(value),
SD = sd(value))
print(xtable(sebis_desc_table,
label = "sebis_desc",
caption = c("Descriptive statistics of the subscales of the SeBIS.
Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking the average of
the subscale items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Scores
on each subscale can range from 0 to 5.",
"Descriptive statistics of the subscales of the SeBIS.")),
file = "tables/sebis_desc.tex", include.rownames = FALSE)
# print(sebis_desc_table)
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sebis_subscale_hist

<- subscale_plot(sebis_by_scale,
c("Securement", "Password Generation",
"Proactive Awareness", "Updating"))
print(sebis_subscale_hist)
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_sebis_subscales.png",
height = 18, width = 18, units = "cm"
)
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_sebis_subscales.pdf")
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# Comfort
comfort_by_scale <- df %>%
select(id, COMFappearance, COMFharm, COMFanxiety, COMFattachment:COMFmovement) %>%
rename(
"Appearance" = COMFappearance,
"Harm" = COMFharm,
"Anxiety" = COMFanxiety,
"Attachment" = COMFattachment,
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"Change" = COMFchange,
"Movement" = COMFmovement
) %>%
pivot_longer(cols = Appearance:Movement, names_to = "Scale")
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comfort_desc_table <- comfort_by_scale %>%
group_by(Scale) %>%
summarize(Median = median(value),
Mean = mean(value),
SD = sd(value))
print(xtable(comfort_desc_table,
label = "comfort_desc",
caption = c("Descriptive statistics of the six dimensions measured by
the CRS. Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking the average
of the subscale items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Scores on
each subscale can range from 0 to 7.",
"Descriptive statistics of the six dimensions measured by the CRS.")),
file = "tables/comfort_desc.tex", include.rownames = FALSE)
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comfort_subscale_hist

<- subscale_plot(comfort_by_scale,
c("Appearance", "Harm", "Anxiety",
"Attachment", "Change", "Movement"),
bw = 1)
print(comfort_subscale_hist)
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_comfort_subscale.png",
width = 18, height = 18, units = "cm")
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_comfort_subscale.pdf")
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# BCI Scales
bci_by_scale <- df %>%
select(id, bciKnowledge, bciFuture:bciSecurity) %>%
rename(
"BCI Knowledge" = bciKnowledge,
"Future of BCIs" = bciFuture,
"Consumer Protection" = bciConsumer,
"BCI Security" = bciSecurity,
) %>%
pivot_longer(cols = "BCI Knowledge":"BCI Security", names_to = "Scale")
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bci_desc_table <- bci_by_scale %>%
group_by(Scale) %>%
summarize(Median = median(value),
Mean = mean(value),
SD = sd(value))
print(xtable(bci_desc_table,
label = "bci_desc",
caption = c("Descriptive statistics for the four subscales of the
BIS. Scores on each subscale are calculated by taking the average
of the subscale items after reverse-scoring as appropriate. Scores on
each subscale can range from 0 to 5.",
"Descriptive statistics for the four subscales of the BIS.")),
file = "tables/bci_desc.tex", include.rownames = FALSE)
# print(bci_desc_table)
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bci_subscale_hist

<- subscale_plot(bci_by_scale,
c("BCI Knowledge", "Future of BCIs",
"Consumer Protection", "BCI Security"),
bw = 1)
print(bci_subscale_hist)
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_bci_subscale.png", width = 18,
height = 18, units = "cm")
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_bci_subscale.pdf")
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bci_private_info <- df %>%
select(id, bciSec04) %>%
mutate(bciSec04 = factor(bciSec04, ordered = TRUE),

200
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bciSec04 = fct_recode(bciSec04,
"Strongly disagree" = "1",
"Disagree" = "2",
"Neutral" = "3",
"Agree" = "4",
"Strongly agree" = "5",
)) %>%
rename(Answer = bciSec04) %>%
group_by(Answer) %>%
summarize(n = n())

281
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print(xtable(bci_private_info,
label = "bci_private_info",
caption = "Frequency table of the responses to the BIS:Security
item ̀̀A hacker could use data intercepted from a BCI device to
infer private information about the user.''",
digits = c(0, 0, 0)),
file = "tables/bci_private_info_desc.tex", include.rownames = FALSE)
# print(bci_private_info)
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bci_private_info_hist <- ggplot(bci_private_info, aes(Answer, n)) +
geom_col() +
labs(
x = "Response",
y = "n"
)
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_bci_private_info.png", width = 5, height = 5)
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_bci_private_info.pdf")
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bci_info_types <- df %>%
select(id, bciSec04, bciDataGender:bciDataTruth) %>%
rename(
Gender = bciDataGender,
̀Emotional Statè = bciDataEmotion,
Ethnicity = bciDataEthnicity,
̀Medical/Health̀ = bciDataHealth,
̀Sexual Orientatioǹ = bciDataOrientation,
Passwords = bciDataPassword,
̀Religious/Political Beliefs̀ = bciDataReligpolit,
Truthfulness = bciDataTruth,
) %>%
filter(bciSec04 %in% c(4, 5)) %>%
pivot_longer(cols = Gender:Truthfulness, names_to = "Info type") %>%
group_by(̀Info typè) %>%
summarize(n = sum(value)) %>%
arrange(desc(n))
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print(xtable(bci_info_types,
label = "bci_info_types",
caption = c("Frequency table of the responses to the followup question
̀̀What sort of information might they be able to learn (select all
that apply)?'', shown to respondents who selected \\emph{Agree} or
\\emph{Strongly agree} as their answer to the question in
\\ref{bci_private_info}.",
"Frequency table of the responses to the followup question
̀̀What sort of information might they be able to learn (select all
that apply)?''")),
file = "tables/bci_info_types_desc.tex", include.rownames = FALSE)
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bci_info_types_hist
geom_col() +
labs(
x = "Response",
y = "n"
) +

<- ggplot(bci_info_types, aes(reorder(̀Info typè, n) , n)) +
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coord_flip()
ggsave(filename = "figures/hist_bci_info_types.png", width = 5, height = 5)
# embed_fonts("figures/hist_bci_info_types.pdf")
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# HYPOTHESIS TESTS
median_split_test <- function(x, y) {
wilcox.test(y ~ x <= median(x))
}
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# custom scatterplot function w/ marginal histograms
plot_width = 10
plot_height = 10

351
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scatterplot

<- function(df, x, y, plot_title = element_blank(),
plot_caption = element_blank(), xlab = element_blank(),
ylab = element_blank(), xlim = 7, ylim = 7, model,
sides = "both") {
plot <- ggplot(df, aes(x, y)) +
geom_smooth(colour = "grey", method = lm, se = FALSE, formula = y ~ x) +
geom_jitter(alpha = 2/3) +
labs(title = plot_title, caption = plot_caption, x = xlab, y = ylab) +
stat_cor(method = "spearman", cor.coef.name = "rho") +
scale_x_continuous(breaks = 1:xlim, limits = c(1, xlim)) +
scale_y_continuous(breaks = 1:ylim, limits = c(1, ylim)) +
coord_fixed()
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}

plot <- ggMarginal(plot, type = "histogram", fill = "grey", margins = "both")
return(plot)
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# SeBIS
# calculate test statistics
hs_1_grp <- median_split_test(df$SEBISsecurement, df$bciSecurity)
hs_1_cor <- cor.test(df$SEBISsecurement, df$bciSecurity, method = "spearman")
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hs_2_grp <- median_split_test(df$SEBISsecurement, df$bciFuture)
hs_2_cor <- cor.test(df$SEBISsecurement, df$bciFuture, method = "spearman")
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hs_3_grp <- median_split_test(df$SEBISproactiveawareness, df$bciSecurity)
hs_3_cor <- cor.test(df$SEBISproactiveawareness, df$bciSecurity, method = "spearman")
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hs_4_grp <- median_split_test(df$SEBISproactiveawareness, df$bciFuture)
hs_4_cor <- cor.test(df$SEBISproactiveawareness, df$bciFuture, method = "spearman")

382
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# create a table
hs_names <- c("$HS_1$", "$HS_2$", "$HS_3$", "$HS_4$")
hs_rho_vals <- c()
hs_cor_p_vals <- c()
hs_grp_stats <- c()
hs_grp_p_vals <- c()
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for (test in list(hs_1_cor, hs_2_cor, hs_3_cor, hs_4_cor)) {
hs_rho_vals <- c(hs_rho_vals, round(test$estimate, digits = 3))
hs_cor_p_vals <- c(hs_cor_p_vals, round(test$p.value, digits = 3))
}
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for (test in list(hs_1_grp, hs_2_grp, hs_3_grp, hs_4_grp)) {
hs_grp_stats <- c(hs_grp_stats, round(test$statistic, digits = 3))
hs_grp_p_vals <- c(hs_grp_p_vals, round(test$p.value, digits = 3))
}
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sebis_hypoth_tests <- tibble(hs_names, hs_rho_vals, hs_cor_p_vals, hs_grp_stats,
hs_grp_p_vals) %>%
rename(Test = hs_names,
̀Spearman $\\rho$̀ = hs_rho_vals,

202
̀Spearman $p$-valuè = hs_cor_p_vals,
̀Wilcoxon $W$̀ = hs_grp_stats,
̀Wilcoxon $p$-valuè = hs_grp_p_vals)
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print(xtable(sebis_hypoth_tests,
label = "sebis_hypoth_tests",
caption = c("Results and $p$-values of Spearman correlation tests
and Wilcoxon rank sum test for the SeBIS hypotheses. Wilcoxon
tests were conducting by performing a median split on the data
based on the relevant SeBIS dimension and testing for a difference
between the two groups on the other variable.",
"Results and $p$-values of Spearman correlation tests
and Wilcoxon rank sum test for the SeBIS hypotheses.")),
file = "tables/sebis_hypoth_tests.tex",
sanitize.colnames.function = identity,
sanitize.text.function = identity,
include.rownames = FALSE,
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)
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print(sebis_hypoth_tests)
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# create some scatterplots
securement_bcisec_scatter <- scatterplot(df, df$SEBISsecurement, df$bciSecurity,
plot_title = expression(paste("HS"[1])),
# plot_title = "(a)",
xlab = "SeBIS: Securement",
ylab = "BIS: Security",
xlim = 5, ylim = 5,
sides = "both",
model = hs_1_cor)
ggsave(plot = securement_bcisec_scatter,
filename = "figures/hs1_scatter_securement_bcisec.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")
embed_fonts("figures/hs1_scatter_securement_bcisec.pdf")
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securement_bcifuture_scatter

<- scatterplot(df, df$SEBISsecurement, df$bciFuture,
plot_title = expression(paste("HS"[2])),
# plot_title = "(c)",
xlab = "SeBIS: Securement",
ylab = "BIS: Future",
xlim = 5, ylim = 5,
# sides = "none",
model = hs_2_cor)
ggsave(plot = securement_bcifuture_scatter,
filename = "figures/hs2_scatter_securement_bcifuture.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")
embed_fonts("figures/hs2_scatter_securement_bcifuture.pdf")
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proaware_bcisec_scatter

<- scatterplot(df, df$SEBISproactiveawareness, df$bciSecurity,
plot_title = expression(paste("HS"[3])),
# plot_title = "(b)",
xlab = "SeBIS: Proactive Awareness",
ylab = "BIS: Security",
xlim = 5, ylim = 5,
sides = "both",
model = hs_3_cor)
ggsave(plot = proaware_bcisec_scatter,
filename = "figures/hs3_scatter_proaware_bcisec.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")
embed_fonts("figures/hs3_scatter_proaware_bcisec.pdf")
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proaware_bcifuture_scatter

<- scatterplot(df,
df$SEBISproactiveawareness,
df$bciFuture,
plot_title = expression(paste("HS"[4])),
# plot_title = "(d)",

203
xlab = "SeBIS: Proactive Awareness",
ylab = "BIS: Future",
xlim = 5, ylim = 5,
sides = "both",
model = hs_4_cor)
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ggsave(plot = proaware_bcifuture_scatter,
filename = "figures/hs4_scatter_proaware_bcifuture.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")
embed_fonts("figures/hs4_scatter_proaware_bcifuture.pdf")
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hs_scatterplots <- grid.arrange(securement_bcisec_scatter,
securement_bcifuture_scatter,
proaware_bcisec_scatter,
proaware_bcifuture_scatter,
nrow = 2)
ggsave(hs_scatterplots, file = "figures/hs_scatter_merged.png",
width = 18, height = 18, units = "cm")
# embed_fonts("figures/hs_scatter_merged.pdf")
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# Big 5 Personality
# calculate test statistics
hp_1_grp <- median_split_test(df$TIPIagreeableness, df$COMFanxiety)
hp_1_cor <- cor.test(df$TIPIagreeableness, df$COMFanxiety, method = "spearman")
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hp_2_grp <- median_split_test(df$TIPIemotional_stability, df$COMFappearance)
hp_2_cor <- cor.test(df$TIPIemotional_stability,
df$COMFappearance, method = "spearman")
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hp_3_grp <- median_split_test(df$TIPIemotional_stability, df$COMFharm)
hp_3_cor <- cor.test(df$TIPIemotional_stability,
df$COMFharm, method = "spearman")

503
504
505
506

hp_4_grp <- median_split_test(df$TIPIemotional_stability, df$COMFanxiety)
hp_4_cor <- cor.test(df$TIPIemotional_stability,
df$COMFanxiety, method = "spearman")

507
508
509
510

hp_5_grp <- median_split_test(df$TIPIopenness_to_exp, df$bciFuture)
hp_5_cor <- cor.test(df$TIPIopenness_to_exp,
df$bciFuture, method = "spearman")

511
512
513
514

hp_6_grp <- median_split_test(df$TIPIopenness_to_exp, df$COMFappearance)
hp_6_cor <- cor.test(df$TIPIopenness_to_exp,
df$COMFappearance, method = "spearman")

515
516
517
518

hp_7_grp <- median_split_test(df$TIPIopenness_to_exp, df$COMFanxiety)
hp_7_cor <- cor.test(df$TIPIopenness_to_exp,
df$COMFanxiety, method = "spearman")

519
520
521
522

hp_8_grp
hp_8_cor

<- median_split_test(df$TIPIextraversion, df$COMFappearance)
<- cor.test(df$TIPIextraversion,
df$COMFappearance, method = "spearman")

523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530

# create a table
hp_names <- c("$HP_1$", "$HP_2$", "$HP_3$", "$HP_4$",
"$HP_5$", "$HP_6$", "$HP_7$", "$HP_8$")
hp_rho_vals <- c()
hp_cor_p_vals <- c()
hp_grp_stats <- c()
hp_grp_p_vals <- c()

531
532
533
534
535
536

for (test in list(hp_1_cor, hp_2_cor, hp_3_cor, hp_4_cor,
hp_5_cor, hp_6_cor, hp_7_cor, hp_8_cor)) {
hp_rho_vals <- c(hp_rho_vals, round(test$estimate, digits = 3))
hp_cor_p_vals <- c(hp_cor_p_vals, round(test$p.value, digits = 3))
}

537
538

for (test in list(hp_1_grp, hp_2_grp, hp_3_grp, hp_4_grp,

204
539
540
541
542

}

hp_5_grp, hp_6_grp, hp_7_grp, hp_8_grp)) {
hp_grp_stats <- c(hp_grp_stats, round(test$statistic, digits = 3))
hp_grp_p_vals <- c(hp_grp_p_vals, round(test$p.value, digits = 3))

543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564

tipi_hypoth_tests <- tibble(hp_names, hp_rho_vals, hp_cor_p_vals,
hp_grp_stats, hp_grp_p_vals) %>%
rename(Test = hp_names,
̀Spearman $\\rho$̀ = hp_rho_vals,
̀Spearman $p$-valuè = hp_cor_p_vals,
̀Wilcoxon $W$̀ = hp_grp_stats,
̀Wilcoxon $p$-valuè = hp_grp_p_vals)
print(xtable(tipi_hypoth_tests,
label = "tipi_hypoth_tests",
caption = c("Results and $p$-values of Spearman correlation tests
and Wilcoxon rank sum test for the TIPI hypotheses. Wilcoxon tests
were conducting by performing a median split on the data based on
the relevant SeBIS dimension and testing for a difference between
the two groups on the other variable.",
"Results and $p$-values of Spearman correlation tests
and Wilcoxon rank sum test for the TIPI hypotheses.")),
sanitize.colnames.function = identity,
sanitize.text.function = identity,
file = "tables/tipi_hypoth_tests.tex",
include.rownames = FALSE)
print(tipi_hypoth_tests)

565
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567
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569
570
571
572
573
574
575

# scatterplots
agreeableness_anxiety_scatter <- scatterplot(df, df$TIPIagreeableness, df$COMFanxiety,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[1])),
xlab = "TIPI: Agreeableness",
ylab = "Comfort: Anxiety",
model = hp_1)
ggsave(plot = agreeableness_anxiety_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp1_scatter_agreeableness_anxiety.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")

576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586

emotstabil_appearance_scatter <- scatterplot(df,
df$TIPIemotional_stability,
df$COMFappearance,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[2])),
xlab = "TIPI: Emotional Stability",
ylab = "Comfort: Appearance",
model = hp_2)
ggsave(plot = emotstabil_appearance_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp2_scatter_emotstabil_appearance.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")

587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595

emotstabil_harm_scatter <- scatterplot(df, df$TIPIemotional_stability, df$COMFharm,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[3])),
xlab = "TIPI: Emotional Stability",
ylab = "Comfort: Harm",
model = hp_3)
ggsave(plot = emotstabil_harm_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp3_scatter_emotstabil_harm.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")

596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605

emotstabil_anxiety_scatter

<- scatterplot(df,
df$TIPIemotional_stability,
df$COMFanxiety,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[4])),
xlab = "TIPI: Emotional Stability",
ylab = "Comfort: Anxiety",
model = hp_4)
ggsave(plot = emotstabil_anxiety_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp4_scatter_emotstabil_anxiety.pdf",

205
606

width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")
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608
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610
611
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613
614
615
616

openness_bcifuture_scatter <- scatterplot(df, df$TIPIopenness_to_exp, df$bciFuture,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[5])),
xlab = "TIPI: Openness to Experience",
ylab = "BIS: Future",
ylim = 5,
model = hp_5)
ggsave(plot = openness_bcifuture_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp5_scatter_openness_bcifuture.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")

617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627

openness_appearance_scatter <- scatterplot(df,
df$TIPIopenness_to_exp,
df$COMFappearance,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[6])),
xlab = "TIPI: Openness to Experience",
ylab = "Comfort: Appearance",
model = hp_6)
ggsave(plot = openness_appearance_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp6_scatter_openness_appearance.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")

628
629
630
631
632
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635
636

openness_anxiety_scatter <- scatterplot(df, df$TIPIopenness_to_exp, df$COMFanxiety,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[7])),
xlab = "TIPI: Openness to Experience",
ylab = "Comfort: Anxiety",
model = hp_7)
ggsave(plot = openness_anxiety_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp7_scatter_openness_anxiety.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")

637
638
639
640
641
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644
645
646

extraversion_appearance_scatter <- scatterplot(df, df$TIPIextraversion,
df$COMFappearance,
plot_title = expression(paste("HP"[8])),
xlab = "TIPI: Extraversion",
ylab = "Comfort: Appearance",
model = hs_8)
ggsave(plot = extraversion_appearance_scatter,
filename = "figures/hp8_scatter_extraversion_appearance.pdf",
width = plot_width, height = plot_height, units = "cm")

647
648
649
650
651
652

hp_scatterplots1 <- grid.arrange(agreeableness_anxiety_scatter,
emotstabil_appearance_scatter,
emotstabil_harm_scatter,
emotstabil_anxiety_scatter,
ncol = 2)

653
654
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hp_scatterplots2 <- grid.arrange(openness_bcifuture_scatter,
openness_appearance_scatter,
openness_anxiety_scatter,
extraversion_appearance_scatter,
ncol = 2)

659
660
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664

ggsave(hp_scatterplots1, file = "figures/hp_scatter_merged1.png",
width = 18, height = 18, units = "cm")
# embed_fonts("figures/hp_scatter_merged1.pdf")
ggsave(hp_scatterplots2, file = "figures/hp_scatter_merged2.png",
width = 18, height = 18, units = "cm")

665
666

# embed_fonts("figures/hp_scatter_merged2.pdf")

